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toyrard a critical state 

Yieto!" B. SapozhnH~o\' and Eft Foufoula·GeorgioLl 
S: .. -\nrhon), Pulls Lubur;!I0ry. Cnil-ersity of "linl1~s,l\;I. :-'lil1n~ar0Ii, 

Abstract. Self-organization in an experimentnl braided river is stuclied: It is shown th~t 
the: experimental braided river self-organizes into a critical state where It shows dynamic 
sL'clling; that is, small and large. parts of the riv~r e\'ol.ve statistically i~entically after proper 
renormalization of space and time. The dynaml: sc~hng emerges dunng tbe pro~ess of 
npproaching the critical state which iJ1\'olws selt-adJustm~nt .of both profil~ (\'ertlcal self· 
orgunization) find braiding pattern (horizontal self.organl~atlOn). The .obtamed result 
corroborates the hypothesis suggested by the authors earlier [Sapozhlllkol' and FOlltoll/a
Gt!ol'gioll, 1997J that braided rivers are~elf-organi~e? critical syst~ms. The results are also 
important for understanding and statistically predlctlllg the behaVIOr of natural braided 
ril'ers because, owing to external conditions (e.g., sudden streamflow changes), some of 
them mHy be driven ~out of the critical state and therefore may show deviation from 
dynamic scaling. 

1. Introduction 

Braided rivers ure complex systems ch~r~cteriz~d by hkrar
chicnl geometry nnd rapid evolution. Diffcr~nt approaches 
hal'c been used to describe and \lI1derstand their morphology 
and dmumics. i\ bulk of research on braided ril'erg has focused 
on dc'tni!t::d study of processes in a sl11all area. such as flo\\' and 
~0diment flux around [\ sim!1e chllnncl bar or contlllcncl! [Ash· 
I':ore lind Parka, 191)3: Ashmol'e L'I ni., 1992: &51. 19S6. I \ISS: 
BrislolI' L'I ai., I \193; Mosie\'. 1976, 1977; Robl'l'l. 199:1), Anoth\:r 
app1'l1ach inl'oll'es e~;ploring statbtical propertks of the ,putinl 
>lructurc unu c.,'olution of braided ril'ers from the point ofl'iew 
l1t" unraveling and quantifying scnle relationships in space und 
time [Sapo::llI1ikol' al1d FOllfoll/a-Georgiocl. 1996. 1997: Fall
IOIl/a.Georgioli and Sapo::hnikol'. 1998]. It is hoped that this 
'approach can shed new light on braided rivers as a whole in 
terms of understanding the underlying mechani,ms responsi
bk for the formation and evolution of braided patterns. and 
statistical prediction of their behavior. 

From the analysis of three natural braided ril'ers. Sapo::hlli
!;,Ol' alld Fmrjoll/a-Georgioll [1996] showed that these rivers 
e~hihjt anisotropic spatiul scaling in their static morphology. 
This implies that a smaller part of a river, stretched differently 
along the muinstream and the perpendicular directions, is sta· 
tbtic-ally identical to a larger part. Luter. Sapo:hllikol' illld 
FOIi/ollla.Georgioll [1997) presented experimental. el'id~nce 
that in addition to the spaliul scaling, stationary braided mers 
(i.e .. rivers gilen enough time to reach statistical equilibrium 
under constant external conditions) exhibit dynamic scaling in 
thdr evolution. The presence of dynamic scaling implies that a 
smulier part of a braided river evolves identically (in the sta
tistical sense) to a bigger part provided that time is rescaled by 
~ factor 1\ hleh J.:pends or.:y on the mtio of the spatial scales of 
the tllO purts. 

The prcser.cC' of dynar:-:ic scaling together with other thea
rc'tical consid..:rations led us to conjecture [Sapo:hllikol' alld 

Cllpyright 19Y1J by th~ Am.:r'::-an G~nph:'sit:al Cniun, 
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FOllfollia·Georgiol/, 1997] that braided ril'ers helong to self
organized critical (SOC) systems [see Eak el (II .. 1987]. Indeed, 
in stationary systems, dynamic scal.ing is a signature of tritical 
state. Also, a lurge number of degrees of freedom (i.e .. a large 
number of possible independent changes in the patterns) and 
nonlinearitv, both of which are present in braided riYers, are 
typicul of 'self-organized criticnl phenomena. SOC systems 
bring themsell'es to a critical state which is an nttractor of their 
dVl1amics. This is different from traditionu) criticaJ systems, 
I\:hich require external fine tuning of a driving paramete'r (e.g .. 
tempcruture in the case of a magne,;c l11aterial or concentra
tion in the cuse of a percolation sy,:em) to he brought to a 
critical state [e,g" Ma. 1976], 

Since by definition SOC systems shol\' critical behavior only 
after they hal'e brought themselves to a critical state, which is 
also a statistical equilibrium state, S,;po:/zllikol' and FOllfollla' 
Georgioll [1997] left their experiment3.1 braided ril'er to evolve 
until both its profile and braiding pal:ern reached equilibrium, 
and then the presence of SOC was tested. We note here that 
the profile reached the static equi:jbrium (i.e .. it stopped 
changing), whereas the braiding patte~n. while remaining sta
tistica.Jly the same, was undergoing cc::tinual changes (statisti
cal equilibrium), Nter the river reac~ed the equilibrium state 
,,;'e analyzed it for criticality and, indeed. found the presence of 
dynamic scaling, an indicator of a cri::cal state. 

However, a more thorough study cf a SOC system requires 
exploration of its behavior not only at equilibrium but <llso 
before it reaches this state. Thus, in t~is study we examine an 
experimental braided river at differer.: stages, as it approaches 
statisti'cal equilibrium. There are two 1110tivations for such a 
study, The first motivation is theoretiwl. It stems from the fact 
that critical systems show dynamic sC'aIing at the critical state 
but deviate from dynumic scaling as t::ey are driven out of this 
state [e.g" see Mo, 1976J, Therefore.:o confirm that a state a 
,ystem brought itself into is critical. i: is important not only to 
demonstrute the presence of dynam:" scaling at this swtc but 
also to show that the dynamic scali,,~ was not present before 
and only arose as the system appr03C'::;;j this state. The second 
motivation stems from the fact that ir. :ransferring results from 
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an idt:alized experimt:ntal environment to natural braided riv
ers one cannot neglect tht: fact that a natural river may not be 
exactly at the equilibrium state. This may be due to natural 
variability of external factors. as. for exampll!. abrupt discharge 
changes or long-timescale tectonic events. Another reason is 
that the river may have changt:d its path. and therefore, even if 
thl! extl! rnal conditions are stable after the change, the river 
might simply not have had enough time to reach the equilib
rium (this includes slope buildup and reworking external con
straints. likt! mountains). As discussed in section 5, knowing 
thl! behavior. in terms of deviation from dynamic scaling, of 
natural rivers which are not quite at tho! equilibrium state is 
nel!do!d for statistical prediction of the emlution of such rivers. 

In this work an experiml!ntal braided river is studied for 
prt:sence of dynamic scaling at the equilibrium state and before 
it approached this state. The closeness to the equilibrium state 
is considl!rl!d with respl!ct to two factors: profile shape (vertical 
sl!lf-adjustml!nt of thl! river) and braiding pattl!rn (horizontal 
sl!lf-adjustml!nt). A significantly larger body of data than that 
ust:d by Sapo::llIIikol' awl FOll/ollla-Georgioll (l99i] has bt:en 
obtainl!d and analyzed for tht: present study. 

It should bl! mentionl!d that the anisotropy of dynamic scal
ing, implying that the river emlution scales differently in the 
dirl!ction of thl! slope and in the perpl!ndicular direction (see 
FOIi/ollla-Georgioll alld Sapo::/II1ikol', 1998J. has not been can
sidl!red herein. Rather, we employed the isotropic dynamic 
scaling framework of Sapo::lrllikOl' alld FOIi/oula-Georgiou 
(l997J. as it bl!tter suits thl! purpose of this stlldy. which rt:
quires establishing presence or absence of dynamic scaling and 
not evaluating the scaling expon.:nts. Also. thl! advantage of 
this frame\vork is that it is more robust and kss data-

size I after some time lng I. and let D be the fractal dimension 
of the object (e.g .. in this work it is the fractal dimension of the 
braided river spatial pattern}. It can bc shown [sec Sap0::/lIliko"
alld FOll/ollla-Georgioll. 1997) that the condition for dynami.: 
scaling (1) can hI! written in terms of the statistics of chang;;, 
as 

n (I' >.1. I) = I-o /II//') 

where f( ) is some function. 
For time lag I = 0, there are no changes in the object, which 

implies n(l' > I, 0) = 0, and. correspondingly./(O) = O. Ii 
for small values of the argument the function/ can be approx
imated by a power law, with some exponent {3, then the con
dition (2) for dynamic scaling takes the form 

Although. in contrast to (2). (3) holds only for small valu>.!, 
of I/F, it can bl! conveniently used to facilitate the cstimatiL1~ 
of the dynamic scaling exponent ::. Specifically. the follollir.; 
procedure of estimating z was employed by Sapo::llIlikol' W:,: 
FOllj'ollla-Georgioll [1 997J. It was based on their empirical find
ing that indeed in the experimental braided river, at small {t= 
values, 

for every fixed valul! of the time lag I. and 

/1(/' > I. n/" -Ii 

for every fixed valul! of I. 
These two equations coincide with (3) with the dynumi-: demanding and thus can handle "difficult" cases }vhen the river exponl!nt z givcn as 

has approachl!d dynamic scaling but has not quit<.! reachcd it 
yet. 

2. Review of the Theory 
Thl! theoretical framework of testing for the presl!nce of 

dynamic scaling based on changes in th~ analyzed objects is 
describl!d in detail by Sapo:lrllikol' alld FOll/ollla-Georgiou 
[l997J. Here we present only in brief the essence of the theory. 

Spatial scaling in a fractal object implies that the object 
looks statistically the same at different spatial scaks. If, addi
tionally. it evolves in such a way that after a proper rescaling of 
time its e\-olution is also statistically indistinguishable at dif
f<!ren t scall!s. then we say that in addition to spatial scaling, the 
object exhibits dynamic scaling. The space-time rescaling has 
the form 

(1) 

where L I and L 2 are the scaks at which the el'olution of the 
object is considered, 1:_'( 1 is the time rescaling factor. and z is 
called the dynamic scaling expono!nt. One can see (I) as pm
l"ic!ir.g thl! space-time rescaling n~eded to hale the projection 
o~· the e'.o;ution of part L 1 xLI on a screen. statistically 
i,,-=:,til1~ui,;hab!e from th~ F0jccrion of pJrt L: :< L 2 ol1 a 
:, ... ~;;.: ..... n o~· t::::- ~anll: siz.!. 

L_"l u~ ch~lract~rizl2 [h,~ ("\\1:uiicJn of a ~t:.lti0ndry iractal ob
j,:: by ..... 11:1:1g6 .. in its pattern. where ch:Jng~;; ar~ ddined as' 
p;,~t, of the space whi;:h I\c[;: f:Ol oCl'upi;.'d by tn" object at a 
: .. -:;,in rr:,'ment of timc but b,'cai.le occepi::d a::cr 5'JmC time 
1.1'; I. Le r -/I ( !' > I, I) (ie nOk th.: n umba elf ch:rngcs exceeding 

z = If-' - D) 'f3 (:l 

Thus, in a system showing dynamic scaling one can first esti
mate thl! k exponent from the log-log plots of Jl(l' > I. {. 
versus I (for several fixed values of I) and the f3 e.\ponent fror.: 
the log-log plot of IlU' > I, t)/' against I. This, togethl!r 1\ it': 
the fractal dimension D of the system (estimated using. tL1~ 
e.'.;ample, the mass-in-a-box r.:ethod: .\Illildelbrot (1982 J) er.
ables estimation of z using (5). Then one can- plot for tl~;;, 
estimated vallll! of z, the values of 11(/' > I. 1)10 \-ersus t {=. 
for all (and not only small) I·:tlues of IT. to \-erity that the 
general equation of dynamic s.::aling (2) holds. Collapsing of a:: 
curves to a single curve, the/l ) cun-e in (2). would verify tll:: 
presence of dynamic scaling in tht: ril-<!r. The procedure: is 
sch<!matically displayed in Fipr<! I. 

3. Experimental Setup 
Tht: experimental setup USed to collect the data for tl:is 

analysis is similar to that described by Sap0::!1I1ikol' aile! Fo,,
fOll/a-Georgioll [1997J. and the reader is ref..:rred to that \1"01':' 
for more details. Here we present only a brief description a,:;': 
then elaborat..: on the procedt;~es we used to introduce verti(~,: 
and horizontal disturbances i~ th~ sys:em ,ll1d to monitor i-_
fecoI·cry. 

A:' X 0.75 i11 experiment;:,: :::;,;:1 1\_'; constr"crd at th: ~:_ 
.Anthony Fall;; Laboratory. Se-':im~nt 2~.J \\-ater Ilere ~lfpp:i:~ 
continuOlfsly at a precisely co~,[rolkd :"Jt<!. Th~ sediment a::": 
watcr were combined together in ~ mixhg funl~d before inj-::
tion into the basin. The grain s:z;:: oi the ,upplicJ s.:diment \\:.' 
U.12 = (J.03 fllm. The wakr Ji,~hJrfe was ~(J g·s. and r;,c· 
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sedinwnt supply was O.(j g/s. A video camera recorded the 
evolution or thl! system. To visualize the river nnd monitor its 
depth. dye was supplied continuously during each videotaping 
session, After onch videotaping session the dye supply wns Cllt, 
and wat()r f1ushed the dye from the system in a matter of n few 

0,60 

0,50 

~Dec 2, 
OOEE€J Dec 5. 
Geee0 Dec 1 0, 
~Oec 11, ***** Dec 1 6, 
~Dec 17, 

tnitiat. p rofi"le .j": 
Records 1,2 
Records 4,5 
Record 6 
Recorda 7,8,9 
Record 10 

hours, The recorded dl1ta were subsequently digitized for treat- r-.... 
ment and unal)'sis. Thll studied region size wus 0.75 X 1.0 m E 
and was locat~d betwelln the 2.8 nnd 3.8 m marks (measured '-"0.40 

from the point of inflow). The final resolution of images was 3 
mm aeross tlw river' nnd 1.5 mm along the river. 

The evolution of the braided river was characterized by 
monitoring changes in thll pattern of the river and analyzing 
them according to the procedure described in section 2. It 
should be notked that extracting the river patterns from th~.,. 
videotaped images presented signincnnt difficulties, beC[IUse' ." 
wrv soon the sediment was colored with tlie sam\! dre os wntcr. 
Ho~ve,'er, extracting clUlllges in the river patterns by 5ubtnlet· 
ing images taken at different instants of tim\! W(lS found to be 
ql~ite p~lllsibk, since the colored sediment patterns were '11-
most the snl11c and got zeroeci when subtracted. Although 
chnn1!es in n river are three-dimensional, as is the ri\'er itself, 

c 
o 

:;:; 
~ 0 • .30 
Q) 

W 

0.20 

O. 1 0 4,.~-n-rrrTT'1-rr-rrrTTTTTTTTTTnTT1-:-n'TTl"TT1rrrrrrTTTl 
0,00 , .00 2.00 3,00 4,00 5.00 

Length (m) 

we o~ly considered in our previous work nnd her.: th.:ir hori. Figure 2. 
fik. zontal projections. Thus changes (refkcted by diff.:rences in 

Evolution of the experimental braided river pro-

the darkness of the images) represent water depth changes 
whkh includ.: th.: cases of covering with water a previollsly dry 
area or e~pllsing a previously water-covered area, 

BefL)re the c~periment started, a certain initial nnlOunt ot' 
sediment I\n, put manunlly ill the basin such that a linear 
protik with n constnnt ~Iope of 0.0.12 was formed (s<'e Figure 
2), This linear shape of the profile Il'ns different from the 
conca\'e-sh;lped profik of th.: snme Hwrnge slop.: whkh would 
IHII'e been obtained had it been left to build up, itself. There
fore the initially imposed shape cif the prolik can be consid
ered as a wrtil:~l1 disturbance of the ri\'er, The profile of the 
river lIas l11ol1itorl:d as it progrc:ssecJ. The initial pr,~1110 and the 

Estimate k Estimate ~ Estimate 0 

(equation 4) (equation 5) (M(R)~RD) 

~ "'~0(' 0 ; 2::~~:.' / ~ / 
-;.., '~ .~ (' ./ 

~ / 

C c 

1 

~l/ 
R 

I z"(k-J))/P I 

1 
Verify dynamic scaling 

--

Fi;;:r<: I. S:i:':I::~!ti.: OfcSlilll:1tiun a;._~ \'.:rilka::".:: ;;~dcedllr': 
rlll" ~:~.~~~tmk sL'ali:~g. 

prl)llks at the days when th.: video recorJs of the river were 
tak~n nre shown in Figure 2, 

. ..-\t several instances of time (with different profiles of the 
rilw) we manually wiped oLitthe braiding pattern, thus intro
du.:in1! a horizontal disturbance, In these cases it took several 
hL1urs- for the rh'er to rccol'er the pattern, The process of 
r,:cL)lering the braided pattern (horizontal self-adjustment of 
the riwr) was followed by recording the beha\'ior of the riwr 
imll1cdiatcly aftc:r \\'iping out the braidd pattern, after the 
pattern partially recovc:rcd, and after it re,:o,'ere9 completely 
(the judgment on a complete r.:covery \\OS made visually, by 
s~cin~ that the degree of braiding was rc5:or"d and that sta
tbtkally. tht: brlliding pnttern did not clunge anymore), We 
qualit:lti,'cly characterized the degree ofbr:tiding b)' attributing 
ca,'h pattern to ont: of three: groups: "not braided" (immedi
ately after the braiding pattern was erJ5cj). "half braided" 
(II hell the braiding was restort:d partially, t:su:tlly about half an 
hour nfter the pattern was wiped out), o01d "fully braided" 
(sel ... ~r31 hours or more later). We did r.c't characterize the 
degra of braiding more quantitatively. s::~h as by computing 
the t1r:tiding ind~:\, because. as was me;::ioned earlier, the 
cL'iL)rcd sediment did not allo\\' accura:~ extraction of the 
braidcd river patterns. although it permi::d accllrate extrac
tiL'a t1f cham:es. 

The proce~s of recol'ery of the river fro::: :hese disturbances 
\la, fL'"o\\'cd bv r.:cording the behavior 0:' thi: river after th~ 
dis'turbanc.::s w~rc: introdl7ced, We collec:~~ and analyzed the 
statistks of chang.:s in the rilw at differe~: ,dnys, as the riwr 
protiic was building up and at different c::grees of braiding, 
T:,bk 1 displays the time the re.:'ords We~~ taken, the qualita
t:',e de;ree c:- bra:ding of l~e ri';er fc~ ;:'_:~ record, and the 
:,,, ;;:'.Ig~ slo~e of the L::':'lrded ~egion (,:' ::,~ ri\'t:r (recall til:.: 
,~'." ,:,~:-. "'I~~"tl' "J ," ,~"i ',,' . '·~"'-·tll'e~ntll>""; .... ~ .... ·,:..L- •• I ......... H ..... = .. l). . .. .... ~ \\~L,._ ~_. ___ ... .... t: _'. 

f ..,. Results 
:::i,,:, at (!~::'aer.t prLllil-:, a~,! diller.:::: ~;i-;<:cs of reCOW;:, 

f.': :11.: braid..:J patterns (r;;~'J;':, 1-10 i:: -; _:';~ 1), tht! parm:;-
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Table 1. Video Recordings of the Experimental Braided 
River 

Day of th~ 
Record 10 Experiment Slope Braiding 

Record 1 3 0.037 none 
Record 2 3 0.037 half 
Record 3 -I O.O-U full 
Record 4 9 0.058 none 
Record 5 9 0.058 half 
Record 6 10 0.01i3 full 
R<!cord 7 15 0.080 full 
Record 8 15 0.080 none 
Record 9 15 0.080 half 
Record 10 16 0.081 full 

eter k was estimated from (4) using small values of the time lag 
I (4-32 s) and large enough values of i. The estimation was 
done only where appropriate. tllJt is. where the 1/(1' > i. () 
verslIs i dependencie:s were: a series of reasonably parallel 
straight lines in the log-log scale (Figure J). Th..:n from (5) the 
values of f3 were: estimated (Figure 4). From the estimated 
values k and f3 the dynamic scaling exponent z was calculated 
using (6). Table 2 shmvs the: estimateu values of the parameters 
k, {3, and z for different profiles anu degre:es of braiding. 
Absence of values for some records indicates lack of log-log 
linearity or parallelism in the II (I' > i, t) versus I dependence 
e\'en for small 1/1: values and therd'ore bck of dynamic scaling. 

As mentioned above, (4) and (5) express scaling only for 
small values of the t/l: parameter. They are convenh::nt to use 
for estimating the, dynamic s.:aling e.xponent z under the as
sumption that dynamic scaling is present in the system but by 
themselves are riot enough to answer the question of whether 
dynamic scaling is indeed present. Only the general equation 
(~)_ which must be satisfied for all values of t,'l:, can answer 
this question. Therefore, for all records which satisfied (4) and 
(5) we plotted (using the estimat~d I'alues of::) the values of 
flU' > I, {)ID versus tW, for different time lags from 4 to 256 s 
to test for each of them if the dyn:Hr.ics of the river satisfy the 
general equation of dynamic scaling (2) at any time lag. The 
value of D was estimated from a tracing of the river (using a 
mass-in-a-box method) as 1.7. Pr~sence of dynamic scaling 
would be indicated by the fact th:lt alln(l' > I. t)ID versus fir 
curves for all time lags collapse to a single curve. As one can 
see in Plate 1, where the plots ar~ presented. only records 7 
and 10 re':eal a reasonably good dynamic scaling. Note from 
Table 2 that these records com:'t'or:d to the cases when the 
ri\'(:r was given enough time to ck';clop the profile and to 
recover its braided pattern after it was wir:ed out. rn all other 
cases when the river was not gi'"en enough time to either 
self-adjust its slope or to reCO\'er its braiding pattern after 
wiping it out, the dynamic scaling \\"JS no, pr~sent. Thus the 

braided river paved its way to dynamic scaling through b,)th 
vertical and horizontal self-organization. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
The main gonl of this study was to provide more: concrete: 

evidence which would support or disprove our earlier hypoth
esis that braided rivers are self-organized critical systems 
[Sapo::llllikol' alld FOIl/ollia-Georgioll, 1997]. This hypothesis 
was based on our finding that in thc statistical equilibrium state 
our experimental braidcd river showed dynamic scaling. anJ 
also on the fact th:Jt braiucd rivers are nonlinear systems with 
a high number of degrecs of freedom, which is typical of SOC 
sYstems. However. therc is one more crucial fcatlln:: of critical 
systems: The quality of scnling in stich systems de:pends on hL)\\' 
close th.::y arc to the critical state [e.g., see Ma. 1976]. Th<:!~e
fore. to verify our hypothesis. we had to te:st whetha th~ 
dynamic scaling really aris6 :lIlU improves with time. as t:;o: 
rivt!f undergoes s~lf-organiz:lti()l1. We b\!licve that the rcsui::i 
of this studv showing that in.!.:.:u d\ numic scaling is not a 1'.\3'. , 
present but dc\'eI0p~ onl) if the ri;'er is given e~oLlgh time ;,) 
self-orgnnize strongly suppor: our hypothesis and, together 
with the previous arguments. prOl'ide enough evidence th3t 
braided rivers are self-org:1nized critical systems. Therefore 
they can be studied undt!r the genaal frnmt!work of criti2a: 
phenom..:na. This framework pro\'idcs a conceptual basi:i f0~ 
understanding critical systt!n:s:ls wdl as an apparatus for tho::~ 
dl!scription. 

A distinct fe:.lture which mJk.::s bmided ri\'CfS (together wi::; 
somc other SOC systems. st:,;h as a sandpile) essentially eli:'
f~rent froo1 the tr:lditiL1n~! cririca! systeois (such as magnet:.: 
materials) is the cie:.lr anisotropy be:tween horiZllntal and vt!~
tical dirt!ctions. produce:d by grJ·;ity.ln fact. it was found in ti:i:; 
study that the process of J;:-;:roa<:hing the critkal stat<: by a 
braided rivt!r invol\'es self-;t':jusrment of both profilt! (vcrti2a' 
sdf-organization) and brJiJing pattern (horizontal sc!,'
organization). The theory or .::ritical state of anisotropic s:.,
terns is not developed yet. Hcwe\'er. one can hypothcsize t:~,i: 
in contrast to the well-stuuie':: traditional isotropk critical sy'
!ems. it takes tuning (self-tu::;::g in the case of SOC systems) ,.',' 
more than one par:lmeter tL' '='~ing such systt!ms to the eritica: 
state. Specifically. on the: 8,13:5 of the results of the experim;;::: 
testi~;ing that braided rivers ~xhibit dynamic scaling only af:;;, 
they undergo both \'ertical J::j horizontal self-adjustment. w;; 
conjecture that thcr;; are a: :~Jst two self-tunin,.: paramet~~5 
which dri\'e braic!ed rivers :: a critical state: One of th;;;-;, 
retleets vertical sel:--organizJ::'ci1 (pronle self-adju,tment). a:-:~ 
til.: other accounts for ilL)r::::::tJI self-organization (Je\"d.J;:-
m!.!nt of a braided pattern). 

It should be not;;d that tr.e :-.\0 objectives. (I) rc\"ealing ho· ... 
the ri\er self-organius if i: :5 ldt to evol\'e frcdy and (.: I 
following how different faCie':; affc(t the presence of dynar<~ 

Tahle 2. Estimation of the k. p. 3::d: Parameters of the Experimer.tal Braided Ri':er 
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scaling in the river, in a way contlict with each other from the 
point of view of their experimental impkmentation. This is 
because whik the first ant! supposes that the river is left to 
evolve undisturbed, the second one rt!quires introducing dis· 
turbances in the braided river system. This problem is common 
to all SOC systems which organize in a critical state them
selves, and it can kave one with the dilemma to either (I) only 
observe the system approaching the critical state and not con
trol the driving parameters or (2) control the parameters and 
accept the fact that tht! self-organization process is disturbed. 
However, one may be ablt! to resolve this problem by separat
ing the two processes in timt!, name.ly, by introducing short
time disturbances and tht!n allowing for undisturbt!d sclf
organization in the:: system. In our case:: this was easier to 
impieme::nt for the:: horizontal than for the vertical self
adjustme::nt. The:: re::ason for that is that the braided river was 
fairly shallow (deepest chann.:ls were just s.:veral millimders 
in depth). and thus horizontal disturbances, that is, distur
banct!s of the braickd patt':rIl. involved less b.:d material trans
port, even if the:: pattern was complctdy wiped out, and there:
fore requirt!d kss time:: to rt!cover than drastic vertical 
disturbanct!s (significant changes of the profilt!). Thus we wcre:: 
ablt! to introduce horizontnl disturbanct!s st!vt!ral timt!s by cras
ing tht! braiding pattern and obst!rve the river self-recove::ry 
aftt!rward. whik the ve::rtical disturbnnce was imposed only 
once, by creating an initial profile which W:JS far from the one 
which the river would ha\'e produced its~lf had it been left 
undisturbed. 

It should be Jl1o;:ntioned that on its way to the:: final equilib
rium. nnd if ldt to clevelop without interference, the profile of 
the river undergoes an infinite so;:ries of rei:Jtively stabk pro
files. Although the profile kee::ps changing as the bed is built up, 
tht: change occurs significantly slower than the chango;: caused 
hy an arti:kially imposed profile disturbar.,;;; of an arbitr,lrY 
shape. Thus we cal! e\'e!}' naturally built profik a "quasi
equilibrium profile." in contrast to the profiles with the im
posed disturbance. As the river evolved. it W:lS recovering from 
the initial vertical disturbance by approaching a profile of a 
quasi-equilibrium shape::, and at the same time it was develop
ing toward the final equilibrium profik. This final equilibrium 
profile obuined by Sapo:/Illikol' alld FOllfo!i!,/·Georgioll [1997J 
under the same:: conditions (same water a<1d sand supply) is 
known to have a uniform slope of 0.15. Wi! notice here::. how
e\'er, that by the time the dynamic scaling in the system had 
heen achk\'ed, the rh'er was far from its final equilibrium 
protlle. Indeed, as one can see from Table 1. the slope of the 
obsCfved region was O.OS when the dyr.Jmic scaling was 
achk"cd. which is approximately half the final equilibrium 
slope of O. [5. Therefore we hypothesize tha: tht! ri\·t!r rt!achecI 
the dynamic scaling because it reache::d a profile of a quasi
equilibriHm sh;.lpe (which continuecI to develop via other quasi
cquilibrium profiks to the final equilibrium) and not because it 
arrroached closely enough the final equilibrium profile. Fur
ther exreriments inH)lving disturbances of ;~c shapo;: of sevcral 
qllasi-equi:i~rium profiles. as tho;:y approa~h the final equilib
rium prof.:e. arc n.:elkd [c) an.-;wCf this qL:~"ion cOilclusivdy. 
Til.: di<ll~·~.~n-:c:' would ;:::ec! t,1 b-: sma:: ~Ilough to enable 
i::li'<)Li:.:~i::::: se\'eral of the::: b<.:f,!~;:: [ile tii1:J' ~quilibril:m profile 

:~ 11.:, h:;:n kIng ar,gueJ in [hl'litcratu[~ 1::~1t relatin; scalln:; 
il! 1;~!tL!ra! Q~jc:cts to rheir phy"ical rl'Operti~s is a hig~'rriurity 
I:I'!.;. Ti:e r:nJing of this \\ ark Ihat dynami: scaling i:1 braided 
ri\\:rs arbe, only as they approach equilibrit.::n (statisti~a! equi-

librium for the braided pattern and quasi-equilibrium for the 
profile) provides a highly dcsin:d connection between the 'ical. 
ing properties of thc riv<!rs and their physical state (clos<.:ness 
to equilibrium). Besides. it provides a quuntit;ltive tool of judg
ing whdher a braide::d ri\-ef is close to equilibrium by chc:cking 
its deviation from dynamic scaling. In a n.:lativcly short period 
of time one can collect information on the evolution of a 
natural river which would permit testing for the:: presence:: of 
dynamic scaling. The:: absenc.: of dynamic scaling would imply 
that tht! rive::r is far from t!quilibrium. 

Although we presented hert! evidence that dynamic scaling 
arises in braided rivers only as they approach a stationa!}' 
(critical) state, it is important for prediction purposes to be 
able to characterize quantitatively their deviation from the 
dynamic scaling behavior as a fun.:tion .. of their de::viation from 
st,ltionarity. For that one would have to introducc two param
eters describing the vertical and Ihe horizontal self-organiza· 
tion of a braided river which would play the role of .. temper
ature" in reaching thc critical sta:~ at' a traditional system. At 
this point we cannot be mor..: s~edfic otho:r than s'uggesting 
that the first self-tuning parameter should r<!flect thc shape of 
the profile:: (cur;aturc and possibly the average slope) and the:: 
second one should depend on the braiding inde::x. Considc:ring 
the importance: of old in3.:tin: channels as preferred pathways 
for activc channel sl\i[-:hing. an indt!x which includ>!5 botlt 
active and inactive channels mig!:t be:: necde:d to describ-: th-: 
horizontal seit'·organizJtil1n tunir.~ parameto;:r. The introduc· 
tion of such two paramet<!rs \\11111<.! ~illow description of br:lided 
ri\'Crs which did not quite re:lch t;-,~ critical statc, a case \Ihich 
is oftcn expected in n:llural ':S(,:::.,. Ind.;",d, it is kno\\:l frum 
tht: theo!}' of the: critical ,tat>! (.:.g .. see Ma. 1976J that systems 
which are:: close: to a criti.:al SU:e b~t not quite: in it show seal in,; 
up to a certain seak (th.: cor~eb::,1n scale) which deFends on 
the closeness of the:: system III the .:ri~ical state. Thus c~scrip· 
tion of such ri'.·o:rs in th.: dyn.lr.lic '~Jling framework \\"o~ld still 
bc possible. within. hOll"cI·<:r. a n:L're limitc:d range of sp"ti,,! 
and temporal s("<.lles. 
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Validation of braided~stream models: 
Spatial state~space plots, self~affine scaling, and island shapes 

Victor B. Sapozhnikov 
St. Anthony Fulls Lpboratory, Depurlment of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis 

A. Brad Murray and Chris Paola 
Department of Geology lind Geophysics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 
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St. Anthony Falls Luborutory • .Depiirtment of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minnenpolis 

Abstract. We present a comprehensive approach for validating braided-stream models 
and apply it to a specific cellular braided-stream model. The approach involves 
quantitative comparison of modeled and natural braided streams in terms of two main 
aspects: the sequential organization of their plan patterns studied using their state-space 
characteristics and the hierarchical organization of their patterns studied in the framework 
of self-affine scaling. These two aspects of braided streams are complementary to each 
other and taken together provide a sensitive test of the validity of a model of braided 
streams. The simple model we examine produces patterns that are similar to those of 
natural braided rivers in terms of both sequential organization and self-affine scaling. This 
finding supports the conclusion that the nonlinear interactions between water and 
sediment in the model are the primary mechanisms responsible for shaping braided rivers 
in nature. 

1. Introduction 

A new computational model for fully developed bmided 
streams has been proposed recently by Murray and Paola 
[1994]. Water and sediment are routed from cell to cell in a 
computational grid using simple abstractions of the governing 
conservation equations for mass and momentwn. The model 
nppears to reproduce the main dynamic features of stream 
braiding: formation of multiple interwoven channels separated 
by islands within which the flow shifts continuously from path 
to path. reshaping the ishii1ds as it does so. The model also 
reproduces broadband fluctuations in sediment discharge that 
have been observed in laboratory and field braided rivers. 

Given the simplicity of the model, its ability to reproduce 
many features of real braided rivers even at a qunlitHtive lcvel 
is encouraging. But how does oi1e test such ri model quantita
tively? In many systems whose spatial patterns possess one or 
more well-defined characteristic length scales. the first test is to 
see how well the model results match these scales qunntita
tively. However, recent work by Sapozhnikol' and FOil/aula
GeorgiOlI [1996, 1997) has shown that braided rivers exhibit 
self-affine scaling in their morphology and that their temporal 
dynamics is consistent with self-orgnnized critical behavior. 
These results suggest that braided rivers do not possess char
acteristic length scales, either when viewed as static spatial 
patterns or in terms of their temporal evolution. What is the 
best way ~o test models of stich a system'? 

In this paper, we prcscnt a cotnprehensh"c approach to test
ing braided-stream models on the bnsis of two main aspects: 
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the sequential organization and the hierarchical organization 
of their plan patterns. These two aspects of braided streams 
are complementary to each other, as the first depicts the river 
pattern in the dynamical-system theory framework and the 
second one describes scale-invariant characteristics of the 
braided-stream system. 

Before discussing the technical details of the model and the 
various tests, a brief overview of the philosophy of the various 
approaches for model validation of a complex, scale-invariant 
system may be helpful. The basic question in model validation 
is, what are the features of the system of interest that are truly 
fundamental and give it its distinctive character? For instance. 

" there is an extensive body of literature describing stability 
theories of stream meandering [e.g .. see Parker, 1976; Fredsoe. 
1978]. Two basic criteria are used to evaluate these theories: 
correct prediction of the physical conditions needed to pro
duce meandering (primarily in terms of channel width-depth 
ratio) and cortect prediction of the ratio of meander Wave
length to channel width. These criteria are appropriate for 
such systems because meandering has a clear, dominant wave
length; indeed, the requirement of II preferred wavelength is 
embedded in the whole notion of stability analysis [Parker. 
1976; Fl'edsoe, 1978], in which the single most unstable wave
length is presumed to dominate the fuJly developed system. 
Although the initial development of a braided pattern from a 
straight channel does appear to im"olve a single dominant bar 
wavelength, as described in stability theories. the picture for 
fully dc.:velopc.:cJ braiding is quite different. The original regular 
pattern of bars breaks up into a complex network of bars anc! 
channc.:!s on many length scales. Though it appears to rc.:mair: 
statistically stationary (given constant flow conditions), the net
work continually r"econfigures itself. The spatial pattern at any 
instant is "self-affine," that is, shows an anisotropic fractal 
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the rules in the cellular 
braided-stream model. Open arrows represent water routing 
and downstream sediment transport, and solid arrows repre
sent the lateral-transport rule. 

geometry in which patterns at different magnification scales 
are statistically similar within a consistent stretching of one 
spatial coordinate relative to the other. Like self-similar (iso
tropic) fractals, selfcaffine systems have a hierarchical geomet
ric organization but no characteristic length scale (up to the 
scale of the whole system). The transition from an initial in
stability with a well-defined dominant wavelength to the final 
scale-free configuration is not well understood, but it may be 
analogous to the transition in fluids from an initial single
wavelength instability to the broadband distribution of eddies 
that characterizes fully developed turbulence [e.g., see Ten
nekes and Lumley, 1990]. 

The model developed by Mwmy and Paola [1994] is aimed 
not at predicting the conditions of formation of initial insta
bilities that might lead to braiding, but at the properties of the 
fully developed braided state. Hence model comparisons with 
initial bar wavelengths would not be very useful. Instead, 
model comparisons employing measures of spatial patterns 
and temporal dynamics would be more appropriate. Such mea
sures, which include self-affinity in morphology, scaling behav
ior of island shapes, and dynamic scaling in spatiotemporal 
structure, capture information about the hierarchical space
time organization of the pattern: the relation of the whole to 
the parts of which it is made. 

Another line of analysis is suggested by the fact that the flow 
of water down a river implies a preferred direction of causality. 
Under these conditions a spatial series is directly analogous to 
a time series, opening the possibility of applying the many 
techniques that have been developed for analysis of chaotic 
tim\:! series [Weigend and Gershenfeld, 1994: Takens, 1981; 
Sauer et at., 1991; Sugihara, 1994]. Here the analysis aims to 
capture information about the sequential organization of the 
plan pattern: how the pattern at one point in space depends on 
the pattern upstream. \Vc focus on spatial series of total flow 
width because they are readily measured from aerial photo
graphs. Of course, total flow width is an aggregate measure of 
the morphology of a braided river, and as such it does not 

explicitly carry information about the relative position, shape. 
and distribution of widths of individual channels. This infor
mation, however, is explicitly incorporated in the self-affinity 
tests which look statistically at the detailed planform geometry 
of the braided patterns. 

2. Summary of Cellular Model 
In a cellular model, called a "coupled map lattice" by 

Kaneko [1993], the cells of a lattice interact according to simple 
rules meant to represent the basic physics of a system. Cellular 
automata models have found a wiele application in the physical 
sciences [e.g., see Vichniac, 1984; Toffoli, 1984; Salem and 
Wolji'Clm, 1986; Frish et aI., 1986], and such a model was pro
posed by Murray and Paola [1994, 1997]. Here we give only a 
brief overview of the model. 

Elevations are defined for each cell in the lattice, initially 
forming an overall slope with ranelom elevation perturbations 
which are the only random input into the model. At each 
iteration, water is introduced into cells at the uphill end of the 
lattice. From each cell the water is distributed to the three 
downstream immediate neighbor cells, with more water going 
where the bed slopes are steeper (Figure 1). A rule relates the 
amount of sediment transported from a cell to one of the three 
downstream neighbors, Qs;' to the local slopes and discharges. 
lvlurJ'(IY and Paola [1994] have employed several sediment
transport rules, but here we will not consider rules that pro
duce visually unrealistic patterns or contain terms that do not 
enhance the pattern's apparent realism. We. will refer only to 
the rules called Q, rules 3 and -k respectively. 

( l) 

(2) 

where K is a constant and Qi and Si are the discharges and 
slopes from the cell in question to downstream neighbor i. In 
Q, rule 3, C is a constant. In Qs rule 4,8 is a constant, and Qj 

and 5j refer to the discharges and slopes from the three up
stream neighbors into the cell in question. Qi5i is the stream 
power index. The terms added to the stream power index in Q, 
rules 3 and4 allow sediment to be transported on locally flat or 
slightly uphill slopes, as occurs locally in real rivers, as long as 
water continues to flow downstream into the cell in question. 
On the basis of Ashmore's [1985] compilation of data from 
laboratory and natural gravel bed rivers with a range of stream 
powers, we estimate that the whole river sediment transport 
varies as the reach-averaged stream power raised to an expo
nent of approximately 2.5. Although this does not apply strictly 
to the local treatment of sediment transport ih the model, with 
the terms added to the stream power, we use 2.5 as a reason
able value for the exponent m. Model results do not depend 
sensitively on the value of m [Mwmy and Paola, 1997]. An
other rule'transports a small amount of sediment down trans
verse slopes (Figure 1) [i\![urray and Paola, 1994], representing 
the gravity-induced component of bedload sediment transpurt 
that occurs in real rivers when the bed slope is not parallel to 
the flow direction [Blondeawc alld Seminara, 1985; Parka. 
1978, 1984]. When the water reaches the downhill end of the 
lattice, the iteration ends, and the elevation of each cell is 
adjusted according to the difference between the amount Df 
sediment entering and leaving that cell. 

The output of the model is the distribution of water dis-
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charge and bed topography over the lattice as a function of 
time. Both quantities can be measured in the laboratory, 
though only the gencral pattern of flow distribution (i.e., pres" 
ence/absence) can be readily obtained from field aerial photo
graphs. Sediment nux is also computed in the model, but since 
spatial distribution of sediment flux is difficult to measure in 
the field, we have not used it as a comparison variable. 

3. State Space Approach 
As discussed in section 1, one approach to evaluating the 

realism of a given model is to see how well it describes the 
sequential structure of real systems. In real braided rivers the 
geometry of the flow at one pain t affects the geometry that 
develops downstream. For example, where the flow is confined 
in a single narrow, deep channel, the sediment flux into down" 
stream areas will likely be relatively large. This large nux en
hances the likelihood that deposition and bed aggradation will 
occur where the channel next widens. Deposltion often causes 
the flow to become wider and shalIower. The downstream 
decrease in local flow strength heading into the shallow section 
encourages further deposition. Thus wide shallow flows and 
midchannel bars often occur directly downstream of narrow, 
deep sections in braided streams, If the processes in the model 
are similar to those in real braided streams, the downstream 
influences should be similar, leading to similar sequences of 
downstream changes in geometry. 

We parameterize the geometry of braided streams by mea
suring total widths (the sum of the widths of all the channels in 
a cross section) for a long series of cross sections. (Other 
geometric variables could be used [MwTaY and Paola, 1996], 
but widths for many cross sections can be measured from aerial 
photographs. In addition, because it is the sequences of widths 
that are of interest, changes in stage should""not affect the 
results strongly.) Constructing a spatial "state-space plot" by 
plotting each total width versus the previous width (or versus 
more than one previous width in higher-dimensional plots) 
encapsulates the information about the downstream changes in 
widths in that section of river (Figure 2). MlIImy alld Paola 
[1996] described one method for quantitatively comparing 
state"space plots. Using this to compare plots representing 
model-generated and real patterns provides a measure of how 
realistic the model is. Here we improve on this approach in two 
ways. First, }fumry and Paola [1996] used width data from two 
braided streams. Here we present data from an additional river 
which differs in characteristics such as slope and sediment t)'pe, 
providing a more reliable basis for comparison. Second. we 
apply a new method for quantitatively comparing state-space 
plots [Moeckel and Murmy, 1997], which is more robust than 
the one applied previously. 

3.1. Comparison Method 

The technique of plotting each value in a time series versus 
some number of previous values is called "delay coordinate 
embedding" in dynamical-systems research [TakellS. ] ':181; 
Sallcr ('/ tll,. 1991]. As the system moves from one point in the 
plot. representing the current value and the recent pa,:. to 
successive points, the system traces out a path through the 
state space. For a system that is dctcrministic and invohes a 
~mallnLlmb;::r 01 important variablr.:s, and yet displays !,;orT.?lex 
and unpredictable behavior (a "chaotic" system), delay'c,)o1'
dinale embedding is one way 10 depict the system's "attractor." 
An attractor is the manifold in state space (also called "phase 

flow~ 
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Figure 2. An illustration of how a two-dimensional state
space plot is constructed from a ~eries of total widths. Total 
widths are the sum of the widths of an the channels in a cross 
section. A width greater than the previous width plots above 
the diagonal and vice versa. The magnitude of the difference 
between the two widths determines how far from the diagonal 
the point falls. ' 

space") that the system moves on as its long-term behavior is 
plotted. Superficially different time series from the same sys
tem will trace out very similar patterns, which depict the Se
quences of changes the system exhibits. To produce an accu
rate representation of the attractor, the plot must be of 
s~lfficiently high dimension; each point must represent enough 
previous values to uniquely determine the next value and there
fore the next point. This means that in such a plot of a detennin
istic system, lines connecting successive points will not cross. 

Plotting a spatial series of braided-stream total widths llsing 
delay-coordinate embedding in two or three dimensions pro
duces patterns with lines that often cross (Figure 3). In other 
words, the downstream influences are not deterministic in 
these few dimensions; a sequence of three total widths is not 
enough info!'mation to uniquely determine the next width. This 
system may appear more deterministic in higher dimensions. 
or it may include some stochastic behaVIor. However, the 
method we use for quantitatively comparing state-space plots 
does not req'uire that the system be plotted in the proper 
dimensions or that it be deterministic; the plots are not as
sumed to depict attractors. This method treats state-space 
plots as probability distributions, comparing the frequency wit:: 
which typical sequences occur, In this context, the state"spHce
plot comparison method does not require that a given Se
quence of total widths is always followed by the same widtr .. 
This method pro\iJt:s a useful way to compare spatial series ..::" 
widtl:s as long a5 there is enough downstream influence :, 
produce typical series of widths rather than completely randor:: 
series. 

In the first step of this method, state-space plots are trans-
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A: Hulahula River B: Aichilik River C: Brahmaputra River 
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Figure 3. State-space plots of total-width series from (Figures 3a-3c) real rivers and (Figures 3d and 3e) the 
model runs. Each data set is normalized to the average total width for the reach measured. 

formed into discrete probability distributions by dividing the 
state space into cells and assigning a probability to each cell 
that is equal to the number of points in that cell normalized by 
the total number of points in the plot. Then an algorithm finds 
the minimum average distance that the elements of one dis
cretized distribution must be moved to duplicate the other 
distribution (Figure 4). The distance is given in the units in 
which the series are expressed. This metric was proposed orig
inally by Kantorovich as an optimal solution of transportation 
problems and was later applied in the probability literature 
[Dudley, 1989]. Hutchinson [1981] used a related function in 
connection with iterated function systems. Moeckel and ,'vll/rray 
[1997] adapted the theoretical metric into a practical compar
ison between discretized probability distributions. The proba
bilistic and geometric properties of this "transportation dis
tance" give it advantages over other commonly used metrics 
for assessing how similar the arrangements of probability in 
. two distributions are, which represents in this case how similar 
the typical sequences in two series are. For example, the trans
port distance is relatively insensitive to outliers, especially 
when compared to the Hausdorff distance [Moeckel alld A'IlIr
ray, 1997]. In addition, if corresponding areas of high proba
bility do not fall in quite the same state-space location in two 
distributions, the transport distance's geometric properties 
make it sensitive to how far apart the two areas are. [n contrast, 
the Kolmogorov metric does not directly measure such differ
ences [Dudley, 1976]. The transportation distance is much less 

. sensitive to the cell sizes used in the discretization of the state 
space. and to perturbations in the series, than is the method 

used by lvlurray and Paola [1996] in the preliminary test of the 
braided-stream model [Moeckel and iVurray, 1997]. 

3.2. Similar Plots From Different Kinds 
of Braided Streams 

Measuring a long series of widths under uniform conditions 
requires a long reach of a river without tributaries, topographic 

5% 

1h-~""",rl----:-----

1 2 3 
minimum average distance = 

0.20x2 + 0.05x3 + 0.75x2 = 2.05 

4 

Figure·J, A simple illustration of the transportation distance 
between the discretized probability distributions P and Q. 
Numbers next to arrows show how much probability is trans
ported in each step of transforming Pinto Q. If the distribu
tions overlapped in some cells. the total of these numbers 
would be less than 100%. 
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obstacles, changes in slope, or changes in grain size. We have 
found such reaches on two gravel-bed braided rivers, the Aichi
lik and Hulahula Rivers on the North Slope of the Brooks 
Range in Alaska, and on one sand-bed river, the Brahmaputra 
River in Bangladesh. On the gravel rivers, measurements of 
surface grain size, using the method of Wolman [1954], show 
no significant downstream gruin-size changes on the gravel-bed 
rivers (for Aichilik data, see Mun'ay and Paola [1996]), We 
have not performed any field studies of the Brahmaputra. We 
also use data from a laboratory-scale braided stream that ex
hibits Proude number similarity to a gravel-bed braided river. 
We traced the discharge pattern of the Brahmaputra from a 
satellite image that had a poorer resolution relative to the 
river's size than the aerial photographs used for the other two 
rivers or the overhead photographs used for the laboratory 
stream. As a result, the smallest channels in the Brahmaputra 
were not traced. 

These braided streams differ greatly in relative grain size, 
slope, and scale of flow (Table 1). One might expect that such 
different streams would have fundamentally different patterns 
(patterns that had very different typical downstream sequences 
of total widths, for instance). However, Figures 3a-3c show 
that all the plots of each total width versuS the previous width 
are quite similar. Widths are normalized to units of the average 
total width 1fT for each river, and cross sections have approx
imately the same relative spacing for each river (0.08 wT ). 

Some of the details of these plots differ, especially in the 
presence or absence of a few wide loops, which show occa
sional abrupt downstream width changes. However, the areas 
where the data are dense in these plots are similar, indicating 
similar typical sequences of widths. A plot with these charac
teristics is not inevitable for any braided pattern; Figure 3d 
shows the results of a run of the braided-stream model that 
produces a braided pattern that does not resuh in a plot like 
those for the real streams. For instance, this plot extends far
ther from the diagonal in the lower left, indicating more abrupt 
downstream width changes when the width is relatively small. 
In addition, the model plot does not extend as far along the 
diagonal, reflecting a smalIer variance in the widths. . 

Because the geometry at one cross section influences the 
geometry at successive sections via the mechanisms of flow and 
sediment transport, the similar sequences of widths shown by 
the plots in Figures 3a-3c suggest that fundamentally similar 
mechanisms operate in all these braided streams. Perhaps the 

Table 1. Hydrologic and Geomorphologic Characteristics 
of Brahmaputra, Aichilik, Hulahula, and Tanana Rivers 

Brahmaputra Aichilik Hull1hula Tanana 

Reach width, km 15 0.5 0.7 1.8 
Reach length, km 200 6.4 20 28.6 
l\'lean channel depth, 5 1 1 

111 
Slope 0.000077 0.001 0.0007 0.001 
Braiding index' 3.8 6.8 5.2 4.6 
Pn:dl)l11inant type of sand gravel gravel gravel -+-

th.: bedload sand 
Fractal exponent Vx ' 0.74 0.72 D.7.! 0.7D-O.77t 
Fractal exponent v,. 0.51 O.Sl 0.52 0.47-0.50 

"The braiding index (BIJ for each rl\.:rwas computed as the average 
number of channels in cross sections of the photo image of the river. 

tThe fractul exponents for the Tanana River were estimated at three 
different times (different stages of the river). 
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Figure S. Transportation distances between the probability 
distribution representing the Hulahula River and tbose repre
senting model runs with different values of e in Qs rule 4. Each 
point is an average over two to four snapshots of the model. 
The braid plain is 46 x 1000 ceJIs in each run. (In section 3 we 
discuss the fact that some aspects of the model patterns using 
this sediment-discharge rule appear not to reach steady state 
until -100,000 iterations. In this experiment we used snap
shots from 20,000-65,000 iterations. However, in these runs, 
discharge is introduced in each ceIJ in the first row, rather than 
in one fourth of the cells as in all the other model runs we 
discuss. The relatively larger discharge means that more ma
terial is moved each iteration, so that the patterns develop 
faster [see MU/7'Gy and PaD/a, 199-4]. In addition, larger varues 
of e mean that more material is transported in each iteration. 
We used snapshots from as few as 20,000 iterations only in the 
largest-e runs.) 

large-scale interactions between flow and sediment are insen
sitive to the differences in relative grain size and flow charac
teristics among these streams. The state-space plots of down
stream changes in width summarize what appears to be a 
robust, important aspect of·real braided-stream patterns that 
can be used as a basis for model comparison. 

3.3. Quantitative Model Evaluations 

Moeckel and lv/U/7'(1Y [1997] demonstrated that the transpor
tation distance method of comparing state-space plots can be 
used to find the optimal value of an unconstrained model 
parameter. The term that allows sediment transport on flat and 
slightly uphill surfaces in Q.\. rule 3 is physically motivated; flo\\' 
momentum and therefore sediment transport should increase 
with increasing slopes and discharges into an area. However, 
the magnitude of this term, determined bye, is only loosely 
constrained [M1II7'Gy and Paola, 1994]. Figure 5 shows how the 
model realism varies with e. Realism is measured here by the 
transportation distances between the state-space plot repre
senting the Hulahula River and the plots representing the 
model. We show the results using the Hulahula data because it 
is the longest of our datu sets (the longest reach, in units of the 
average total width, with uniform conditions), but experiments 
using other data sets sho\\ very similar results. Widths in the 
mL'del are the number of cells in a cross section with dischar~e 
greater than a cutoff, which is 0.35% of the total discharge in 
these runs. Each data point in Figure 5 represents an average 
over two to four snapshots between 30,000 and 50,000 itera-
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Os = (Q)m, m= 2 

A: flow divergence --1.,."'" deposition 

B: bar growth --i"~ flow divergence 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the effects of the nonlin
ear dependence of sediment transport on discharge in the 
model. For simplicity. in Figure 6a the slopes are assumed to 
be constant. so that the discharge spreads evenly into the 
downstream cells at the divergence. In this case, sediment 
transport is proportional to discharge raised to the power of m 
for either Q, rule 3 or 4. We use m = 2 and a constant of 
proportionality of I for further simplicity. Figure 6b illustrates 
how a growing bar causes flow divergence and therefore a 
situation similar to that depicted in Figure 6a. 

tions, with lattice dimensions of 1000 x 46 cells. The transpor
tation distance reaches a minimum at a value of e 0.3-0.4. 

Figures 3a-3c and 3e show that the state-space plot of a 
model run using this value of e shares the main characteristics 
of the plots of the real rivers. In the model the mechanism that 
is most essential to produce braiding is the nonlinear depen
dence of sediment transport on flow strength, specifically dis
charge, with the exponent m > I in the Q, rule [Mwmy and 
Paola, 199~1. With this relationship. flow divergences tend to 
produce convergence in the sediment flux and therefore local 
deposition. Figure 6 illustrates this for a simple case and shows 
how the feedback of deposition enhancing flow divergence can 
lead to bar formation. The nonlinear relationship also causes 
the opposite instability: flow convergence tends to produce 
erosion and bed lowering. which enhances flow convergence at 
that location. The slope dependence of the stream power tends 

to oppose these instabilities. For example, it decreases the 
amount of sediment transported across the reduced or nega
tive slopes out of low areas and onto barheads. The term that 
allows sediment transport over flat or slightly uphill slope, 
partially offsets this effect in the model, making it easier for 
sediment to move from a deep (and therefore usually narrow) 
section into an area of flow divergence and bar formation. \'ie 
suggest that these large-scale mechanisms are a,!so the most 
important processes in real braided streams, l~~ding to the 
similarity in the downstream changes in width between real 
rivers and the model. 

Table 2 shows, for each of several model images, the average 
transportation distance between that image and each of the 
three natural rivers. (The laboratory-stream data set has fewer 
points than any of the real-river data sets, so we leave it out of 
this analysis.) Seven of these model snapshots are from two 
different runs that used Q., rule 4 with the optimal e value 
(0.35). (These runs differed in the side boundary condition~: 
Q .. rule 4 run B had erodible banks between the braid plain and 
high side walls. These banks were not present in Qs rule 4 nm 
A. The braid plains in both runs spanned 1500 X 100 cells. I 
The transportation distances in Table 2 are slightly lower than 
the minimum shown in Figure 5 because for these images we 
traced the model output in the same way as we did for the 
natural patterns. Rather than automatically measuring the to
tal width as the number of cells in a cross section with dis
charge above a cutoff, we applied the same standards to mode! 
patterns that we applied when tracing the real-river"patterns. 
For instance, noncontinuous channels were not included in the 
patterns. The mean value of the transportation distance be
tween real-river plots and all the images produced with Q, rule 
4 is 0.038, with a standard deviation of 0.014, in units of aver
age total width. 

Quantitatively assessing how realistic the width sequences in 
the model are requires a benchmark to judge this mean 
against. Table 3 lists the transportation distances between plot~ 
representing the three natural rivers. These distances measure 
the variability in typical sequences not only between differcn: 
realizations of natural rivers but also between different types of 
natural rivers. The model is too simple to be a simulation of 
one of the types of rivers specifically: there is no explicit grain 
size or slope, for example [lv[urray and Paola, 1997]. The best 
that could be .hoped for is that the plots representing model 
patterns match those representing real rivers as closely on 
average as the real-river plots match each other. The average 
distance between real-river plots is 0.026, with a standard de
viation of 0.003 (Table 3). The difference between this value 
and the average transportation distances between model plots 
and real rivers (Table 2) suggests that the model does not 
always match the real rivers as closely as real rivers match each 
other. Although the sizes of the data sets are smaller than 
would be desired for a rigorous statistical treatment, we ap
plied a two-sample Welch's t test, which measures the likeli
hood that two groups of numbers could really be derived from 
the same population, given the means, standard deviations. 
and number of samples in each group [Jlliller, 1986]. This test 
indicates that there is less than a 0.1 CC probability that the 
difference between the two means is not meaningful. This 
number should not be considered exact. because the assump
tion behind the test, that the underlying populations from 
which the samples are dra\\n are normally distributed, has not 
been proven to be valid. However, slight deviations from nor
mality are unlikely to alter the basic conclusion that the model 
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Table 2, Transportation Distances Between Model and Real-River Plots and Scaling 
Statistics of Model Images 

Scaling 
Trunsportation Distances Characteristics 

Model Image Huluhula Aichilik Brahmaputra Average 1')1',l' D 

Qs rule 3 0,044 0,029 0,039 0,034 1.55 1,50 
87,000 iterations 

Qs rule 3 0,033 0,025 0.D35 0,031 1,46 1,47 
90,000 iterations 

Q., rule 3 0,034 0,027 0.040 0,035 1.95 1.62 
138.000 iterations 

Qs rule 3 0,045 0,034 0.D38 0.038 1.65 1.69 
145,000 iterations 

Q s rule 4, run A 0.021 0.018 0,050 0,029 1,48 
61,000 iterations 

Q., rule 4. nm A 0,070 0.052 0,054 0.057 1.63 1.57 
105,000 iterations 

Q s rule 4, run A 0,043 0.034 0.048 0.038 1.44 1.53 
169,000 iterations 

Q s rule 4, run B 0,034 0.016 0,034 0.028 1.57 
91,000 iterations 

Q s rule 4, run B 0,034 0.029 0,042 0.033 1.39 1.60 
134,000 iterations 

Q s rule 4, run B 0,030 0.040 0.059 0.044 1.78 
172,000 iterations 

Q.,. rule 4, run B 0.023 0,022 0,043 0.030 1.88 1.74 
181,000 iterations 

Run B had erodable banks between the braid plain and high side walls, These banks were not present' 
in run A. 

is probably not completely realistic. This is not surprising given 
the simplicity of the model. 

Mil/my and Paola's [1996] preliminary analysis suggested 
that runs using Qs rule 3 produced patterns with width. se
quences that were less realistic than those produced with Qs 
rule 4. However, using the transportation-distance method of 
comparing state-space plots and the larger number of real
river data sets, Q s rule 3 patterns match the real rivers at least 
as well as the Q s rule 4 patterns do, on average; the average 
distance between plots representing these patterns and those 
representing real rivers is 0,035, with a standard deviation of 
0,006 (Table 2). Applied to the mean for Qs rule 3 patterns, the 
two-sample t test gives a <0.1 % chance that this mean could be 
found for a sample of this size of the within-real-river population. 

State-space plots of total widths characterize an important 
aspect of braided-stream patterns. However, this approach is 
not sensitive to the arrangement or number of channels. Section 
.:I addresses the realism of these aspects of the model patterns 
by analyzing self-affine scaling properties and channel shapes, 

4. Self-Affine Scaling Approa.ch 
In a recent study, Sapozhnikol' and FOllfoula-Georgiou [1996) 

examined the spatial patterns of three natural braided rivers 
(aerial images of the Aichilik and Hulahula Rivers in Alaska 
and the satellite images of Brahmaputra River in Bangladesh) 

Tahlc 3. Transportation Distances Between Real-Riyer 
Statc-Spa;e Plots 

Hulahula 
Aichilik 

Aichilik 

0.022 

Brahmaputra 

0.030 
0.027 

and found that they exhibit anisotropic scaling (self-affinity). 
Similar results were obtained more recently for the Tanana 
River in Alaska using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data 
[Nykanen et aI" 1998). Self-affinity in a braided river implies 
that if a small part of the braided river is stretched differently 
in the direction of the river slope and in the perpendicular 
direction, then the stretched part looks statistically similar to a 
larger part of the braided river. Despite the large differences in 
scales (0,5-15 km), slopes (7 X 10'-3 to 8 X 10-5), and bed 
material. (gravel to sand) thc four analyzed braided rivers 
showed very similar spatial scaling with self-affine fractal ex
ponents j)x = 0,72-0.77 and ]I)' = 0.47-0.52, This may 
indicate the presence of universal features in the underlying 
mechanisms responsible for the formation of the spatial struc
ture of braided rivers, It is important to see whether self
affinity found in natural rivers is reproduced by a braided rh'er 
mbdel. The logarithmic correlation integral (LeI) method de· 
veloped by Sapoz1mikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou [1995) enables 
one to test the presence of self-affinity in braided rivers and 
estimate the scaling exponents v, and v,,, In section 4.1 a brief 
review of this method is presented foliowed by the results of 
self-affine analysis of natural and model-produced braided ri\'
ers. Then some additional properties of spatial patterns of 
braided rivers, such as island shapes, are evaluated and com
pared for natural and model-produced rivers, 

4.1.' The LCI Method for the Analysis of the 
Correlation Structure of Self-Affine Objects 

The: LCI method to test and quantitatively assess the ;::~"'

ence of self-affinity in complex geometrical patterns, sue:: ~'S 

braided rivers, is based on the correlation integral fun.::>r. 
JU(X, Y), which measures the mass of an object within ~I 

rectangle (centered around a point of the object) of size X . 1:'. 
For a self-affine object, 
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Figure 7. Digitized images of the (a) Aichilik River. (b) Q, rule 3 model river (145.000 iterations), (c) Qs 
rule 4 model river (61,000 iterations). and (d) Q,. rule 4 model river (105,000 iterations). 

A-I(X, Y) :x Xl" :x yl ". (3) 

where Vx and Vy are called the fractal exponents. Sapozhnikov 
and FOllfollla-Georgiou [1995] showed that the function 
z(x, y) = log (M(X, V»~, where x = log (X) and y = 
log (Y), satisfies the equation 

az az 
v, -a + v,. -a = 1 . x . y (-I) 

and thus provides the means to test the presence of self-affinity 
in an object and estimate its fractal exponents ~'x and V, .. 

Indeed, having a pattern of an object, one can estimate Its 
logarithmic correlation integral z(x, y) and use the derivatives 
r'iz(x, y)/ax and az(x, y)/r'iy to find the values of v .. and V,. 

th~it satisfy (4), by a least squares method. The function rex . .1') 
was called the logarithmic correlation integral (LCI) function. 
and the method was called the LCI method. 

4.2. Self-Affine Scaling in Natural Braided Rivers 

Application of the LeI method to the Brahmaputra, Aichi
lik, and Hulahula Rivers showed that (4) is satisfied for all 
three rivers fairly well, givihg V., and v,, values summarized in 
Table I together with other physical 'characteristics of these 
rivers [Sapozhnikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou, 1996]. Interest
ingly, it was observed that despite the large differences in the 
scales of these rivers and their hydrologic properties, they all 
exhibited anisotropic scaling with almost the same fractal ex
ponents (v.,. = 0.72 and v,, = 0.51; X indicating the main
stream direction and Y the perpendicular one). This implies 
that if parts of a braided river are stretched by ,\ along the 
mainstream direction and by A ",I", = A O. 7 along the perpen
dicular direction, the resulting images will look statistically 
similar to the each other (similarity within a braided river). At 
the same time, the invariance of V., and Vy between braided 
rivers of different sizes and hydrology/sedimentology suggests 

that the same anisotropic scaling as above, applied to different 
rivers, will result in statistically similar images, except possibly 
for a normalization factor to account for the different mass of 
each river. Such scale invariances across a range of scales. 

.. apart from being interesting in their own right, have several 
fundamental implications. First, they may indicate the pres
ence of universal features in the underlying mechanisms re
sponsible for the spatial structure of braided rivers and suggest 
that this structure is due to the self-organizing nature of the 
flow and sediment fll\x rather than to specific .local external 
influences and scale. Second. knowledge of which geometric 
attributes are scale invariant or scale dependent is useful when 
applying models of braided alluvial architecture deduced from 
one system to another of a completely different size. Finally. 
since these scale invariances are properties of real braided 
rivers, they should also be reproduced by any model of braided 
river that tries to simulate realistic braided-river patterns. 

4.3. Self-Affinity in the Model Braided Rivers 

Braided rivers manifest salient features of their spatial struc .. 
ture at scales where branching comes into play, that is, scales 
smaller than the braid plain width. Therefore, similarly to the 
previous study of natural braided rivers by Sapozhnikov alld 
FOllfollla-Georgiou [1996], we focused on scales smaller than 
the braid plain width. We used the traced discharge patterns of 
the modeled river (and not just the patterns formed by the cells 
with a discharge above some threshold). similarly to the pre
vious analysis of natural rivers and in agreement with the 
dynamical-systems analysis of the model performed in this 
work where traced images have been used. 

First. a traditional fractal analysis was applied. For example. 
the dependence of the "mass" .\1 (number of nonempty cells) 
within a square box of size R. (-'f(R» for the river produced 
by the model using Q,. rule -I (Figure 7d) is presented in Figure 
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8 in log-log scale. The dependence follows a straight line up to 
the scale of the width of the river, with a slope of 1.57. Similar 
analysis was applied to several runs of the model (Q.\. rule 3 
and Q. rule 4). It showed that the rivers exhibit fractal behav
ior up to the scale of their width, with fractal dimensions D := 

1.5-1,7 for Q.\. rule 3 and D := 1.5-1.75 for Q" rule 4. The 
values of the fractal dimensions agree with the results of 
Sapozhnikol' alld FOllfoula-Georgiou [1996], who found fractal 
dimension D := 1.5-1.6 for three natural rivers (Aichilik, 
Hulahula, and Brahmaputra), Nykallcil Cf al. (1998], who found 
D :;: 1.5-1.6 for different stages of Tanana, and Nikora et al. 
[1995], who found D :;: 1.5-1.7 for seveml New Zealand 
braided rivers. 

However, this traditional fractal analysis does not show 
whether the object is self-similar or self-affine. Indeed, as dem
onstrated by Sapoz/1Ilikol' and Foufoula-Georgiou [1995, 1996], 
self-affine objects (i.e., objects with scaling anisotropy) can still 
show linear log-log dependence M(R), with slope D, which is 
the global fractal dimension of the self-affine object related to 
v~. and 1'." as Do = (1')' - I'.t + 1)/J'>" Applying the LeI 
method, however, not only enabled us to study the model rivers 
for scaling anisotropy but also revealed other important fea
tures of the spatial structure of the rivers. 

To find the fractal exponents of the model rivers, we first 
estimated their logarithmic correlation integrals z(x, y) from 
the patterns of the rivers. The X axis was oriented along the 
slope. From the correlation integral surfaces z(x,,1') we calculated 
numerically the derivatives az(x, y)/ax and a::(x, y)lay and 
plotted the dependencies az(x, y)/ay versus az(.\', y)/ax. 
Figure 9 presents these dependencies for the Aichilik River 
[see Sapozhllikov alld Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996], the model 
river using Qs rule 4 after 61,000 iterations and the same model 
river after 105,000 iterations. 

Let us first consider the dependence for the Aichilik River. 
As was shown by Sapozhnikov alld Foufoula.Georgiou [1996], 
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R 

Figure 8. Spatial scaling in the Q, rule 4. IOS.OUU iterations 
model-produced braided river indicated by the straight line 
log-log dependence of the "mass" AI (number of noncmpty 
cells) on the size R of the covering square box. The slope of the 
straight line gives the value of the fractal dimension D. 
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]figure 9. Dependence iJ=(x. y)/ay versus iJz(x, y)/iJx for 
(a) the Aichilik river, (b) the Qs rule 4, 61,000 iterations mod
el-produced river, and (c) the Q, rule 4, 105.000 iterations 
model-produced river. The partial derivatives are estimated 
from the entire correlation integral surfaces z(x, y) of the 
rivers. 
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Figure 10. Estimation of the fractal exponents Vx and Vy for 
the Q .. rule 4 long run model produced river from the trun
cated part of the z(x, y) surfaces (see text). The estimated 
values are v.< = 0.77 and Vy = 0.47. 

the upper, linear part of the plot in Figure 9a comes from the 
scales up to the width of the river and indicates self-affinity in 
this range of scales (see equation (4», whereas the lower part 
indicates a scaling break and comes from the scales exceeding 
the river width (similar to the scaling break in Figure 8 indi
cated by the deviation from the straight lines for large scaies). 
Comparing the partial derivative plots in Figure 9, one can see 
that while the longer (105,000 iterations) run gives a plot quite 
similar to the Aichilik River (it is also similar to the plots for 
Brahmaputra and Hulahula shown by Sapozhnilwv and FOt/

foula-Georgiou [1996]), the shorter (i.e., having undergone 
fewer iterations) run looks different: It has the scaling break 
area extending not only below but also above the log-log 
straight line in the plot (this feature is called here a "hat"). 
Similar behavior (having the "hat" appearing early in the 
model run and then disappearing) was observed in other model 
runs too. Our analysis showed that the "hat" comes from a 
peculiar feature of the model river at early stages: The chan
nels tend to be parallel to each other and do not often con
verge. This makes the z(x, y) function gain a significant mag
nitude at the value of y equal to the distance between the 
parallel channels, which leads to the high values of the partial 
derivatives a z( x, y)1 a y and forms the "hat." A close look at 
the pattern of the model river at the early stage (Figure 7c) 
confirms this conclusion. Given enough time, the model rivers 
evolved into a state that did not have this feature ,md thus 
became closer to natural rivers. It should be mentioned th'at 
rivers produced by Qs rule 4 needed more time to develop the 
"realistic" (corresponding to natural rivers) pattern than the 
rivers produced by Q .• rule 3. . 

We then studied the linear part of the dependencies 
az(x, y)lay versus az(x, y)/ax for model rivers. To check if 
the points in the plot where the linearity breaks come from the 
range of scales exceeding the river width, we cut off the part of 
the z(.1:, y) surface corresponding to Yvalues higher than the 
width of the model river. Figure 10 shows the values of the 

partial derivatives coming from the rest of the z(x, y) function 
for the model river produced by Qs rule 4 after 105,000 iter
ations. The points show a good linear dependence, indicating 
that the river exhibits, spatial scaling within the scale of its 
width. Similar analysis was performed for other runs and for 
Qs rule 3. All revealed spatial scaling up to the scales of the 
width of each river. Using (4), the values of the fractal expo
nents were found to be v .• = 0.72-0.78 and Vy =,9:,.4Q:-O.54 
for Qs rule 3 and v.< = 0.75-0.97 and Vy = 0.47-0.52 for Q, 
rule 4. The scaling anisotropy was v.JVy =;; 1.46-1.95 for Q, 
rule 3 and v.Jvy = 1.44-1.88 for Qs rule 4. These results 
imply that the model rivers are self-affine objects showing a 
high degree of anisotropy. 

One can see that while the fractal dimension of the model 
rivers is close to that of the studied natural rivers, the anisot
ropy parameter v.JVy is on the average higher for the modeled 
rivers (1.44-1.95 versus 1.41-1.60 for the four studied natural 
rivers). It should be noted that the spread of the scaling pa
rameters is higher in modeled rivers (especially for Q. rule 4) 
than for natural rivers. 

4.4. Island Shape Comparison 

The LCI method reveals the scaling anisotropy of an object 
as a whole. Here we also studied the sizes of islands in the 
modeled rivers for scaling anisotropy. The size of each island in 
the direction of the slope, lx, and in the perpendicular direc
tion, ly, was estimated as the root-me an-square of the devia
tion (in the corresponding direction) of pixels constituting the 
island from the center of mass of the island: Ix = [( lin) ~;I~ 1 

(X - XYjl/2 and ly = [(lIn)~;'= ley - y;)2jl \ where n 
is the number of pixels in the island. Figure 11 shows the 
log-log plot of the sizes of the islands t.~ and ly in the X and Y 
directions, respectively, for the model river produced using 
Qs rule 4 and after 105,000 iterations. The log-log linearity of 
the Iv versus Ix dependence indicates scaling. The slope of the 
log-log linear dependence is equal to 1.35. The fact that the 
slope is different from 1 indicates anisotropy in scaling of the 
islands in X and Y directions. The analysis of islands for scaling 
was performed for other runs of the model (both Qs-rule 3 and 

10 
Y cells J 

Figure 11. Scaling in the projections of the islands on the X 
and Y axes in the Qs-rule ~. lOS,OOO iterations model produced 
river. The estimated value of the slope is 1.35, which is differ
ent from 1 indicating scaling anisotropy. 
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Q ... -rule 4). In all cases, anisotropic scaling Df islands was 
found. 

It should he noted that the scaling anisotropy of the islands 
wns 10-2()1::f: lower thnn the scaling anisotropy of the modeled 
rivers ns a whole obtained by the LeI method. This is in 
agreement with the results obtained previously by Sapozlmikol' 
and FOl(follla-Oeorgioli [1996] for natural rivers, where the 
scaling anisotropy of the sizes of islands in a river was also 
found to be 10-20% lower than the anisotropy of the fiver as 
a whole. In our opinion this difference implies that the scaling 
anisotropy of a braided river is only partially reflected by the 
anisotropy of islands. Part of the anisotropy in a braided river 
stems from the anisotropy in tortuosity of the river (same as 
anisotropy in tortuosity of single-channel rivers causing their 
scaling anisotropy). These two factors exist on scales that over
lap and therefore Cannot be separated. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
The state-space and the scaling analyses proposed here for 

braided river model validation complement each other. In
deed, the state-space analysis characterizes the river pattern in 
the dynamical-system theory framework, enabling one to fol
low how the total width of the river changes downstream. For 
example, the state-space analysis easily distinguishes sudden 
changes in the river width from gradual ones. Moreover, it 
shows whether abrupt or gradual changes occur more fre
quently in narrow or in wide sections: For example, compare 
the state-space plot of the Hulahula River (Figure 3a), showing 
abrupt changes (big loops) only in wide sections of the river, 
with the state-space, plot of a run of the model river (Figure 
3d), showing abrupt changes in both narrow and wide sections. 
The scaling analysis via the logarithmic correlation integral 
(LeI) method, on the other hand, characterizes correlation 
properties of the multiscale spatial structure of a braided river 
in different directions and reveals anisotropic scaling (self
affinity) in the river, something which the state-space analysis 
wus not designed for. Besides. the state-space-plot method 
uses the total width at each cross section of the river. Therefore 
it does not include information of the width, shape, and rela
tive position of the individual channels. These important char
acteristics . of a braided river are reflected in the correlation 
structure of the river and captured by the LeI analysis. In fact, 
ns we demonstrated in this artick the analysis of the correla
tion structure of braided rivers by the LeI method discloses 
subtle differences between the structure of the simulated and 
natural river patterns (such as, for example, the fact that chan
nels of the modeled rivers tend to be more parallel at early 
stages of the model runs than at later stages and in natural 
rivers (see Figure 9». Together the two methods provide a 
fairly comprehensive approach to testing how realistic a mod
el-produced river pattern is. They reveal and quantify subt4e 
characteristics of the river pattern. and thus they permit testing 
a model and determining the most realistic rules and param
eters of that model. 

The analysis of the modeled rivers using the cellular model 
Df .\llI/my i/Ilt! Pi/Oltl [199-1.) sh,_weLl that they eventually de
velop into a stute exhibiting an;~otropic spatial scaling (self
hffinity). Thb i~ in agr.:emt:nt II i:: .. th..: rt:sults of thl.! ,U1aly~is of 
n.ltural braid~L1 ri\cr, pr.:sent~J ::-~ Sap0::!l/likUl· awl FOllfvllla
Georgiou [1996). The presence of spatial scaling in natural 
braided rivers (which implies ab~=ncc of a preferred scale) was 
interpreted by Sapo::!lIIikol' alld FOllfoula-Georgiou [1996) as a 

strong indication that the same physical mechanisms are re
sponsible for the formation of braided pattern at different 
spatial scales, from the scale of the smallest channel to the 
scale of the braid plain width. The fact that model rivers, after 
they are left to evolve long enough, also exhibit spatial scaling 
definitely supports the validity of the model. Moreover, scallng 
anisotropy of natural braided rivers due to gravity is also 
present in model rivers, which also speaks in favor of the 
model. It should be mentioned that although the scaling an
isotropy of modeled rivers is not very far from that of natural 
-rivers, it is somewhat higher. We believe that the higher value 
of the scaling anisotropy parameter 11...11')' in the modeled rivers 
is (at least partially) due to the fnct that because of the restric
tions of the simulated basin width they were forced to be 
rectilinear as a whole. The presence of the long-scale sinuosity 
in natural braided rivers (unless they are restricted by natural 
constraints) is an important component of their geometry 
which obviously produces a lower scaling anisotropy compared 
to the situation when the whole structure is strictly oriented in 
one direction. It remains to be determined whether the higher 
anisotropy of the modeled rivers is caused only by different 
external conditions (the imposed rectilinear shape of the ba
sin) or is also due to the imperfection of the rules of the model. 
Also, the scaling anisotropy parameter shows higher variance 
for modeled rivers (1.44-1.95) than for the studied natural 
rivers (1.41-1.60). We believe this is due to the restricted size 
of the grid-modeled rivers, which lead to modeled rivers with 
fewer channels than the natural rivers and, correspondingly. 
more statistical noise. . 

In braided rivers, deep narrow sections of the river, which 
can carry more sediment and therefore cause erosion, are 
followed by wider and shallower sections where deposition 
occurs. The current loses much of its sediment in such diver
gent shallow sections and thus is capable of eroding the bed 
downstream, producing again a deep and narrow section. 
State-space analysis shows how such wide shallow and deep 
narrow sections of a river follow each other. Since these se
quences are governed bylhe processes controlling deposition 
and erosion of the river, comparison of state-phase plots of 
modeled riVers with natural ones can tell us if the important 
features of the physical mechanisms in braided rivers are cap
tured by the model. Our state-space analysis shows that for 
both Q.,. rules 3 and 4, model realism depends on the param
eters of the model (e.g., compare Figures 3d and 3e, or see 
Figure 5). For the best values of parameters the normalized 
distance between modeled rivers and natural rivers is not very 
much higher than the distance between the natural rivers 
themselves. This indicates that the physical mechanisms re
sponsible for the geometry of braided rivers are mainly repre
sented in the model (although SOme difference between mod
eled and natural rivers still remains). Our results suggest that 
model behavior is not sensitive to the difference between Q> 
rules 3 and 4. In our opinion, this indicates that once physical 
mechanisms allow sediment to be transported over flat slopes 
(which is important), the details of how it happens are n .. : 
critical. It should be noted, however. that some differences 111,,:; 
~till exist. Thus our fractal analysis of the spatial structure -f 
th.: moLld rivcr~ at diffaent mom..:nts in tim\! rcveab tl~,,-: 

rivers produced by Q., rule 4 necdee more time to devclop t:::: 
"realistic" patt~rn (i.l! .. th~ pattern ,howing spatial scalin)!: _,
natural rivers do) than the rivers produced by Q, rule 3. 

Although we believe that the state-space analysis and tb: 
self-affine fractal analysis presented in this paper together 
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make up a fairly comprehensive test for validating braided 
rivers models, there are other important issues not reflected in 
this analysis. We think that at least three other features of 
modeled braided rivers should be compared to natural ones: 
(1) the terrain produced by the river, (2) the hydrology of the 
river (e.g., distribution of the discharge between the channels), 
and (3) the evolution of the river (e.g., it was shown by Sapozh
nikov and Fou/oula-Georgiou [1997] that braided rivers exhibit 
dynamic scaling, an indicator of self-organized criticality). This 
work is currently under development. 
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Study of spatial scaling in braided river patterns using 
synthetic aperture radar imagery 

Deborah K. Nykanen, Eft Foufoula-Georgiou, and Victor B. Sapozhnikov 
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

Abstract. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery offers an appealing way of remotely 
monitoring the complex and rapidly changing forms of braided riv~rs .. These rivers are 
often found in scarcely inhabited regions and are so dynamic that m SItu n;easur.ements 
are almost impossible. In this paper, SAR imagery was used to extract braIded rIve~ 
patterns such that their spatial scaling characteristics could be studied. From an,alysls ~f 
several reaches of a braided river in Alaska (the Tanana River), self-affine spatIal scalmg 
of the river patterns was found to be present under different flow r~tes and in differe~t 
seasons when the river was undisturbed (free of external topographIC controls). In regIOns 
where predominant geologic controls (Le., mountains) or predomi~ant fI~w paths (several 
tens of times the size of the other channels) were present, no spatIal scalmg was found. 
When scaling was found, the values of the anisotropic scaling exponen.ts Vx and v)' had 
very similar values to those found by Sapozhnikov al1~ Fou!?u[a-GeorglOu [1996] trom 
traced and digitized aerial photographs of several braIded rIvers. 

1. Introduction 

Braided rivers consist of numerous alluvial channels that 
divide and rejoin around bars and islands, forming an inter
twining structure that resembles a braid. The dynamic nature 
of a braided river causes these channels to shift and migrate 
across the river's braidplain. It is this dynamic nature that 
makes braided rivers both interesting and difficult to study, 
especially in a quantitative Wny. However, the need to build 
bridges across sections of braided rivers, to harvest the rich 
mineral deposits left on their bars and banks, and to study the 
ecological effects of the migrating channels has developed a 
pressing need for quantitative understanding and prediction of 
these complex hydro geomorphological systems and their evo
lution. 

There are several \vays in which such large, complex systems 
could be quantitatively approached. Most research on braided 
rivers to date has concentrated on understanding the small
scale processes such as flow and sediment flux around an in
dividual channel bar or confluence [Ashmore and Parker, 1983; 
Ashmore et al., 1992; Best, 1986, 1988; Bristow et al., 1993; 
Mosley, 1.976, 1977; Robert, 1993]. These detailed studies of 
processes in a small area are valuable but do not necessarily 
lead to improved understanding of the mechanics of the entire 
system. Physically based studies and mechanistic modeling of 
braided rivers aimed at understanding the entire system would 
be too computationally intensive. A full solution of the gov
erning equations for flow around a single confluence is inten
sive, and a braided river reach involves many such converging 
and diverging flow regimes around its numerous bars and is
lands. Also, there is relatively little quantitative information on 
how changes in one part of the system propagate to other parts 
and on which components of the small·scale flow and sediment 
dvnamics contribute to the overall behavior of the system. 

• Recently, some alternative approaches to studying the mor-

Copyright 1998 by the American Geophysical Union. 

Paper number 98WRO(J940. 
0043-1397/98/98WR-00940$09.00 

phology and dynamics of braided rivers have been proposed. 
These type of studies aim to determine which physical pro
cesses are critical and how they affect the dynamics of the 
system as a whole and then concentrate on detailed studies of 
these processes. MZI/ray and Paola [1994] developed a cellular 
automaton model of a braided river using a simple, determin
istic approach of water flow over a cohesionless bed. Their 
model reproduced the main spatial and temporal features of 
natural braided rivers. Their results suggested that the main 
factors essential for braiding were bedload sediment transport 
and laterally unconstrained free-surface flow. Sapozlznikov and 
FouJollla-Georgioli [1996, ] 997] have shown that an effective 
and fruitful way to study interactions of small-scale and large
scale dynamics of complex natural systems is via statistical 
scaling analyses, Le., analyses aimed at determining how mor
phological or dynamical properties of the system at one scale 
relate to those at another scale. Such scaling relationships are 
commonly found in natural systems, including single channels 
and river networks [e.g., Tarboroll et al., 1988; La Barbera and 
Rosso, 1989; Nikora, 1991; Sapozhnikov and Nikora, 1993; 
Peckham, 1995; Beauvais and .Hontgol1wy, 1996] but have not 
yet been fully developed or understood in braided rivers. 
Braided river systems manifes,t themselves over a large range 
of scales (e.g., from the smallest channels of a few meters to 
the whole braidplain width of tens of kilometers). The issue of 
scale is an essential element when applying the knowledge 
gained from a small part of a braided river to a larger part of 
it, from one braided river to another of different size, or from 
a laboratory model to a real braided river. 

Sapozhnikov and FouJoula-Georgiou [1996] found, through 
analysis of the spatial structure of traced, digitized aerial pho
tographs, that spatial scaling exists in the morphology of nat
ural braided rivers. Spatial scaling implies that morphological 
properties (e.g., area covered by water) of the system at one 
scale relate to those at another scale via a transformation 
which involves only the ratio of the two scales. Through the 
production of a laboratory braided river in a small experimen
tal facility (0.75 m X 5 m) at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, 
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Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou [1997] also found the 
presence of scaling in the temporal evolution of braided rivers, 
called dynamic scaling. Dynamic scaling implies that space and 
time can be appropriately rescaled such that the evolution of 
the spatial structure of a small part of a braided river is statis
tically indistinguishable from that of another larger part or of 
the whole river. Such relationships could be used, for example, 
to statistically predict large less frequently occurring changes in 
the river from smaller more frequent changes or could be used 
to make inferences about the underlying physical mechanisms 
controlling the evolution of braided rivers [e.g., see Sapozhni
kov and FOllfoula-Georgiou, 1997, section 5]. 

It is imperative that the above findings of dynamic scaling 
are further investigated and that the presence of spatial scaling 
is further verified using a wide range of natural braided rivers. 
Braided rivers often exist in scarcely inhabited, high-latitude, 
glaciated areas and are also constantly evolving, which makes 
it difficult to perform any sort of ground-based measurements. 
Also, obtaining aerial photographs at an adequate temporal 
resolution is difficult and often prohibiting for a single inves
tigator. On the other hand, remote sensing is an attractive 
means of continually monitoring these complex systems from 
space. The technology of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) im
agery has opened a door of opportunity in the area of quan
titative studies of braided rivers, but only a very few studies 
have existed to date [e.g., Smith et al., 1995, 1996]. The scope 
of this research is to investigate further the presence of spatial 
scaling relationships in natural braided river patterns using 
SAR imagery and to explore how this scaling might be affected 
by flow rate, braiding index, and large-scale topographic con
trols, such as mountains. 

2. Extraction of Braided River Patterns 
From SAR Imagery for Quantitative 
Scaling Analysis 

The SAR, being carried on an aircraft or spacecraft platform 
(Le., satellite), transmits a signal toward Earth at an incidence 
angle and then measures how much of the signal is echoed 
back (called backscatter). The backscatter depends on the di
electric properties and surface roughness of the material on 
Earth being scanned by the radar. SAR's independence of 
solar illumination and cloud cover makes it especially useful in 
providing consistent seasonal and diurnal coverage, which is 
hard to do with aerial photographs or other remote sensors. 
Each pixel in a SAR image represents the radar backscatter for 
the area on the ground covered by that pL'{el. The radar back
scatter is recorded as a brightness value, or intensity, which in 
a gray-scale mode ranges from 0 to 255. ljlrightness values in 
the lower end of the range (i.e., dark) are recorded for low 
radar backscatter, and values in the upper end of the range 
(Le., bright) are recorded for high backscatter. In general, 
rough ground surfaces cause bright pL'{els, and smooth ground 
surfaces cause dark ph:els in the image. Brightness increases 
with the wetness of the object, except for the cas'e of a smooth 
(Le., calm) body of water, which will appear dark. (See http:// 
www.asf.alaska.edu, Oliver [1991], and Olmsted [1993] for more 
information on SAR imagery and its interpretation.) 
. In this study, SAR imagery acquired by the first European 

Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1) was used. ERS-1 was 
launched on July 17, 1991, by the European Space Agency 
(ESA). It carries a C-band (5.66 cm wavelength) SAR and has 
a spatial resolution of 30 m with a pLxel spacing of 12.5 m and 

coverage of a 100 krn X 100 km area in each image. The images 
used for this study were ERS-1 full-resolution images collected 
over the Tanana River in May through October of 1993. They 
were provided by the ESA and acquired through the Alaska 
SAR Facility (ASF). 

The methodology for extracting the braided river patterns 
from the SAR images is based on the property of smooth 
bodies of water appearing dark. Although this may work well 
for single-channel rivers, the conditions of wet gravel on bars 
and banks and changes in backscattering intensity for nar
rower, shallower channels make it difficult to delineate active 
channels in braided rivers [Smith et al., 1996]. The method of 
extraction developed here deals with these difficulties by com
bining a series of automated and manual steps and is therefore 
referred to as a semiautomated procedure. The method is 
broken down into four stages: (1) image processing, (2) image 
enhancement, (3) image classification, and (4) postimage pro
cessing. 

2.1. Image Processing 
The first step in working with SAR data is radiometric cal

ibration. This is an adjustment to the brightness values in the 
image to compensate for the antenna pattern's, range-to
target's, and incidence angle's effect on the signal level. It 
permits comparison of brightness values between different im
ages and also within a single image. The correction is based on 
the measured response to aluminum trihedral corner reflectors 
of known size, shape, orientation, and cross section placed on 
the ground at strategic locations within the ASF station mask. 
The ERS-1 SAR images used for this study were radiometri
cally calibrated using a software program provided by ASF 
called "calibrate." (See http://www.asf.alaska.edu and Olmsted 
[1993] for more information on radiometric calibration.) An
other program provided by ASF called "sarautoreg" was used 
to automatically geocode the images. Geocoding simply means 
rotating the image from a swath reference frame, which is 
orientated along the flight path of the satellite, to a geographic 
coordinate system. 

After the images have been radiometrically calibrated and 
geocoded they were filtered to reduce speckle noise. Speckle 
noise is an inherent feature of SAR and is produced when 
surface variations near the size of the radar's wavelength (e.g., 
small rocks, leaves, and ripples on a water surface) cause mul
tiple scatters of the radar echo, which when added incoherently 
give a higher backscattering intensity. This net backscatter 
makes the object on the surface appear as a bright pixel in the 
SAR image. Although it is not feasible to completely remove 
speckle noise, it can be sufficiently reduced and smoothed 
using filtering algorithms. Through literature review [Frost et 
al., 1982; Lopes et al., 1990; Hagg and Sties, 1994; Shi and Fung, 
1994] and informal comparative testing on an image clip, it was 
determined that the Frost filter [Frost et al., 1982], with a 3 X 
3 kernel and a coefficient of variation equal to that computed 
for the unfiltered image, worked best for suppressing speckle 
noise while preserving edge structures and linear features. 
Other filters considered in the informal comparative testing 
were Lee. Lee-Sigma, Maximum a Posteriori (tvIAP), and Me
dian. (See Lopes et al. [1990] and Shi and Fung [1994] for a 
description of these filters.) Various kernel sizes, coefficients 
of variation, and numbers of passes were also tested for each 
filter. The filters were applied using the software package 
Imagine 8.2, developed and distributed by ERDAS®, Inc. 

Follmving the Frost filter. the images were refiltered using a 
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2 x 2 mean filter to further smooth and suppress speckle noise. 
TIle images were also rotated so that the upstream and down
stream end points of the river reach were vertically aligned, 
with the upstream end at the top of the image. 

2.2. Image Enhancement 

Since regions of calm water and other smooth surfaces ap
pear dark in" SAR images, ideally, all river channels would 
appear dark with an associated gray-scale brightness value of O. 
However, nonuniform conditions and inconsistencies in back
scatter returns cause the brightness values to range anywhere 
from 0 to 150 (on a scale of 0~255) and even greater in some 
cases. In order to decipher which pixels are occupied by water 
and which are not, image enhancement is needed to be able to 
follow tonal variations in a similar fashion as the human eye 
dOes. 

The first step in the image enhancement stage was to adjust 
the contrast levels in the images. This is known as contrast 
enhancement, and it increases the differences (or contrast) 
between the reflectivity of two different materials. It is applied 
by setting all values below a lower threshold to 0 and values 
above an upper threshold to 255. The values between the 
upper and lower threshold are then stretched over the 1-254 
range. (See Jensen [1996] for more information on contrast 
enhancement.) The most suitable upper and lower thresholds 
were determined by trial and error for each image, with the 
upper thresholds typically ranging around 200 and the lower 
thresholds ranging around 100. (See Appendix A for justifica
tion of the SUbjectivity in the threshold selection.) This linear 
contrast adjustment worked well for darkening water pixels 
and brightening nonwater pixels, resulting in an improved 
braided channel network. Pixels that were part of an active 
channel and had values below the lower threshold now became 
uniformly dark with an associated brightness value of O. The 
pixels that were also part of an active channel but had values 
that fell above the lower threshold now had brightness values 
closer to O. The SAR images were contrast-enhanced using 
Adobe Photoshop 3.0. 

The next step in the image enhancement stage was to im- " 
prove the channel connectivity. The technique used was to look 
at directional averages and fill-in channels (i.e., set their pixel 
value equal to 0) based on these averages. An algorithm was 
developed that computed the average brightness value over a 
user-specified number of pixels away from a center pixel in 
eight different directions. The direction of the smallest of the 
eight directional averages was taken as the preferred channel 
direction. If this smallest average was below a specified mini
mum average criterion, then the center pixel and a user
specified number of pixels away from the center pixel in the 
preferred direction (typically smaller than the number of pixels 
used for the directional averaging) were set equal to O. The 
algorithm then moved" to the next pixel and repeated the pro
cess. The result was an improved braid channel network but 
not yet completely connected. 

2.3. Image Classification 

In order to ensure a completely connected braid channel 
network some manual image manipulation was required. The 
image classification stage is the "semi" part of the semi auto
mated extraction procedure. The SAR images were loaded 
into the graphics program Neopaint 3.2a, developed and dis
tributed by NeoSoft Corporation. The connected braid chan
nels were filled with a user-specified color by clicking the up-

stream end of a known channel. All connected pixels with 
brightness values of 0 were automatically filled with the color. 
The disconnected sections that visually appeared to be part of 
active channels were then manually filled with the color by 
following the tonal variations. The degree of subjectivity here 
was that the user must determine which gaps are truly part of 
active channels and which are produced by overfill into inactive 
channels.' However, in most cases the tonal variations made 
this determination fairly clear to the human eye. The result. 
after approximately 1 hour of manual image cleanup, was a 
completely connected braid channel network with inactive 
channels truncated and rough edges smoothed. The image files 
were then converted to a binary classification scheme where all 
pixels filled with the color where set equal to 1 (denoting a wet 
pixel) and all other pixels were set equal to 0 (denoting a dry 
pixel). 

An Unsupervised Bayesian Classification algorithm was 
tried as an alternative to fully automate the extraction proce
dure (applied using Imagine 8.2, developed and distributed by 
ERDAS®. Inc.). However, the result was still a discontinuous 
channel network. Its performance was less desirable than the 
above described image-processing stages in that it tended to 
misclassify numerous nonwater pixels as water and vice versa. 

2.4. Postimage Processing 

The final stage of the extraction methodology used in this 
study was to run the binary classified file (i,e., Is and Os) 
through a modified median filter. This was done to further 
smooth channel edges and fill extraneous point bars. This filter 
works by counting the number of filled pixels (i.e., value of 1) 
in a 3 X 3 kernel. If the total number was ;:::5 (majority of the 
box contains water pixels), then the center pixel was set equal 
to 1 or "wet." If the sum was ::52 (largely a nonwater box), then 
the center pixel was set equal to 0 or "dry." At this point the 
image files were now ready for testing the presence of scaling 
and estimating the spatial scaling eXponents. 

3. Testing for Spatial Scaling and Estimation 
of Scaling Exponents 

The presence of spatial scaling in an object means that 
statistical properties at one scale relate to the statistical prop
erties at another scale via a transformation which involves only 
the ratio of the two scales. This is also known as scale lnvarl
ance and meanS that the object is statistically indistinguishable 
under proper magnification or contraction. When the proper
ties scale similarly in all directions, it is referred to as isotropic 
scaling, and the object is a self-similar fractal. However, when 
the properties scale differently in different directions, it is 
called anisotropic scaling, and the object is a self-affine fractal. 
Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou [1995] developed a meth
odology to test and quantitatively assess the presence of self
affinity in any complex geometrical pattern, such as a braided 
river, and to estimate the fractal exponents that define its 
spatial scaling. This method is called the logarithmic correla
tion integral (LeI) method and is briefly presented here for 
sake of completeness. 

Let X and Y be the sides of a rectangle and M(X, Y) be the 
mass (e.g., the number of pixels covered by water) of the part 
of the object contained within the X x Y rectangle. Then, 
spatial scaling implies that 

M(X,y) _Xllvx_ yl/'T (1) 
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Figure 1. Location of Tanana River, Alaska, and studied sites. 

where Vx and Vy are the fractal exponents corresponding to the 
X and Y directions, respectively. This equation can be written 
in the form 

(~:) 1/v, = (~:) 1/~ = C~:) (2) 

If we let x = log X, y = log Y, and z = log M, we get 

X2 - XI Y2 - YI 
---=---=Z2- Z1 v., Vy 

(3) 

or 

dx dy 
-= -=dz (4) 

. . v, Vy 

'Th'/fu~ction'j"I(X, Y) is known as the correlation integral, 
and by analogy we call the function z(x, y) the logarithmic 
correlation integral of the object under study. Comparing (4) 
with 

az az 
-a dx + -a dy = dz x y (5) 

we obtain 

az az 
v-+l1-=l 

x ax Yay (6) 

This relationship provides a method for testing the presence 
of spatial scaling and for estimating the fractal exponents Vx 

and Vy of a self-affine object, as follows. Having estimated the 
logarithmiC correlation integral z(x, y) from a pattern of the 
object by direct calculation of the mass M(X, Y) (i.e., pixels 
covered by water) within rectangles of sizes X X Y, one can 
calculate the derivatives a z(x, y)/ax and az(x, y)/ay and use 
them to test whether the linear relationship (6) is satisfied and, 
if yes, to find the values of Vx and vy. As can be seen from the 
above equation, lIvy is the intercept of the linear best fit line 
with the vertical axis, and - vxlvy is the slope. Ideally, only two 

Table 1. ERS-l Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Images Used in This Study 

River Reaches 
ASF Data Scene Time, Contained Flow Rate, 
Identifier Indicator Date UT in Image cfs Braiding Index 

E 1/S/09807.01 152993100 May 31,1993 2106:34 A,B,D 35300 4.59, 4.23, 3.23 
E1/S/1030B.01 208531100 July 5, 1993 2106:39 A 49900 4.75 
E1/S/11811.01 152999100 October 18, 1993 2021:47 A,B unknown 4.06,3.44 
El/S/10265.01 208527100 July 2, 1993 2101:05 C 51300 5.22 
E1/S/10494.01 208588100 July 18, 1993 2058:11 C 60300 5.35 
E1/S/10351.01 208533100 July 8, 1993 2112:21 D 49100 3.14 

ASF, Alaska SAR Facility. 
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Table 2. Tanana River Rcaches Used in This Study 

Readl 

A 
B 
C 
D 

Re~eh 
Length, km 

28.6 
34.25 
25.8 
32.2 

Upstream 
Coordinates 

64°34', -141'04' 
64°IR', -1-16°43' 
64°1(]', -145°53' 
64°35', - ] 47°4()' 

Downstream 
Coordinates 

64°46', -]47°35' 
64°34', -147°04' 
64°]6', -]46°40' 
64°35', -148°20' 

points are needed to estimate v.\. and vV' but for a good esti
mation a least squares fit to the derivati'ves at all points of the 
surface z(x, y) is preferable. Since both coordinates contain 
uncertainty in their values it is not appropriate to use the 
traditional least squares method, which minimizes the sum of 
the squares of the vertical -distances between the fitted line and 

the actual data points, since this method is sensitive to the 
orientation of the coordinate system, Thus a method which 
minimizes the sum of the squares of the perpendicular dis, 
tances was used. This method was implemented with the re· 
vised algorithm of Aleiatore and Miranda [1995] which is nu· 
merically stable and gives a unique solution. 

. 4. Analysis of the Spatial Scaling 
of the Tanana River, Alaska 

The ERS,l SAR images selected for analysis cover the Tan. 
ana River from Big Delta, Alaska, to just past Fairbanks, 
Alaska, and were taken between May 31 and October 18 of 
1993. They were selected to cover various reaches of the Tan
ana River over different instants of time and flow rates (see 
Figure 1). Table 1 lists the images analyzed and their carre· 

Figure 2. Origin~d synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image and e:-.1:raeted braided river pattern of the Tanana 
River: reaeh A, image ID 1529991 lIO. Copyright ESA 1LJ93. 
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Figure 3. Testing the presence of spatial scaling and estimation of the fractal exponents Vx and Vy for the extracted braided river pattern of the Tanana River: (a) reach A, image ID 152999100, (b) reach B, image ID 152993100, (c) reach C, image ID 208527100, and (d) reach D, image ID 208533100. 

sponding river reach, date, time, flow rate, and braiding index. 
Flow rates were obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) records and were measured near Fairbanks, Alaska. 
The braiding index fat each river reach was computed as the 
average number of channels in all cross sections of the ex
tracted pattern. (Note that the braiding indeX does not reflect 
the relative width of these channels.) The length and coordi
nates of the four reaches analyted are shown in Table 2. The 
patterns were extracted from each of the SAR scenes using the 
extraction methodology described in section 2 and validated in 
Appendbc A, and their spatial scaling was analyzed using the 
logarithmic correlation integral method reviewed in section 3. 

Three scenes were analyzed for reach A, the river reach 
stretching from south of the Eielson Air Force Base to Fair
banks. This reach is 28.6 !an in length with an average braid
plain width of 1 km and a slope of 0.0011. The original SAR 

scenes and the extracted braided river patterns for this reach 
are given by Nykanen [1997]. Here only the October 18, 1993, 
scene of this reach is shown in Figure 2. All three scenes 
exhibited good scaling within scales corresponding to the width 
of the smallest individual channels up to the whole braidplain 
width. We show here the scaling results of only the October 18, 
1993, scene (see Figure 3a) and summarize the results for all 
three scenes in Table 3. The flow rate for the July 5th scene is 
~ 15,000 cfs more than the May 31st scene. The flow rate for 
the October 18th scene is unknown but was estimated from the 
method of Smith et al. [1996] (see Appendix B) to be 7800 cfs, 
which is substantially lower than the other two scenes. It is 
interesting to note that despite the large range in flow rates the 
spatial scaling stills holds for all three scenes of reach A and 
with similar scaling exponents. The Vx and Vy values were 
0.74-0.77 and 0.47-0.50, respectively, as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Spatial Scaling for the Tanana River, Reach A (South of Eielson Air Force Base to Fairbanks) 
Flow Standard Scene Rate, Braiding Correlation Average Deviation Indicator Date cfs Index 11" 1Iy Coefficient lerrorl lerror 

152993100 May 31,1993 35300 4.59 0.74 0.47 -0.929 0.0175 0.0122 208531100 July 5, 1993 49900 4.75 0.70 0.50 -0.844 0.0205 0.0189 1529991[)0 October 18, 1993 7800* 4.06 0.77 0.50 -0.953 0.0158 O.Ol·n 
*Flow rate estimated using We - Q relationship developed by Smith et al. [1996] (see Appendix B). 
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Figure 4. Original SAR image and extracted braided river pattern of the Tanana River: reach B, image ID 
152993100. Copyright ESA 1993. 

This stability in scaling structure for different flow rates was 
also found by Nikora e/ al. [1995] in a study of braided :-ivers as 
self.similar objects with reported fractal dimension D = 1.5-
1. 7. They found universality of the channel patter;] fractal 
dimension under various water discharge rates for the Ohau 
River in New Zealand and related this universality to the appear
ance of new anabranches on big islands compens~:ing the 
flooding of small islands when the water discharge i::~:-eases. 

Contrary to reach A. reacho.:s B anu C of the Tan~:-:cl River 
displayed relatively poor scaling for all scenes anal:,=~u, For 
example. Figures 3b <tnu 3c ,huw tho.: scaling rc,ulb ::,1I11 tho.: 
,May 31.1993, scene of r~ach B and the July~. 1l}!J'. z:enc of 
reach C. respectively. J:i;:'lll\;, -I and 5 ,h()w thl' S,\R ·:-:~.Igc, of 
these reach Band C scenes. respectivdy, The cloud .,f points 
in Figures 3b and 3c arc \'l!ly different from the typic,\. :urve of 
Figure 3a. In both Figures 3b and 3c the main hoc:. of the 

cloud takes on a concave shape. Figures 3b and 3c also lack the 
fullness and even distribution of points throughout the cloud 
mass that is seen in Figure 3a. The reaSOn for this poor scaling 
might be the interaction of the physical mechanisms control~ 
ling the braidplain morphology with external factors imposed 
on the river, 111 both reaches Band C a mountainous region 
adjacent to the river affected strongly the path of the river (see 
Figures 4 and 5 and Nykanell [1997] for all scenes of reaches B 
and C). When the braidplain of a river reach is forced by an 
external factor. it is definitely other mechanisms besides braid
ing that control the resulting morphology of the river. It ap
pe:m that the prerequisite for spatial scaling is that the river is 
allowed to evolve in a natural. self-organized way such that the 
spatial structure of the river is determined by the same mech
anisms at all scales. Any interference with this self~organiza
lion can break the underlying spatial scaling. Indeed, large-
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Figure 5. Original SAR image and extracted braided river pattern of the Tanana River: reach C, image ID 208527100. Copyright ESA 1993. 

scale perturbations caused by external factors (e.g., mountains) 
are shown here to affect the scaling properties of the river 
pattern at all scales (even scales smaller than the scale of the 
external factor). This holds true, in general. for self-affine 
objects because they possess anisotropy at all scales but would 
notbe true for self-similar objects. For example, rotating half 
of a self-similar object by 90' would break the scaling in the 
object at the scale of the rotation only but not at smaller scales. 
However, rotating half of a self-affine object by 90° would 
destroy the scaling anisotropy at all scales. 

Reach D, located downstream of Fairbanks. is different 
from the other reaches in that the slope is more gradual and 
the braiding index is. tower. The original SAR image for the 
July 8, 1993, scene of this tea'eh is shown in Figure 6, It was 
found that spatial scaling also did not hold in this reach (see 
Figure 3d). In this case. however, there appeared to be no 

morphological constraints that would interfere with self
organization of the braidplain. The reach is characterized by 
braiding with a predominant channel throughout the reach. 
The \ .... idth of this main channel is only 4 times smaller than the 
whole braidplain width and -10 times greater than the next 
biggest channel; that is, channels of intermediate widths are 
missing from this river reach. Our analysis shows that such 
rivers. which are braided but have a predominant channel, do 
not exhibit self-affine scaling. It should be mentioned that lack 
of , scaling here is due to the fact that not enough scales are 
present to detect scaling. It does not necessarily imply the 
presence of a different shaping mechanism compared to 
braided rivers with a large braiding index. Braided rivers with 
a low braiding index and a predominant flow path (channel 
width, can be seen as a transitional case between the class of 
simple meandering rivers and braided rivers with all scales of 
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Figure 6. Original SAR image and extracted braided river pattern of the Tanana River: reach D, image ID 
208533100. Copyright ESA 1993. 

channels present. In fact, reach D is also geographically a 
transitional river reach, connecting a braided regime (with all 
scales of channels present) to a single meandering river re
gime. Note that although self-aflJne spatial scaling has been 
found to hold for these two classes of rivers in undisturbed 
environments (with different scaling exponents) [e.g .. see 
Sapozhnikov alld FOiljulI!a-GeurgiUIi. 19%. Table 3), it was 
found here to fail for "transitillnal rivers," i.e .. braided rivers 
with channels of a few predominant SC~lleS on!y. 

5. Conclusions 
Several conclusions can be dnlllfl from this study of spatial 

scaling in braided river patterns from SAR imagery, which are 
as follows: 

1. It was found through this research that a fully auto
mated extraction procedure for extracting braided river pat
terns from SAR imagery is not feasible because of the limita
tions of using SAR imagery in a quantitative way. A 
semiautomated scheme involving several stages of speckle 
noise reduction. channel enhancement, and some manual im
age interpretation worked satisfactorily in extracting a reason
able and spatially consistent braid channel network suitable for 
spa tial scaling analysis. 

') Self-affine spatial scaling for braided rivers was found to 
hold over different flow rates and instants of time when the 
river was free of topographic controls (e.g .• mountains). It was 
found to be relatively poor in regions where a characteristic of 
the morphology, mountains in our case, prevents the river from 
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evolving and developing its braidplain in a natural (undis
turbed) fashion. 

3. Self-affine spatial scaling behavior was also not found to 
be present for a braided pattern with a predominant flow path, 
or main channel, several tens of times the size of the other 
channels in the braidplain. Lack of scaling in these patterns 
was argued not to imply necessarily the presence of different 
shaping mechanisms of braiding compared to braided patterns 
with enough scales of channel present. 

4. Within the scales of its braidplain width and without the 
presence of morphological constraints the Tanana River was 
found to exhibit self-affine scaling with fractal exponents Vx = 
0.74-0.77 and Vy = 0.47-0.50. Previously,Sapozhnikovand 
FOll/oula-Georgioll [1996] found spatial scaling exponents of 
0.72-0.74 for V.< and 0.51-0.52 for Vy from traced and digitized 
aerial photographs of three natural braided rivers (Brahmapu
tra River in Bangladesh and Hulahula and Aichilik Rivers in 
Alaska). The similarity in the exponents found previously to 
those found in this study is one step further in indicating that 
the spatial structure of braided rivers may be determined by 
universal features in the physical mechanisms shaping these 
rivers. 

Although the physical implication!> and practical utility of 
scaling relationships are not fully understood yet, unraveling 
scale invariant relationships from complex natural patterns is 
interesting in its own right. The fact that these scale invariances 
in braided rivers seem to be present (and with universal pa
rameters) in undisturbed systems which had the chance to 
self-organize themselves laterally and vertically to an equilib
rium state but are not present in systems subject to other 
external controls implies that the physical mechanisms respon
sible for braiding are universal (independent of many specifics 
of the system like bed material, slope, etc.) and the same over 
a range of scales. It cannot be determined directly from Vx and 
Vy exactly what these mechanisms are. However, if we believe 
that self-affinity is a universal property of braided rivers, any 
physical model of braided rivers should exhibit this property. 
Thus modeling of braided rivers in conjunction with the re
vealed self-affinity can provide a powerful tool for understand
ing the mechanisms responsible for the formation of braided 
patterns. 

More challenging than studying the planform morphology of 
braided rivers is studying the dynamics of their evolution in 
terms of space-time scale invariances. Such a study was re
cently performed by Sapozhnikov and FOll/oula-Georgiou 
[1997], who found the presence of dynamic scaling in an ex
perimentally produced braided river. It remains to be seen 
whether SAR imagery can provide the necessary data needed 
to verify or dispute the presence of dynamic scaling in natural 
braided rivers too and subsequently to study the conditions 
under which such spatiotemporal invariances in braided rivers 
seem to be present. 

Appendix A: Validation of the Semiautomated 
Extraction Procedure 

The semi automated braided river pattern extraction meth
odology, developed in section 2, was tested and validated by 
comparing extracted river patterns to some form of ground 
truth. Typically, tracings of aerial photographs are accepted as 
valid ground truth. However, obtaining aerial photographs or 
ground-based observations of the same reaches of the Tanana 
River and at the same instants of time as on the ERS-l SAR 

images was not feasible. Therefore the ground truth was taken 
as a tracing of a hardcopy of a full-resolution SAR image that 
was then digitized to produce an image consisting of black and 
white pixels, indicating the presence or absence of active chan
nels. The question to be answered was could the semiauto
mated extraction method produce a braided river pattern com
parable to a manual tracing in terms of visual appearance and 
spatial scaling analysis? 

The scene used for verification was an ERS-l SAR image 
taken on May 31, 1993, Over the Tanana River, Alaska, just 
upstream of Fairbanks (reach A). The stages of image process
ing and image enhancement were automatically applied to that 
scene. Then, the manual stage of image classification was ap
plied at three different levels. Level 1 involved -30 min of 
manual image interpretation, while levels 2 and 3 involved an 
additional 15 min each. The incremental time between levels 
was used to consider more carefully tonal variation and to 
make the image more visually appealing (i.e., smoothing of 
channel edges and insuring complete channel connectivity). 
Obviously, the three levels correspond to different amounts of 
subjectivity and provide a means of testing the sensitivity of the 
spatial scaling results to subjective decisions in the extraction 
methodology. All images were subjected to the postimage pro
cessingstage applying the filtering discussed in section 2. 

The extracted braided river patterns from semiautomated 
levels 1, 2, and 3, along with the pattern obtained by tracing, 
are shown in Figure 7. Visually, the level 3 pattern is most 
comparable to the digitized tracing, but visual comparison 
alone is not enough to validate the extraction methodology. 
Further validation involved comparing the spatial scaling re
sults for the patterns obtained using the three levels of semi
automation to that of the traced pattern (which was considered 
the ground truth). For that purpose the logarithmic correlation 
method (LeI) of Sapozhnikov and FOll/oula-Georgiou [1995] 
was applied to each of the patterns to test the presence of 
spatial scaling. The X a'\is was oriented in the streamwise 
direction and aligned to connect the upstream and downstream 
ends of the river reach. The Y axis was perpendicular to the X 
a'\is. From the correlation integral surface z(x, y) the deriva
tives az( x, y)/ dX and az(x, y)/ay were numerically computed 
from the part of the z(x, y) surface corresponding to scales (Y) 
ranging between the smallest individual channel to the average 
width of the braidplain. The dependence of az(x, y)/ay versus 
az(x, y)./ax for each of the patterns is shown in Figure S. The 
linear dependence (presence of scaling) is measured quantita
tively by the correlation coefficient between az(x, y)/ay and 
dZ(X, y)lax and the absolute error between the actual data 
points and the best fit line (or the spread of the cloud of points) 
(see Table 4). As can be seen from Figure Sa, which represents 
the ground truth, the cloud of points is well fitted by a straight 
line which confirms the presence of spatial scaling in this river 
pattern. Figures 8b, Sc, and 3d (see also Table 4) confirm also 
the presence of scaling for levels 1, 2, and 3 of the extraction 
methodology. The differences in the shape of the clouds reflect 
the subjectivities in the extraction methodology. Notice that in 
all cases the clouds of points are evenly distributed around the 
best fit lines and do not show the tendency of concavity as was 
the case in Figures 3b and 3c. The fact that scaling basically 
holds for all three of the extracted patterns is encouraging and 
verifies that the extraction methodology itself does not induce 
an artifical scaling break. 

Despite the presence of scaling in all of the extracted pat
terns, there are some substantial qualitative differences be-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 7. Braided river patterns of the Tanana River, reach A, image ID 152993100, for various extraction 
methodologies: (a) digitized tracing. (b) semiautomated level 1, (c) semiautomated level 2, and Cd) semiau
tomated level 3. 

tween the plots that correspond to the different extraction 
methodologies as compared to that of the ground truth. For 
example, the level 1 pattern (Figure 8b) does not include 
features which give az(x, y)lay, az(x, y)/iJx values in the 
upper left region (boxed area) of the plot as do levels 2 and 3 
and the traced patterns (see Figures 8a, Se. and 8d). This 
region represents features which were most likely lost because 
of overfill into inactive channels, which caused jagged edges 
and discontinuity in the level 1 extracted p~ttern. This sensi
tivity in the level 1 pattern versus the level :2 and 3 patterns 
should be recognized and care should be tak~n in making the 
braided river patterns look somewhat natural. The similarity in 
the plots of the dependence of az(x, y)/iJy versus az(x, y)/iJx 
for semiautomated levels 2 and 3 to each other and to that of 

the traced pattern shows that once a reasonable pattern is 
obtained, further image cleanup, although producing a more 
visually appealing result, is insignificant for spatial scaling anal
ysis and inferences. This signifies a robustness in the manual 
part of the semiautomated extraction procedure in that a few 
superfluous features (e.g., mild roughness and small gaps in 
connectivity) do not adversely affect the scaling analysis re
sults. 

To estimate the scaling exponents Vx and P", the best fit lines 
in the plots az(x .. :")/c7)' versus az(x, y)!ax' are needed. This 
was done using the algorithm of Alciatore and Miranda [1995] 
mentioned in section 3. The estimated scaling exponents are 
reported in Table 4 along with the measures of linear depen
dence. The )'x and Py values were 0.72-0.75 and 0.44-0.48, 
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Figure 8. Dependence of az(x, y)/ay versus az(x, y)/ax for (a) digitized tracing, (b) semiautomated level 1, (c) semiautomated level 2, and (d) semiautomated level 3 of the Tanana River, reach A, image ID 152993100. Fractal exponents Vx and Vy are estimated from the best fit line and are shown in Table 4. 

respectively. The closeness in spatial scaling exponents along 
with the visual similarity of the patterns validates the semiau
tomated braided river extraction methodology developed for 
use \vith full-resolution SAR images. The semiautomated pro
cedure used for this study was constrained to greater than or 
equal to manual interpretation level 2. 

Appendix B: Relationship of Discharge 
and Effective Width 

Recently, Smith et al. [1995, 1996] derived for braided rivers 
an empirical relationship between discharge Q and "effective 
width" We' where We is defined as the total area covered by 
water in a control section divided by the length of that section. 
The rel.ationship followed a typical power law form where We 
equalled a coefficient times the discharge raised to a power. 

The coefficient and discharge exponent were found to vary 
from river to river. These power functions were determined 
based on satellite-derived rating curves. Smith et al. [1996] 
derived such an empirical relationship for the Tanana River as 

We = 50,45Q°.38 C) 
where We is in meters and Q is in cubic meters per second. 

The flow rates listed in Table 1 correspond to gaged mea
surements taken from the Tanana River at Fairbanks, Alaska. 
One of the four reaches analyzed in this study is located just 
upstream of Fairbanks. A test was performed to compare the 
We computed from the braided river patterns extracted using 
the semiautomated scheme to We computed using the known 
discharge and the relationship developed by Smith et al. [1996]. 

For example, the effective width calculated for the May 31. 
1993; extracted braided river pattern from SAR was 608 m. 

Table 4. Spatial Scaling for Various Extraction Methodologies 

Standard 
Correlation Average Deviation Scheme v., Vy Coefficient lerrorl lerrorl 

Traced 0.74 0.44 -0.895 0.0166 0.0152 SemiAutomated 
Levell 0.72 0.44 -0.934 0.0125 0.0099 Level 2 0.75 0.44 -0.947 0.0144 0.0094 Level 3 0.72 0.48 -0.933 0.0179 0.0113 
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Using the derived W. - Q relationship and the known dis
charge of 35,300 cfs (1000 cubic meters per second), a We of 
696 m was obtained. The difference between these two is ~90 
m in terms of effective width. This is an acceptable range 'of 
error considering the resolution and geolocation accuracy of 
SAR and the fact that the We - Q relationships are empiri
cally derived. This difference in We corresponds to a difference 
in estimated discharge of 300 m~ S-1. The error in the rela
tionship derived by Smith et at. [1996] for the Tanana River was 
stated to range from tens to hundreds of cubic meters per 
second. This is further evidence that the empirical relationship 
derived for the Tanana River holds within the specified range 
and with relative robustness to the braided river pattern used 
to compute We since the pattern used by Smith et aI. and the 
pattern used here were derived in somewhat different ways 
[see Smith et al. 1995, 1996]. 

The measured flow rate of the October 18, 1993, scene is 
unknown. On the basis of the agreement between the We of 
the semiautomated extracted patterns with the relationships 
developed by Smith et at. [1996] the discharge for this scene can 
be estimated using the computed effective width. The dis
charge estimated using (7) was 220 m3 S-1 (or 7800 fe S-1). 
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Anisotropic scaling in braided rivers: An integrated 
theoretical framework and results from application 
to an experimental river 

Eft Foufoula-Georgiou and Victor B. Sapozhnikov 
SI. Anthony Falls Laboratory, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

Abstract. Dynamic scaling in braided rivers is reexamined under an extended theoretical 
framework, developed herein, which explicitly incorporates the self-affinity (scaling 
anisotropy) in the spatial structure of braided rivers. It is shown that in structures 
exhibiting anisotropic spatial scaling, dynamic scaling (if present) is necessarily anisotropic. 
Through analysis of the behavior of an experimental braided river, the presence of 
anisotropic dynamic scaling in braided rivers was revealed. This implies that there exists a 
pair of dynamic exponents z x and z)' enabling one to rescale space (differently in the 
direction X of the slope and in the perpendicular direction Y) and time, such that the 
evolution of a smaller part of a braided river looks statistically identical to that of a larger 
one. The presence of such a space-time scale invariance provides an integrated framework 
for describing simultaneously the spatial and temporal structure of braided rivers and may 
be explored toward statistical prediction of large and rare changes from the statistics of 
smaller and frequent ones. 

1. Introduction 

The morphology and dynamics of braided rivers have been 
studied over the years using river-mechanics, experimental, 
empirical, and computer-simulation approaches [e.g., see 
Howard et 01., 1970; Schumm alld Klwl1, 1972; Ashmore, 1982, 
1991; Kuhnle, 1981; Leddy et 01., ] 993; Bmzini and Ball, 1993; 
MUlmy alld Paola, 1994; Smith et 01" 1995, 1996]. In a recent 
study, Sapozllllikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou [1997] analyzed the 
spatia-temporal structure of braided rivers and presented ev
idence that they exhibit dynamic scaling. Dynamic scaling im
plies that a small part of a braided river evolves identically (in 
a statistical sense) to a larger one provided that time is renor
malized by a factor depending only on the ratio of the spatial 
scales of those parts. In those developments, Sapozhnikov alld 
Foufollla-Georgiou [1997] considered braided rivers as self
similar objects characterized by one fractal dimension D. How
ever, it is known [Sapoz/lIlikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou, 1996] 
that braided rivers exhibit spatial scaling anisotropy, i.e., are 
objects characterized by two scaling exponents I)" and Jly ' or 
equivalently two fractal dimensions DG and DL (see Sapozh
llikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou [1995] for relations between D G' 

D L, and JJ". v,.). The reason that self-similarity was assumed in 
the dynamic 'scaling developments of Sapozhnikov and Fou
foula-Georgiou [1997) was that no theoretical framework ex
isted yet to integrate the notions of dynamic scaling and self
affinity. 

The scope of this paper is to present such a framework, Le., 
extend the theory of dynamic scaling to self-affine objects, and 
report the results of reanalyzing braided rivers under this in
tegrated and more consistent framework. To avoid repetition, 
relies hea\'ily on the paper of Sapozhnikov and FOllfollla
Georgioll [1997J for the basic ideas on dynamic scaling and the 
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details of the experimental setting. The reader is advised to 
read the present paper in conjunction with the previous one for 
a complete understanding of this work. 

2. Dynamic Scaling in Self-Affine Objects 
The idea of dynamic scaling in a self-affine object can be 

qualitatively presented as follows. Suppose there is a self-affine 
object characterized by fractal exponents v.r and vY ' which 
evolves in time (such that its fractal characteristics are pre
served at all times). The self-affinity (anisotropic spatial scal
ing) of the object implies that if one takes a picture of a part of 
the object of size XI X YI • and a picture of a part of the same 

'object of size Xz X Yz, such that 

(1) 

and projects these two parts onto two screens of the same size. 
(this would requirc different stretching of each image in X and 
Y directions) the images on the screens will be statistically 
indistinguishable. Suppose now that one makes another step 
and, instead of taking still pictures, videotapes the two regions 
and observes the evolution of the images on the two screens. In 
contrast to the still pictures, the movies will not be statistically 
indistinguishable. The rate of evolution will be different (slow
er for the larger scale). If, however, there exists a pair of 
dynamic exponents Zx and Zy such that for every X I, Y1 and 
Xz, Yz satisfying (1) it is possible to rescale the time as 

or, in other words, to play the movies at different speeds, SUC:-: 

that the rate of the evolution is the same on both screens. then 
we say that in addition to static (spatial) scaling the system alSe' 
shows dynamic scaling. Comparison of (1) and (2) bounds the 
values of the fractal exponents JJx , JJy and the dynamic expo
nents z~, Zy by 
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(3) 

Thus we see that dynamic scaling in self-affine objects is nec
essarily anisotropic. 

Following the developments of Sapozhnikov and Fou/oula
Georgiou (1997], let us characterize the evolution of a fractal 
stationary object by "changes" in its pattern, where changes are 
defined as parts of the space which were not occupied by the 
object at a certain moment of time but became occupied after 
some time lag t. Although changes in a river are three
dimensional, as is the river itself, we only considered in our 
previous work and here their horizontal projections. Thus 
changes in a braided river reflect parts of the river where water 
depth changed (including dry areas which became covered with 
water and water-covered areas which became exposed). Let 
n (X, Y, x, y, t) denote the number of changes exceeding size 
x in the X direction and size y in the Y direction after some 
time lag t in a region of size X X Y. Because the object is 
stationary and fractal, with constant fractal exponents IIx and 
lIy , the number of changes scales with the size of the observed 
region (see Appendix in Sapozhnikov and FOll/oula-Georgiou 
[1997]) as 

(4) 

provided that (1) holds. 
The presence of dynamic scaling, implying the same rate of 

evolution after rescaling space and time according to (2), 
means that if (2) and (1) hold, the number of changes exceed
ing the same relative size x X y such that 

(5) 

is the same on both screens, i.e., 

nfXj, Yh Xj, Yt> t l ) == n(Xb Y b Xb Y2. t2) (6) 

Suppose now that we fix the scale of the region of interest to 
X z X Y z and instead of zooming to differertt scales we follow 
the distribution of changes in this region as the object evolves. 
From (6) and (4) we obtain for the distribution of changes in 
the region X~ X Yz 

(7) 

provided that (1) and (2) hold. The variablesX2 and Y z are the 
same in both sides of (7) and therefore can now be dropped. 
Replacing XI/XZ by x l ix 2 and YI/Yz by ydyz from (5) yields 

(8) 

(9) 

Finally, we obtain the condition for the distribution of changes 
in a system showing dynamic scaling: there exists a pair of 
dynamic exponents z, and Zy (bound by (3» such that if (2) is 

, .true, i.e., tIX=' == const and'tlY'Y = const (which according to 

(5) also implies t/X', == canst and tly'Y == canst), thenxIIV'n(x. 
y, t) == canst andy Il vYn (x, y, t) == const, or in other words the 
distribution of changes in such systems can be expressed as 

_ -II., (~ ~) _ -II., (~ ~) n(x,y, t) -x y" xz" yZ, -y yy xz" yZ' ' ( 10) 

where yA . ) and yy( . ) are some functions. 
The two conditions: tlxZ, == canst and t/yZy == canst, can be 

presented as tlx" == canst and_r·'/yZ, == canst. With (3) the 
second condition can be rewritten as x 11v.,/yIlvy == canst and 
(10) can be rewritten as 

(11) 

Note that (10) and (11) are equivalent to each other. 
Since n(x, y, t) is a joint probability of exceedance, the 

distribution n(x, t) for all possible values ofy, is nex, t) -
n(x, 0, t). Therefore from (11) we obtain 

n(x' >x, t) "'" n(x, t) = X- II"h{:z" 0) == x- I1"i{::,). (12) 

Similarly, 

(13 ) 

Note that n(x' > x, t) is the number of changes ofsize greater 
than x in the X direction (and having any size in the Y direc
tion) and n(y' > y, t) has similar meaning for the Y direction. 
Equations (12) and (13) are the equations of dynamic scaling 
of a self-affine object. They imply that if a self-affine object of 
scaling exponents II., and lIy exhibits dynamic scaling, then 
there exist exponents z, and z such that n(x' > x, t)x 1 v, 
versus tl,r' and n(y' > y. t)yl/vy versus t/yZy collapse to the 
same curves f" and /y, respectively, for alI x, y, t. 

3. Analysis of an Experimental Braided River 
Recognizing the lack of data for studying the evolution of 

natural braided rivers, Sapozhnikov and FOll/oula-Georgiou 
[1997] proposed as a starting point to analyze the evolution of 
experimental braided rivers so that theories can be developed 
artd tested until more accurate and frequent remote sensing 
data are available for application of these theorje,~ to natural 
systems. Thus, a small experimental basin of 5 m X 0.75 m was 
established at the St. Anthony FaIls L1boratory and experi
mental braided rivers were successfully produced and moni
tored over time. The details of the experimental and monitor
ing procedures were extensively discussed by Sapozlmikov and 
FOll/oula-Georgiou [1997] and are not repeated here. The same 
data of "changes" as in our previous paper are used here but 
subject to analysis under the extended theory of anisotropic 
dynamic scaling as developed in the previous section. For 
example, from the monitored changes over time the probabil
ities of exceedance n(x' > x, t) and n(y' > y, t) as needed 
in (12) and (13) were estimated now instead of the probability 
n(l' > I, t), I == Varea used in the self-similar dynamic 
scaling analysis. The X direction is the direction of the slope 
and Y is the perpendicular direction. 

It is noted that in principle, if the self-affine exponents Vx 
and Vy could be estimated directly from the river pattern using 
for example, the Logarithmic Correlation Integral (LeI) 
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method developed by the authors earlier [Sapozhnikov and 
Foufoula·Georgiou, 1995], then the dynamic exponents z" and 
Zy could be estimated from (12) and (13) directly. That is, by 
nonlinear optimization the value of Zx that minimizes the 
spread of the points n(x' > x, t)X1I ,'" versus flx z , (so that all 
curves collapse to a single curve fX> can be found. The Zy 

exponent could be found in the same way, However, as in the 
self·similar analysis we preferred to take advantage of a step
wise estimation approach suggested by the data. An additional 
reason for taking such an approach in the self· affine case is 
that JI.< and Jly presented difficulty in their direct estimation 
from the experimental rivers because it was hard to separate 
the river from the colored sediment in the video images (dye 
was introduced in the water to monitor the evolution of the 
river). Therefore thus tracings of the river patterns could not 
reveal small channels thus restricting the range of analyzed 
scales. Note that determining the changes in the river pattern 
was not a problem because the colored sediment was zeroed by 
subtraction (see Sapozhnikov and Foufoula·Georgiou [1997] for 
details). 

Changes in the experimental braided rivers, e.g" see Figure 
2 of Sapozhllikov alld Foufoula·Georgioli [1997], were followed 
over time and the sizes x and y of each change in the direction 
X of the slope and in the perpendicular direction Y were 
estimated as the root·mean square of the deviation of pixels 
(x;, y;) constituting the change, from the center of mass of 
the change (xc, Ye): x '" [liN L~1 (xc - X;)2]1/2 andy'" 
[liN Li"'~1 (Ye - y;)2]1/2, correspondingly, where N is the 
number of the pixels in thc change. Then cumulative proba
bility distributions of the sizes x and y of changes were esti
mated. The distribution of changes was followed over time and 
Figure 1 shows these distributions for time lags of 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 
and 15 s. Notice that the number of changes of size greater 
than x ory in a time lag f, /leX' > x, t) and n(y' > y, t), 
respectively, are plotted instead of the probability. As can be 
seen from Figure 1, these distributions can be well approxi
mated by power laws for different time lags and the slopes of 
the log-log plots of the distributions found for different time 
lags are very close. Thus the distributions can be presented in 
the form 

n(x' >x, I) = t/l .. (t)x- k" 

n(y' > y, t) = t/l/t)y··k", 

(14) 

(15) 

where t/lAt) and Ifly(t) are functions of time lag t. The log-log 
plots of n (x' > x, t)x; and n(y' > y, t)y; against t shown in 
Figure 2 suggest that for small values of I, t/l.Jt) and Yly(t) 
show power law dependencies 

t/lit) ~ t#, 

Yly(l) ~ (fl;. 

Combining (14) and (16), and (15) and (17) we see that 

n(y' > y, t) - t~'Y-k,. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

For small values of t, such that the power law relationships 
(16) and (17) hold, the functions!, andf" can be approximated 
by power laws. Thus. comparing the conditions of dynamic 
scaling (12) and (13) with (18) and (19), results in 

Ix = (kx - l/Jlx)I{3x (20) 
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Figure 1. Number of changes of size greater than x, 11 (x' > 
x, t), and greater than y, n(y' > y, t), in the direction of 
slope X and the perpendicular direction Y, respectively. The 
numbers of changes are plotted for time lags t of 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 
and 15 s (from bottom to top). and the solid lines represent the 
best least squares fit lines for each time lag t. Note that the 
numbers of changes are fractional numbers, some less than 
one, since they represent average values over multiple realiza
tions, each realization corresponding to a particular time lag 
but to different time instances. The plots suggest that the 
distributions have broad central regions that are well approx· 
imated by power laws, and their slopes for different time lags 
are very close to each other for each of the two diri:1ctions. 

I,' 

(21) 

We estimated the values of k< and ky from the power-law 
distributions of changes (Figure 1 and (14) and (15» as kx = 
2.17 and kv = 2.47 (kx and k" represent the average of the 
slopes of the corresponding five lines in Figure 1). The values 
of {3x and (3v were estimated from the power law dependence 
of t/lxCt) and t/ly(t) (Figure 2 and (16) and (17» as {3x = 1.68 
and {3y = 1.95. 

As mentioned before, our experimental data did not permit 
a direct estimation of )J< and 1\ via the LCI method. However, 
we were able to estim~te the fractal dimension of the experi
mental braided river D from one pattern of the river by the 
"mass·in-a-box" method (which is much less data demanding) 
as 1.7 (see Figure 5 of Sapo::hllikov and Foufoula-Georgioll 
[1997]). This value of D relates to Jlx and Jly by the expression 
[see Sapozhnikov and FOlifol.;<I-Georgiou, 1995] 

DG=D = ;;, - vx + 1)/JI). (22) 

Combining the above equation with (3), (20), and (21) results 
in 
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Figure 2. Evolution of the distribution of changes shown by 
the time dependence of the functions n(x' > x, t)Xk, and 
n(y' > y, t)/y for the X and Y directions, respectively. For 
every time lag, each point on the plots shows the (rescaled by 
Xk, or yk,) number of changes exceeding size x or y, respec
tively. The plots suggest that power law dependence applies in 
both directions well over a major part of the range. 

kyf3, + (f3y - (3,)(D - 1) 
P" = k,f3iD - 1) + kyf3, 

{3, - (3, + k,f3, 
v., = k,{3y(D -' 1) + ky{3, . 

(23) 

(24) 

The above equations enabled us to estimate indirectly the 
fractal exponents of the experimental river as v .. = 0.61 and 
Vy = 0.55. Finally, from (20) and (21) we found the dynamic 
exponents of the braided river as z., = 0.32 and Zy = 0.35. 
Thus it was concluded that the experimental river exhibits 
anisotropic dynamic scaling with anisotropy ratio Zy/zx = v.J Vy 
= 1.1. 

It is important to note that although for small time lags 
Figure 2 shows reasonably good temporal scaling, it deviates 
from the power law behavior for bigger time lags (Le., for time 
lags t> 15 s not shown in Figure 2). It should be stressed 
however, that this does not indicate the loss of dynamic scaling 
expressed by the general equations for dynamic scaling (12) 
and (13). In fact, even though the functions!, andfy, from (12) 
and (13), follow power laws at small values of the argument, 
they have to level off at big values of the argument. Indeed, for 
big enough time lags such that the object decorrelates com
pletely between the snapshots, the difference between the two 
patterns of the object (and therefore the distribution of 
changes II(X' > x, t) and n(y' > y, t» does not depend on 

time anymore. This necessarily leads to the loss of power law 
dependencies in relations (16) and (17) but not loss of dynamic 
scaling. In fact, to confirm that the distributions corresponding 
to different time lags satisfy the general equations for dynamic 
scaling (12) and (13), we plotted for the estimated values of V,. 
vy , Z" and ZY' the values of n(x' > x, t)x- lIv, versus I/xz " 
and n(y' > y, t)y-llvy versus tty"~, for different time lags up 
to 1 min, in Figure 3. As one can see, in both cases all curves 
satisfactorily collapse to a single curve (the f,(t/x Z ,) and 
fy(t/yZy ) curve, respectively). 

This further corroborates the presence of dynamic scaling 
and the adequacy of the estimated dynamic exponents z, = 
0.32 and Zy = 0.35 in the experimental braided river. Notice 
that this last cOhfirmation of dynamic scaling, i.e., that the 
general equations for dynamic scaling (12) and (13) hold, did 
not directly use the assumption of power-law distribution of 
changes (equations (14) and (15») or power law dependence of 
tfI .• (t) and t/ly(t) for small values oft (equations (16) and (17)). 
These two special forms of dependencies (suggested directly 
from the experimental data in Figures 1 and 2) were conve
niently used only to estimate Zr and Zy in a stepwise manner via 
equations (20) and (21). After the values of z, and Zy were 
estimated, plotting n(x' > x, t)x-l. v, versus t/xz , and 
n(y' > y, t)y~ lI Vy versus t/y"', and seeing that in each case all 
curves collapse to one, the!, or fy curve respectively, provides 
an additional and independent evidence for anisotropic dy
namic scaling. 
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Figure 3. Plot showing that the rescaled distributions of 
changes collapse into a single curve,!,. and!\". for each direc
tion X and Y, respectively. Time lags from :3 to 60 s (bottom 
left to top right) are shown in each plot. This further corrob
orates the presence of anisotropic dynamic scaling and the 
adequacy of the estimated values of Zr and c, .. 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 
In a previous study by Sapozhnikov alld FOllfollla-Georgiou 

[1997), evidence was presented that braided rivers exhibit dy
namic scaling with scaling exponent z = 0.5. In that study, 
braided rivers were analyzed as self-similar objects despite the 
existing evidence that they exhibit spatial scaling anisotropy, 
Le., that they are self-affine objects [SapozlJnikov alld Fou
foula-Georgiou, 1996]. The reason for exploring dynamic scal
ing in braided rivers within the self-similarity framework first, 
was that developing the corresponding theory was easier con
ceptually in that case and its extension to self-affinity was not 
trivial. The results were interpreted considering D (the fractal 
dimension of a self-similar object) as a surrogate parameter for 
D G (the global fractal dimcnsion of a self-affine object) which 
relates to 1',< and 1'y via (22). 

In this paper, the theoretical framework for describing dy
namic scaling was extended to self-affine objects and was ap
plied to the same experimental braided river data as in Sapozh
nikov alltl FOlifollla-Georgioll [1997). The results indicated the 
presence of anisotropic dynamic scaling in braided rivers and 
gave us estimates of the dynamic exponents z,\, "" 0.32 and 
Zy = 0.35. The approach presented in this paper is more 
general than the one by Sapozhnilwv and FOlifollla-Georgiou 
[1997) as it is capable of taking into account the self-afJi.nity of 
the analyzed object. At the same time, it can also be used for 
the analysis of self-similar objects as a special case. We con
sider this approach more consistent for the analysis of braided 
rivers and believe that it is the values of Z,\, and z" (rather than 
the single value of z) that really characterize'the dynamic 
scaling in braided rivers. 

The physical interpretation of the dynamic exponent z was 
extensively discussed by Sapozh/likov and Foufollla-Georgiou 
[1997) and was interpreted as an indication that evolution of 
small channel patterns is to a large extent forced by the evo
lution of larger channels. The exact same interpretation ap
plies here for the z< and Zy values, each one associated with the 
evolution of channels along the slope and in perpendicular 
direction, respectively. 

It should be note'd that in the experimental river, the esti
mated scaling anisotropy parameter JI,,/Jly ;= 1.1 is consider
ably lower than the value of 1.4 to 1.5 estimatcd for natural 
rivers using the LCI method. It remains to be' determined 
whether this discrepancy reflects differences in the spatial 
structure of natural versus laboratory produced rivers or is due 
to the differences in the estimation methods (one based on the 
static images only versus the other based on system dynamics), 
It is emphasized that in this work the fractal exponents JI,< and 
Vv were not explicitly estimated from the braided river pattern 
as was done for natural rivers. Rather they were estimated 
implicitly from the analysis of changes. Thus the developed 
approach enables one to estimate the values of the fractal 
exponents of the spatial structure of a braided river from the 
dynamics of the river. As such, it takes advantage of the data 
collected during some time interval. rather than relying on the 
analysis of one snapshot only using, for example the LCI 
method. The two estimation methods should be compared to 
each other so that the properties of their estimates of Jlx and Vy 

can he hett..:r understood. Such a comparison was not possible 
with the experiment~,ll data used in this study since. as was 
discussed, the dye procedure did not allow for many scales to 

be resolved in the static patterns, as needed for the LCI 
method. Different techniques giving higher-resolution experi
mental data or remote sensing images of natural braided rivcrs 
might permit such a comparison in the near future. 

As a closing remark, it is noted that the presence of spatial 
and dynamic scaling was interpreted by Sapozhnikov and FOII
fOllla-Georglou [1997) as indication of self-organized criticality 
(SOC) in braided rivers. In view of the results of this article 
where anisotropic dynamic scaling was established, braided 
rivers are further interpreted as SOC systems showing spatio
temporal anisotropy in the critical state. To our knowledge, 
this type of behavior has never been found in classical systems 
i.e., systems brought to a critical state not by self-organization, 
but by tuning of a critical parameter (e.g., temperature). Thus 
a general problem that remains open to il1vestigation is the 
development of theoretical frameworks for the description of 
the critical state of self-affine objects. 
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Experimental evidence of dynamic scaling and indications 
of self-organized criticality in braided rivers 

Victor B. Sapozhnikov and Eft Foufoula-Georgiou 
Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

Abstract. The evolution of an experimental braided river produced in our laboratory has 
been monitored and analyzed. It has been shown that in addition to the spatial scaling 
revealed by Sapozhnikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou [1996a], braided rivers also exhibit 
dynamic scaling. This implies that a smaller part of a braided river evolves identically (in 
the statistical sense) to a larger one provided the time is renormalized by a factor 
depending only on the ratio of the spatial scales of those parts, The small value of the 
estimated dynamic exponent z is interpreted as an indication that the evolution of small 
channels in a braided river system is to a large extent forced by the evolution of bigger 
channels. The presence of dynamic scaling is further interpreted as indicating that braided 
rivers may be in a critical state and behave as self-organized critical systems. 

1. Introduction 

Tn a recent paper [Sapoz/rnikov and Fall/aula-Georgiou, 
1996a] evidence was presented that natural braided rivers ex
hibit anisotropic scaling (sclf-affinity) in their geometrical 
structure, within a range of scales spanning the width of the 
narrowest channel to the width of the braid plain. In simple 
words, within these scales, if a small part of a braided river is 
stretched in a certain way along the mainstream direction and 
a certain different way along the perpendicular direction, then 
this stretched part looks statistically the same as a bigger part 
of the river. Such anisotropically scaled objects are called self
affine fractals and are characterized by two fractal exponents 
J'". and v)'. The ratio v) Vy characterizes the scaling anisotropy, 
and the fractal dimension D = (V.I' - J',y + 1 )/v)' [e.g., See 
Sapozhnikol' alld FOIi/ollla-Georgiou, 1995] indicatcs how 
densely the object fills the space. 

In Sapozhnikov and Fall/aula-Georgiou [1996a], threc natu
ral braided rivers of different scales and different hydrological 
and sedimentological characteristics (Aichilik and Hulahula in 
Alaska and Brahmaputra in Bangladesh) were analyzed for 
spatial scaling using the logarithmic correlation integral (LCI) 
method developed by Sapoz/mi/wv and FOli/ollla-Georgiou 
[1995J. Interestingly enough, it was observed that despite their 
different scales (0.5-15 km in braid plain width), slopes (7 X 

10-3-8 X 10-5 ), and types of bed material (gravel to sand), all 
three rivers exhibited anisotropic spatial scaling with almost 
the same fractal exponents: v" = 0.72-0.74 and v)' = 0.51-
0.52, the x axis being oriented along the river and the y axis 
being in the perpendicular direction. In simple terms this im
plies that if parts of a braided river are stretched by A along the 
mainstream direction and by A "y/'" = A o. 7 along the perpen
dicular direction, the resulting images will look statistically 
similar to each other (similarity within a braided river). At the 
same time the invariance of Vx and l'y betv,een braided rivers 
of different sizes and hydrology/sedimentology suggests that 
the same anisotropic scaling as above applied to different riv
ers will result in statistically similar images, apart, possibly, 
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from a normalization factor to account for the different mass 
of each river. (Note that "mass" here refers to the area, Le., 
number of pixels, covered with water.) The presence of such a 
statistical scale invariance in the spatial structure of braided 
rivers, apart from being interesting in its own right, might 
indicate the presence of universal features in the underlying 
mechanisms responsible for the formation of braided rivers 
and deserves further theoretical and experimental investiga
tion. 

Braided rivers, besides their complex geometry at any in
stant of time, are also highly dynamic systems characterized by 
intensive erosion, sediment transport and deposition, and fre
quent channel shifting as they evolve. Predicting the evolution 
of braided rivers in terms of frequency and magnitude of chan
nel shifting is of paramount importance where hydraulic struc
tures or land developments are planned or where field use 
must be made of maps and air photos. It is of great practical 
and theoretical value therefore to study the evolution of 
braided rivers in addition to their spatial structure. In view of 
the eyidence for spatial (static) scaling in braidcd rivers the 
question is asked here as to whether they also shoW dynamic 
scaling. The presence6f dynamic scaling would imply that 
space and time can be appropriately rescaled such that the 
evolution of the spatial structure of parts of the river of dif
ferent size would be statistically indistinguishable. The pres
ence of dynamic scaling would also provide a highly desirable 
integrated framework for studying, simultaneously, the spatial 
and temporal structure of braided rivers. 

2. Dynamic Scaling: A Theoretical Framework 
The idea of dynamic scaling can be qualitatively presented as 

follows. Suppose there is a fractal object. of fractal dimension 
D, wt:ich evolves in time such that its fractality is preserved at 
all tices. In our case the fractal object is t!:le spatial pattern of 
the a.::-ti\'e channels constituting a brai':ed river which was 
show:: to exhibit spatial scaling by Sapo:I:'1ikov alld FOli/ollla
Georzioll [1996a]. The fractality (spatial scaling) of the object 
impli;;,;s that if one takes a picture of a par: of the object of size 
L I ;., L I and a picture of a larger part c,f the same object of 
size L~ X L2 and projects these two pictures onto two screens 
of the same size, the images on the screens wiII be statistically 

1983 
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indistinguishable. Suppose now that one makes another step 
and, instead of taking still pictures, videotapes the two regions 
and observes the evolution of the images on the two screens. In 
contrast to the still pictures the movies will not be statistically 
indistinguishable. The rate of the evolution will be different 
(slower for the larger scale). If, however, there exists a dynamic 
exponent z such that for every L 1 and L 2 it is possible to 
rescale the time as 

~= (~J (1) 

or, in other words, to play the movies at different speeds such 
that the rate of the evolution is the same on both screens, then 
we say that in addition to static (spatial) scaling, the system 
also shows dynamic scaling. 

Let us characterize the evolution of a stationary fractal ob
ject by "changes" in its pattern, where changes are defined as 
parts of the space which were not occupied by the object at a 
certain moment of time but became occupied after some time 
lag t. Let II (L, I' > I, t) denote the number of changes 
exceeding size I after some time lag t in a region of size L X 

L. By definition, changes can only occur in parts of the space 
occupied by the object. In other words, changes follow the 
pattern of active channels, and thus, at every scale they are not 
present in those parts of the space where active channels are· 
not present. Because the. object is fractal, with a fractal dimen
sion D, the number of changes scales with the size of the 
observed region (see appendb:) as 

nlL z• I' > I, t) = n(L1> I' > I, t)(~:) D (2) 

The presence of dynamic scaling, implying the same rate of 
evolution after rescaling (equation (1» is applied, means that 
the number of changes exceeding sizes I[ and 12 after time lags 
t[ and t2 in the regions of size L[ X L[ and L2 X L 2, 
respectively. is the same on both screens, i.e., 

n(LI> I' > 11> t[) = n(Lz, I' > I~, t 2) (3) 

provided that the changes are of the same relative size, i.e., 

I[ 12 
L[ L z 

(4) 

and time and space have been rescaled such that 

(5) 

We stress here thatL [ and L2 are not the sizes of two different 
systems but sizes of two different regions of the same system. 

Suppose now that we fix the scale of the region of interest to 
L z and that instead of zooming to different scales, we follow 
the distribution of changes in this region as the object evolves. 
From (2) and (3) we obtain for the distribution of changes in 
the region L ~ X L z 

(
L . 0 

niL:. I' > 11> t() L:) = n(L z.!' > 12, t2) (6) 

which is true provided (4) and (5) hold. The variableL z is the 
same in both sides of (6) and therefore can now be dropped. 
Replacing L 1 'Lz by I[IIZ (because of relation (4» yields 

IfnU' > 11> t[) = I~n(l' > I:. tJ (7) 

Finally, we obtain the condition for the distribution of changes 
in a system showing dynamic scaling: there exists a dynamic 
exponentz such that if (5) is true, i.e., tIL' = const (which 
according to (4) also implies t!l' = canst), then IDn(l' > I. t) 
= const, or, in other words, the distribution of changes in such 
systems can be expressed as 

(8) 

where f( ) is some function. 
To understand the form of that distribution, let us now 

consider the asymptotic properties of the functionf(tW). This 
function has to level off at big values of the argument tW. 
Indeed, for big enough time lags. such that the object decor
relates completely between two snapshots, the difference be
tween the two patterns of the object (and therefore the distri
bution of changes n(l' > I, t» does not depend on time 
anymore. This implies thatf(tW) = const, and, consequently, 
that n(l' > t, t) = const X I-D. for big enough values of tWo 
For time lag t = 0, there are no changes in the object, which 
implies that n(l' > I, 0) = 0 and, correspondingly, that 
f(O) = O. If for small values of the argument the functionf can 
be approximated by a power law. with some exponent /3. then 
the condition (8) for dynamic scaling takes the form 

n(l' > I, t) - t~t-D-1Jz (9) 

It is noted here that the theoretical framework for the de
scription of dynamic scaling of stationary fractal objects as 
developed above differs from the existing frameworks for dy
namic scaling of nonstationary growing objects which has been 
extensively investigated in the past. For example, dynamic scal
ing of simulated growing interfaces has been studied by 
Edwards and Wilkinson [1982]. Family [1986], Meakin et al. 
[1986], Kardar et al. [1986], and others [see also Fami(v and 
Vicsek, 1991; Vicsek, 1992]. Recently Czirok et at. [1993] dem
onstrated experimentally dynamic scaling in a micromodel of 
landscape evolution. In these studies the evolution of a fractal 
surface is described by two exponents C/ and /3 corresponding to 
the spatial and temporal scaling of the surface roughness. In 
particular, the width or the standard deviation w(L,t) of a 
surface of linear extent L scales as L'" for long times and as t/3 

at the early stages of the process. According to the correspond
ing dynamic scaling theory, the width follows a double-scaling 
equation w(L, t) - L "'f(tIL «//3) where f( ) is some func
tion. (The fractal dimension of the rough surface D relates to 
C/ as D = d - C/, where d is the embedding dimension.) 

As one can see, the theoretical framework for dynamic scal
ing of nonstationarygrowing objects is based on the analysis of 
the systematic chhnge of a "macroscopic" parameter (width of 
the surface in the case described above) which essentially de
scribes, in a statistical" sense, the nonstationarity of such ob
jects. Obviously, such an approaclils not applicable fO station"
ary objects where macroscopic parameters do not change 
systematically (although they can fluctuate around some aver
age value). Therefore, in the theoretical framework of dynamic 
scaling of stationary fractal objects developed here we intro
duced the concept of changes in an evolving stationary object 
and expressed its dynamic scaling in terms of space-time scale 
invariance of the probability distribution of these changes. It is 
believed that the developed framework will be useful for the 
study of dynamic scaling in natural objects that could not be 
studied so far under the existing frameworks. 
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3. Experimental Study of Braided Rivers 
One of the reasons that field workers have primarily focused 

on the detailed study of flow and sediment flux in small areas 
of braided rivers is the logistical difficulty of studying a com
plex, continually evolving river system over a large area. The 
fundamental problems in obtaining data sets characterizing the 
statistical properties of braided rivers are the high degree of 
variability in local quantities such-as flow depth or sediment 
flux and the rapidity with which these change with time if the 
system is active. Thus field data from in situ measurement are 
difficult to find. Field data can, however, be obtained relatively 
easily (although tediously) on the static planform morphology 
of natural braided rivers by determining the presence or ab
sence of water from an air photo or satellite image. For exam
ple, the data for the three braided rivers used in the study by 
Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou [1996a] were obtained by 
the tracing of air photos and the digitization of the traced 
images. Even then, however, care must be taken to insure that 
data are taken from river sections in which downstream 
changes in discharge, grain size, vegetation, etc., are minimal 
so that each reach may be taken as statistically stationary. In 
the near future it is hoped that improved satellite technology 
will offer the means of obtaining accurate and frequent mon
itoring of the spatially and temporally variable flow distribution 
of natural braided river systems [e.g., see Smith et al., 1995, 
1996]. To allow study of the detailed structure of braided 
rivers, higher resolution satellite images than those available 
today and wider coverage of areas of interest are needed. 

Laboratory models of braided rivers can offer an excellent 
means of advancing our understanding of the complex dynam
ics of braided rivers. They offer an environment which permits 
us to control the physical parameters governing the evolution 
of the river and to obtain high-resolution images (e.g., see 
Schumm el al. [1987] for an interesting discussion of the ad
vantages of using laboratory experiments in addition to mon
itoring natural rivers). Braiding is relatively easy to reproduce 
in the laboratory, and previous studies [Ashmore, 1991; Kuhnle, 
1981; Leddy et al., 1993; Schumm alld Kha/1, 1972] have shown 
that laboratory-scale streams exhibit qualitative features and 
behavior similar to natural rivers. Quantitative similarity can 
also be attained but only for gravel bed prototypes [Ashmore, 
1982,1985]. Given our emphasis on global statistical properties 
of braided rivers, both at one instant and as a function of time, 
experiments provide a useful way of obtaining additional data 
that can help us to understand the dynamics of braided rivers. 
The Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory at the University of Min
nesota offers an ideal setting for such experiments. In fact, it 
houses the recently established Experimental Facility for the 
Study of Large Scale River Morphology and Landscape Evo
lution funded by NSF's Academic Research Infrastructure 
Program. 

The size of our experimental basin is 5 m X 0.75 m. Sedi
ment and water were supplied continuously at a precisely con
trolled rate using a constant rate AccuRate auger feeder and a 
constant height water tank. The sediment and the water were 
combined together in a mixing funnel before injection into the 
basin. The grain size of the supplied sediment was 0.12 ± OJJ3 
mm. The water discharge was 20 g S-I, and sediment supply 
was 0.6 g S-I. The river was left to evolve until its slope 
(calculated from the bed clevations measured by point gauge) 
stabilized at the value of 0.15, which happened 8 days after the 
initiation of the experiment. The same sediment was used 

throughout the experiment (I.e., while building up the slope 
and afterward). The walls of the experimental basin were cov
ered with rough rubber material to reduce the attraction of 
channels to the walls. To minimize the boundary effects, the 
data on the river evolution were collected in periods when the 
river did not touch the walls. Video camera and still cameras 
recorded the evolution of the system. To visualize the river and 
monitor its depth, dye was supplied continuously during each 
videotaping session. For that the sediment supply was switched 
to another AccuRate auger feeder where the sediment was 
mixed with the dye powder. This provided the same sediment 
supply rate as the first feeder, within an accuracy of 5%. After 
each videotaping session the dye was left to be flushed out of 
the system and the basin was dye-free in a few hours. We 
started collecting data 6 days after the slope stabilized, and 
three videotapes, each covering approximately 40 min of the 
river evolution in different days, were collected. The studied 
region was 0.75 m X 1.0 m, starting 3 m downstream from the 
injection point. The recording time of an image was 1/60 s. The 
video camera produced images of 240 lines with 1125 points in 
each line. The recorded data were then digitized for treatment 
and analysis. The digitized images had 480 X 640 pixels. There
fore the resultant digitized images resolved 240 pixels across 
the river and 640 pixels along the river. For the studied region 
size (0.75 m X 1.0 m) this implies a resolution of 3mm across 
the river and 1.5 mm along the river. The vertical distance 
between the camera and the river was 3.1 m. A different angle 
of observation of the central part and lateral parts of the basin 
distorts the image (the image of an object in a lateral part of 
the basin is smaller than the image of an object of the same size 
in the central part). We measured this distortion and found 
that it was approximately 2%. The experimental rivers showed 
a high degree of braiding (e.g., see Figure 1) and active dy~ 
namics. Significant changes were recorded in periods of less 
than 1 min. Here we present the results of analysis of the river 
evolution recorded in one of the videotapes with the best 
quality of the image. Similar results were obtained from the 
analysis of the other two videotapes. 

Extracting the river patterns for statistical analysis presented 
significant difficulties because very soon the sediment was col
ored with the same dye as the water. However, extracting 
changes in the river patterns by subtracting images taken at 
different moments of time proved feasible and quite robust. 
These changes (depicted as differences in the darkness of the 
images) are the result of water depth increase or decrease 
which includes the cases of covering with water a previously dry 
area or exposing a previously covered area. We used these 
changes to characterize the evolution of the braided river fol
lowing the approach developed in section 2. For short enough 
time lags (such that the colored sediment patterns are almost 
the same and get zeroed when subtracted) the differences in 
the two images represent only true changes in the active chan
nel patterns. However, the time lag cannot be made too short 
(less then approximately 3 s) because in that case the differ
ence between two pictures of the river is small and becomes 
comparable to the noise introduced by the video camera. At 
the same time we could not use long time lags (more than 
approximately 1 min) because in these time lags the patterns of 
the colored sediment change significantly and subtracting the 
two images creates spurious (i.e., not caused by the river pat
tern evolution) changes which erroneously contribute to the 
probability distribution of changes. 
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Figure 1. A braided river produced in our laboratory. Channels are indicated by dark areas. 

4. Dynamic Scaling in the Experimental 
Braided River 

To study scale relationships in the evolution of braided riv
ers and test the presence of dynamic scaling, we monitored the 
changes in our experimental braided river as it evolved and did 
a stati.,tical analysis of these changes. By monitoring the evo
lution of the river. we collected 90 frames with a time step of 
1 s. The collected patterns were digitized, and. by subtracting 
these patterns from each other, changes in the braided river 
were obtained for different time lags (3 s to I min). For ex
ample. Figure 2a shows a picture oJ a part of the experimental 
braided river. and Figure 2b shows the same region 15 slater. 
Figure 2c displays parts of the basin that were covered with 
water in Figure 2a but became shallower or exposed in Fig~lre 
2b 15 5 later ("old" changes). Figure 2d shows parts of the 
basin that were shallower or not covered with water at all in 
Figure 2a but became deeper or covered in Figure 2b ("new" 
changes). Thlis, although changes in a river are three
dimensional structures, as is the river itself. in this study we 
only consider their projections onto a horizontal plane (i.e., 
when we say "sizes of changes in the river" we imply sizcs of 
their projections). 'vVe then apply to the projections the theo
retical framework de\cloped in section 2 for two-dimensional 
objects. In doing that. changes (i.e., parts of the space whose 
l1(CUpancy status switched after some time) are treated equally 
no matter whether they were located at the elevation of the 
ri\'er bed (e.g" when water conquered dry areas) or higher 
(e,g., when water le\'el rose in some area), See also section 7 
fl)r further discussion of this issue. 

It should be noted that dye does not go away immediately 
ft-'ll11 the regions lcft by active channels, which complicates the 

observation, Therefore, for quantitative analysis we chose 
"new" changes (shown in Figure 2d) and not "old" changes 
(Figure 2c). We made sure (by direct observation of chosen 
areas) that when colored water conquered a dry area, the area 
became darker even if its sediment was already colored so we 
did not miss the new changes. We kept the periods of dye infiux 
short to prevent the sediment from becoming too dark. To 
eliminate the noise introduced by the video camera, the pixels 
where the difference between the two subtracted images was 
very small (less than 24 out of 256 degrees of brightness) were 
zeroed. Then the cumulative probability distributions of the 
sizes of changes (characterized by the square root of their 
areas) were estimated. The distribution of changes was fol
lowed over time, and Figure .3 shows these distributions for 
time lags of 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 15 s, Notice that the number of 
changes of size greater than / in a time lag t, net' > !, I). is 
plotted instead of the probability, As can be seen from Figure 
3, these distributions can be well approximated by power laws 
for different time lags, and the slopes of the log-log plots of the 
distributions found for different time lags are very close. so 
they can be viewed as being related by a parallel shift in the 
log-log scale. In other words. the distributions can be pre
sented in the form 

flU' > /, tl = g(tW' (10) 

where Il(l' > /, t) is the number of new changes (Figure 2d) 
of size greater than / for time lag t and g(t) is a function of 
time lag {, 

The log-log plot of n (I' > I. t)lk against t shown in Figure 
.f suggests that for small values of t, g(l) shows a power law 
dependence 
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Figure 2. (a) Image of a part of the experimental braided river; (b) the same region 15 s later; (c) parts of 
the basin that were covered with water in Figure 2a but became shallower or exposed in 15 s (old changes); 
(d) parts of the basin that were shaIlower or not covered with water at all in Figure 2a but became deeper or 
covered in Figure 2b (new changes). 

get) - ((3 (11) 

Equations (10) and (11) can be combined in one equation 
showing the temporal evolution of the distribution of changes 

7 • , e 7 8 g 

0.01 
(m) 

Figure 3. ~umber of solid areas in Figure 2d (new changes). 
11(1' > f. (» of size gr.:at.:r than I for time lags I of 3.4,5, 7, 
9, and 15 s (from bottom to top). The sizes of changes are 
measured as the square root of their areas. The plot suggests 
that the distributions have broad central regions that are well 
approximated by power laws, and their slopes for different 
time lags are very close. 

( 12) 

It is ea~y to see that this equation coincides with (9) expressing 
dynamic scaling (for small values of til") with the dynamic 
exponent z given as 

z = (k - D)/~ (13) 

10 -~ 

1\ 

'--' 
c 10-l 

• • 
t (s) 

10 

Figure"'. EWllution of the distribution of changes shown by 
the .ime dependence of the function II {/' > I, t )/k. The plot 
suggests that power law dependence applies well over a major 
part of the range. 
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0.01 
R (m) 

0.1 

Figure 5. Spatial scaling in the exPerimental braided river 
indicated by straight line log-log dependence of its mass M (the 
number of pixels covered with water) within a square box 
versus the size of box R. The estimated value of D is 1.75. 

Equations (1) and (8), in general, and (1), (12), and (13), in 
particular (the power law dependence (equation (12» being 
suggested by the braided river data for small values of tW), 
integrate spatial and temporal scaling characteristics under the 
unifying framework of dynamic scaling. 

In principle, the parameter z (dynamic exponent) can be 
estimated directly from (8). That is, by nonlinear optimization 
the value of z that minimizes the spread of the points 
n(l' > l, t)lD versus tW (so that all curves collapse to a single 
curvef) can be found. However, we preferred to take advan
tage of the power law dependence (equation (12» suggested 
by the data and to follow a stepwise estimation approach. 
Namely, we use the power law distribution of changes (Figure 
3 and equation (10» to estimate k and the power law depen
dence of get) (Figure 4 and equation (11» to estimate {l Then 
z is estimated from (13); Specifically, from the slopes of the 
plots shown in Figures 3 and 4 the exponent k in (10) was 
estimated as 2.8 and the exponent {3 in (11) was estimated as 
2.0. The fractal dimension of the experimental braided river D 
was estimated from one pattern of the river by the "mass-in
a-box" method [e.g., see Mandelbrot, 1982] as 1.75 (see Figure 
5). These estimates gave an estimate of the dynamic scaling 
exponent from (13) as z = 0.5. 

It is important to note that although for small time lags 
Figure 3 shows reasonably good temporal scaling, it deviates 
from the power law behavior for bigger time lags. It should be 
stressed, however, that this does not indicate the loss of dy
namic scaling (expressed by the general equation for dynamic 
scaling (8». Indeed, as discussed in section 2, even if the 
functionf, from (8), follows a power law at small values of the 
argument, it has to level off at big values of the argument which 
necessarily leads to the loss of power law dependence in rela
tion (11) but not to the loss of dynamic scaling. In fact, to 
confirm that the distributions corresponding to different time 
lags satisfy the general equation for dynamic scaling (8), we 
plotted for z = 0.5 the values of n(l' > l, t)ID versus tW for 

different time lags up to 1 min in Figure 6. As one can see, all 
curves satisfactorily collapse to a single curve (the f(t//,) func
tion). This further corroborates the presence of dynamic scal
ing and the adequacy of the estimated dynamic exponent z = 
0.5 in the experimental braided river. Notice that this last 
confirmation of dynamic scaling, Le., that the general equation 
for dynamic scaling (equation (8» holds, did not directly use 
the assumption of power law distribution of change,~.'( equation 
(10» or power law dependence of fl(t) for small~~lues of t 
(equation (11». These two special forms of depeI)deheies (sug
gested directly from the experimental data in Figures 3 and 4) 
were conveniently used only to estimate z in a stepwise manner 
via (13). After the value of z was estimated, plotting 
n(l' > I, t)lD versus tW and seeing that all curves collapse to 
a single curve provides additional and independent evidence of 
dynamic scaling. 

We would like to point out that on the basis of the study of 
Sapozhnikov and Foltfoula-Georgiou [1996a], the experimental 
braided river is expected to be a self-affine object (character
ized by two scaling exponents v,. and vy) and not a self-similar 
object (characterized by a single fractal dimension D). Despite 
this, the above developments of dynamic scaling were pre
sented in terms of a single fractal dimension D. This is be
cause, as discussed also later in section 7, extension of the 
dynamic scaling theory to self-affine objects has not yet been 
achieved and should form the focus of further research. More
over, it is noted that even if that theory were available at 
present, our experimental data did not even permit an estima
tion of Vx and Vy for two main reasons: (1) the river segment 
was too short to get an accurate estimate via the LeI method, 
and (2) it was hard to separate the river from the colored 
sediment in the video images in order to produce reliable 
tracings of the river pattern. Note that this was not a problem 
for changes in the river pattern because the colored sediment 
Was zeroed by subtraction. Despite the above limitations, we 
note that the presented dynamic scaling developments are still 
valid for a self-affine object. and D can be seen as a surrogate 
parameter for DG (global fractal dimension) of the braided 
river which relates to v •• and Vy via the expression given by 
Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou [1995]: DG = (vy - Vx + 
1)/vy. Of course, further refinement of the developed frame
work to self-affine objects characterized by v .• and Vy is desir
able, but this is an issue for further study. 
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Figure 6. Plot showing that the rescaled distributions of 
changes collapse into a single curve (equation (8). Time lags 
from 3 to 60 s (bottom left to top right) are shown. This further 
corroborates the presence of d~namic scaling and the adequacy 
of the estimated value of the d)namic exponent as z = 0.5 for 
the experimental braided river. 
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5. Physical Interpretation of Dynamic Scaling 
In any natural phenomenon, large-scale statistical symme" 

tries or scale invariances, if found present, are believed and 
hoped to be related to the physical mechanisms that created 
the space-time structure of the process at hand, although es" 
tablishing and understanding these relations very often turns 
out to be a nontrivial task. So what does the value of the 
dynamic exponent indicate for the physical mechanisms of a 
braided river? First, on the basis of (1) the estimated value of 
the dynamic exponentz "" 0.5 implies that if one increases the 
spatial scale by, say, 10 times, the evolution of the system slows 
down by 1011•5 "" 3 times. In other words. for instance, it implies 
that the lifetime of the channels in a braided river system scales 
with channel size such that 10 times smaller channels disappear 
approximately 3 times faster. Furthermore, the low value of the 
dynamic exponent z "" 0.5 « 2 indicates a relatively weak 
dependence of the rate of evolution on the spatial scale. This 
provides insight into the physical processes governing the evo
lution of braided rivers. Indeed, this value of z is significantly 
lower than the typical values of the dynamic exponent, which 
are usually 2 or higher [e.g., see Ma, 1976]. For example, as a 
simple case, if the lifetime of a channel were controlled by a 
diffusion-type process, it would be proportional to the square 
of the scale, which would imply that z = 2. On the other hand, 
if we hypothetically imagine as a limiting case that the small 
channels do not evolve by themselves at all and only appear or 
disappear because (and when) the bigger channels feeding 
them appear or disappear, then the lifetime of smaller and 
bigger channels would be the same, which would mean that no 
temporal rescaling is required when going from one spatial 
scale to another. This would imply that z = O. Thus the small 
v.alue of z obtained for braided rivers indicates strong correla
tion between the evolution of large and small channels within 
a braided river system. This leads to the conjecture that the 
evolution of small channel patterns is to a great extent forced 
by the evolution of larger channels. Notice that further support 
for this conjecture is provided by the fact that the other way 
around, Le., changes in small channels forcing changes in large 
channels, would require a spontaneous synchronization in ev~
lution of small channels which feed a larger one. and this does 
not seem feasible. Indeed, for a larger channel to disappear as 
a res\llt of the disappeanll1ce of the smaller channels feeding it, 
smaller channels would have to disappear ell the same time. At 
t~1is point we do not see a mechanism for such a synchroniza
tIOn. 

6. Are Braided Rivers Self-Organized 
Critical Systems? 

The self-organized criticality (SOC) concept introduced by . 

has been claimed by SI¢11l11l [1996] for dynamics in the fluid 
mechanical model of a meandering river developed by G. 
Parker, A. E. Howard and coworkers [e.g., see Pal1cer and 
AI/drews. 1986; /-loward and Kl/lIIson, 1984]. 

In a recent publication, SapozllllikoJl and FOllfoula-Georgiou 
[1996b] have questioned the applicability of the SOC concept 
to models of erosional landscape evolution. They have argued 
that none of the states of these modeled landscapes can be 
considered critical and that the resulting landscapes show scal
~ng .in space characterized by fractal geometry but not scaling 
111 tIme as they do not allow any changes under perturbations 
let alone "catastrophic" changes possible for a system in a 
critical state. However, we believe that braided rivers are sys
tems where the SOC concept naturally applies. Braided rivers 
(1) are nonlinear systems, (2) obviously have an enormous 
number of degrees of freedom, (3) show collectiveb~havior 
whi~l: is a .crucia~ feature of systems in a critical state, (4) 
exhIbIt spatIal scalIng [see Sapozhl7ikoJl and FOllfoula-Georgiol/, 
1996a], and (5) undergo significant changes over a wide range 
of scales even when they are statistically in equilibrium. More
over, evidence was presented in this study for the presence of 
dynamic scaling as well, which is an important characteristic of 
systems at the critical state. It should be noted that the exper
imental braided river system brought itself to the state at which 
it showed dynamic scaling by just being uniformly supplied with 
water and sediment, i.e., without tuning any physieal parameter 
of the experimental model. It happened in the same way as in 
~he san.dpile model [~ak, 1987], where the system builds up 
Itself WIthout any tunl11g and shows spatial and temporal scal
ing. For all of the above reasons we conjecture that braided 
rivers may be self-organized critical systems. 

Studying braided river dynamics under the SOC framework 
offers the potential of using the apparatus of the theory of 
c:itical state which provides a general framework for descrip
tIOn and understanding of all critical phenomena and enables 
one to apply results obtained for known systems (e.g., magnetic 
fields and percolation clusters) to new systems less well known. 
An. example ~f this idea is prese~1ted by Tang and Bak [1988]. 
StrIctly speak111g, to firmly establIsh SOC, one would also need 
to follow the behavior of the braided river as it approaches the 
cr~t~cal state (perhaps with the critical slope playing the role of 
cntIcal temperature here). Such experiments, however, are 
velY hard to perform (even in other more controlled physical 
systems), and thus spatial and dynamic scaling of the type 
presented here is usually considered adequate evidence for 
SOC. Nevertheless, more data analysis of the braided river 
before, as it approaches stationarity. and after its slope stabi
lizes, is needed to firmly establish whether and under what 
conditions braided rivers can be considered self-organized crit
ical systems. 

Conclusions and Open Problems 
Bak et al. [1987] states that many nonlinear systems with ex- . 
tended degrees of freedom self-organize into a critical state in 7. 
a natural way, i.e .• without any tuning parameter (e.g., temper
ature) which is needed to bring traditional equilibrium systems 

In a previous study, SapozhnikoJ.' and FOllfollla-Georgiou 
[1996a] presented evidence that braided rivers exhibit spatial 
(static) scaling in their morphology. In this study we presented 
evidence that braided rivers exhibit dynamic scaling too, which 
implies that it is possible to renormalize space and time such 
that a smaller part of a braided river evolves identically (in" a 
statistical sense) to a larger part of the river. The presence of 
dynamic scaling is not only interesting in its own right but also 
promises to shed light upon the space-time dynamics of 
braided rivers by unraveling statistical similarities between pat-

to a critical state [see, e.g., Ma, 1976; Patashinskii and Pok
l'ol'Skii. 1979]. The concept of SOC has been found useful in 
many scientific and engineering applications. for example. 
earthquakc prediction. snow avalanche prediction. description 
of solar flares. description of forest fires. etc. [sec Bak alld 
PaC::lIski, 1993]. In the past few years the SOC concept has 
been explored for drainage network landscape evolution [e.g., 
Takayasu ami Illaoka, 1992; Rinaldo et al., 1993] and, recently, 
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terns at smaller space-time scales and those at larger space
time scales. The dynamic scaling relationships established here 
can also be used to statistically predict long-term changes of 
the system at a larger spatial scale on the basis of monitored 
short-term changes at a smaller spatial scale. The evidence for 
dynamic scaling was further interpreted as an indication that 
braided rivers may be in a critical state and behave as self
organized critical systems. From experimental braided river 
data produced in our laboratory the value of the dynamic 
exponent z for the space-time rescaling in (1) was established 
to be approximately equal to 0.5. This value of z was inter
preted as an indication of a relatively weak dependence of the 
rate of evolution on the spatial scale in braided rivers. In 
particular, it lead us to conjecture that changes in small chan
nel patterns are to a great extent forced by the changes in 
larger channels. 

Our analysis presents a first attempt to study the large-scale 
dynamics of braided rivers and to seek spatiotemporal invari
ances in those systems. Of course, more theoretical, empirical, 
and experimental research is needed to fully study the space
time evolution of these complex systems and their scale rela
tions. Some open problems follow. 

In our analysis the evolution of the braided river system has 
been characterized by the horizontal sizes of changes. An in
teresting direction for further research is. the introduction ·of 
the third dimension, i.e., consideration of the depth of changes 
in addition to their horizontal sizes. This approach would en
able one to explore braided rivers for "dynamic multiscaling." 

In our study we. analyzed changes in the river by subtracting 
two images of the river taken at different moments of time. In 
doing that we did not distinguish between changes caused (1) 
by the flooding of previously dry areas of the basin and (2) by 
the increase of water depth in areas which were already cov
ered with water. This separation was not feasible with our data 
because sediment coloring did not allow us to determine with 
certainty from the darkness of the image whether a particular 
location was or was not covered with water. A more detailed 
analysis which would include separation of these two cases may 
be of interest, but this would require a different technology 
than sediment coloring which would permit accurate determi
nation of water depth (and not water depth change only) at 
every point of the basin. Such data would permit study of the 
space-time structure of water depth too and thus characteriza
tion of the hydrology in addition to the morphology of braided 
rivers. 

Also, an important issue for future study should be the 
extension of the developed theoretical framework of dynamic 
scaling to self-affine objects. That is, if the underlying object is 
self-affine and is characterized by two fractal exponents Vx and 
vY ' expressions of dynamic scaling should be developed in 
terms of Vx and Vy (or in terms of the two fractal dimensions 
Do and DL ) (see Sapothnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou [1995, 
1996a] for the connection of Vx and Vy to Do and Dd. An 
associated open problem is the theoretical description of the 
critical state of self-affine objects. Such a theory does not exist 
to our knowledge, probably because there was no need for it in 
traditional (not self-organized) critical systems. Another im
portant issue to be explored is the connection of dynamic 
Scaling not only to the fractal geometry of braided rivers but 
also to other scaling characteristics of natural and simulated 
braided rivers, such as power law distributions in channel 
widths and bar sizes [e.g., see Howard et at., 1970; Barzini and 

Bali, 1993; Murray and Paola, 1994; Sapozhnikov and FOLlfoula
Georgiou, 1996a]. 

It should be stressed that our analysis applies to the com
parison of small and large parts of one river system and not of 
one system with another. The latter would require inclusion of 
other physical parameters which govern the evolution of rivers. 
For example, slope plays a crucial role in the rate of the 
evolution of rivers (the greater the slope, the faster the evolu
tion). For example, the slope of Brahmaputra is ,~OOO times 
lower than that of our experimental river, which si~nificantly 
affects their relative rates of evolution. Other important fac
tors are total water and sediment flux in a river (the greater the 
imposed flux, the faster the evolution) [Ashmore, 1985] and the 
type of the sediment. Thus, to relate the rate of the evolution 
of different systems, (1) has to be extended. Under a scaling 
hypothesis one could conjecture that it would take the form 

~ ~ (L2)Z(~)Y ... 
tl LI SI 

(14) 

where s is the slope of a river and the dots imply that other 
parameters could enter this equation in a power law multipli-, 
cative way. Toward establishing the precise form of (14), study 
through laboratory experiments of the effect of the sedimen
tological and hydrological characteristics (slope, input water 
and sediment discharge, .and grain size) on the evolution and 
scaling exponents of braided rivers is needed, and this is an 
important issue for future research. Such studies will permit 
transferability of results from one system to another and from 
laboratory to nature. 

8. Appendix: Scaling of the Number of Changes 
in a Fractal Object With the Size 
of the Observed Region 

Here we will illustrate by example that the number of 
changes scales with the size of the observed region as written in 
(2). Consider, for example, a 3 x 3 Sierpinsky carpet with one 
square taken out (black area) such that every bigger square 
contains eight smaller ones and is a replication of the smaller 
squares at a larger scale (see Figure 7). The fractal dimension 
of this Sierpinsky carpet is D = log 8/log 3. Let us allow 
evolution of this carpet. The details of the evolution mles are 
not important for our purpose as long as the fractal dimension 
of the carpet is preserved. Similarly to what we did for braided 
rivers, we define changes in the evolving Sierpinsky carpet as 
parts of the space which were not occupied by the carpet at a 
certain moment of time but became occupied after some time 
lag. Since by definition the changes can only occur in the parts 
of the space occupied by the object (i.e., in the eight white 
squares), the cumulative number of changes in the 3 times 
larger square is 8 times the number of changes in a smaller 
square: lilarge,llismaller = (Llarge,lLsmaller)D = 8. In other 
words, the cumulative number of changes scales with the size 
of the observed region, with the scaling exponent equal to the 
fractal dimension' of the generating fractal object. To avoid 
confusion, it should be noted that fractality of the spatial pat
tern of changes is not needed for the cumulative number of 
changes to scale as written in (2). For example, in the Sierpin
sky carpet the cumulative number of islands (black parts) of a 
given size scales with the size of observation, with an exponent 
D (it increases 3D = 8 times when the scale is increased 3 
times). However, the spatial pattern of the islands is not a 
fractal object at all (it has a nonzero Lebesgue measure). 
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Figure 7. (a) The generator of a 3 x 3 Sierpinsky carpet with 
one square taken out (solid area) and (b) the Sierpinsky carpet. 
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Self-affinity in braided rivers 

Victor Sapozhnikov and Eft Foufoula-Georgiou 
SI. Anthony Falls Laboratory, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

St. Anthony Falls Laboratory 
Technical Paper 455 - Series A 

Abstract. Three braided rivers of different scales and different 
hydrologic/geomorphologic characteristics (the Aichilik and Hulahula in Alaska and the 
Brahmaputra in Bangladesh) are analyzed for spatial scaling using a logarithmic 
correlation integral method developed earlier by the authors. It is shown that the rivers 
exhibit anisotropic scaling (self-affinity) with fractal exponents ).Ix = 0.72-0.74 and ).Iy = 
0.51-0.52, the x axis being oriented along the river and the y axis in the perpendicular 
direction. The fact that despite large differences in scales (0.5-15 km in braid plain width), 
slopes (7 X 10-3 to 8 X 10-5), and types of bed material (gravel to sand), the analyzed 
braided rivers show similar spatial scaling deserves special attention. It might indicate the 
presence of universal features in the underlying mechanisms responsible for the formation 
of the spatial structure of braided rivers. Also, comparison of fractal characteristics of 
braided rivers with those of single-channel rivers and river networks suggests that braided 
rivers form a class of fractal objects lying between the classes of single-channel rivers and 
river networks. 

1. Introduction 

Braided rivers, i.e., rivers "having a number of alluvial chan· 
nels with bars and islands between meeting and dividing again" 
[Lane, 1957], form a separate class of hydrologic systems, other 
than single-channel rivers and river networks. They prevail in 
mountainous and glacial regions and are highly dynamic sys
tems characterized by intensive erosion, sediment transport 
and deposition, and frequent channel shifting. Study of the 
morphology of the braided rivers and processes governing their 
behavior is important in geomorphology, geology, hydrology, 
and environmental studies. The alluvial deposits of braided 
rivers are important reservoirs of water, oil, gas, coal, sand, 
gravel, and heavy minerals. Despite their imparlance, braided 
rivers have not been studied as extensively as single-channel 
rivers and river ne1:\vorks (see, for example, BI1stow and Best 
[1993]). In particular, there is a significant lack of quantitative 
studies in braided rivers; the existing models and frameworks 
are mostly qualitative. With the exception of the early work by 
Howard et al. [1970] it is only recently that some more quan
titative studies were carried out, such as, for example, that of 
Murray and Paola [1994, 1996], lvf!may [1995], and Webb 
[1995]. 

Braided rivers exist over a large range of scales from several 
meters to 20 km in width. It is clear that when applying results 
from one braided river to another of different size, or from a 
physical model to a real braided river, the issue of scale and its 
effect on the geometry, runoff, and forming processes of the 
river inevitably arises. Scale relationships are also important in 
understanding the internal structure of a particular braided 
river. Indeed, the processes shaping a braided river and caus
ing branching, confluence and bar growth, and erosion act over 
a wide range of scales and produce an internal structure which 
also manifests itself over a large range of scales. Exploring 
scale relutions in the internal structure of braided rivers can 
help to understand better the processes responsible for sculp-
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turing the river. To address these questions, quantitative tools 
for the description of the geometric and hydrologic character
istics of braided rivers arc needed. 

In braided rivers, sinuosity of individual channels and their 
branching and confluence produces a rather complex and hi
erarchical spatial structure which needs appropriate tools for 
its description. Often, such complex structures find their nat
ural description in terms of self-similar or self-affine fractals 
[Mandelbrot, 1982]. At first glance the spatial structure of the 
whole braided river and its structure at the level of channels 
appear to have some kind of similarity [see Bristow and Best, 
1993]. This impression, however, needs to be either validated 
or disproved by quantitative analysis. 

The presence of scaling in a phenomenon means that statis
tical properties of the phenomenon at one scale relate to its 
statistical properties at another scale via a transformation 
which involves only the ratio of the two scales. This implies a 
certain invariance of the phenomenon under magnification or 
contraction (scale invariance). Objects showing the same spa
tial scaling in all directions (which makes it impossible to 
determine the scale of the object from its photograph) are 
called self-similar fractals and can be characterized by their 
fractal dimension D. In a more general case, scaling properties 
are different in different directions. Such anisotropic ally scaled 
objects are called self-affine fractals and are characterized by 
more than one fractal exponents which properly reflect scaling 
in each direction. In terms of fractal dimension a self-affine 
fractal is characterized not by one but rather by two fractal 
dimensions: the local fractal dimension D L and the global 
fractal dimension D G [Mandelbrot, 1986]. 

Spatial scaling has been established for single-channel rivers 
and river networks [see TarbolOll et al., 1988; La Barbera and 
Rosso. 1989; Nikora, 1991; Sapozhnikov and Nikora, 1993; 
Peckham, 1995]. :vIoreover, it was shown that the fractal ge
ometry of river networks is closely connected to other hydro
logic characteristics, such as distribution of discharge masses 
and of energy dissipation in riwr basins [e.g., Rodriglle::·Irlirbe 
et al., 1992]. Nikora et al. [1993} demonstrated that natural and 
simulated individual streams show a complicated geometry: 

1429 
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self-similarity at small scales and self-affinity at larger scales. 
Self-affine behavior of the streams is caused by gravity which 
makes the streams scale differently in the direction of the 
mainstream slope and in the perpendicular direction. Self
affinity in natural river courses was also reported by Ijjasz
Vasquez et al. [1994]. Anisotropic spatial scaling ("external 
scaling," see section 2) was revealed in simulated river net
works [e.g., Kondoh et al., 1987; Meakin et at., 1991]. Nikora 
and Sapozhllikov (1993] found that both natural and simulated 
river networks show isotropic scaling at small scales and aniso
tropic scaling at larger scales. 

In contrast to a great number of papers existing on fractal 
properties of rivers and river networks the scaling in braided 
rivers has virtually not been studied. We are aware only of one 
study by Nikora et al. [1995], who analyzed several sections of 
New Zealand rivers as self-similar objects and reported fractal 
dimension D = 1.5-1.7. However, the presence of gravity 
which causes the scaling anisotropy in individual streams and 
river networks provides reasons to expect self-affine geometry 
in the braided streams too. The problem is that until recently 
no method existed for analyzing scaling anisotropy (self
affinity) except for the special case of a non branched line [see 
lvlatsllshita (lnd Ollchi, 1989; Nikora et al., 1993] or of an object 
having a distinct hierarchical structure (e.g., one can easily find 
fractal exponents for a self-affine Sierpinsky carpet; see also 
Nikora and Sapozhnikov [1993] and Nikora [1994], who used 
scaling of subbasins to estimate fractal exponents of river net
works). 

It was only recently that a method was developed by the 
authors to study self-affinity in objects having any topology 
[Sapozhnikov and Foufollla-Georgiou, 1995]. The method is 
applied in this paper to study the self-affine characteristics of 
three braided rivers (Brahmaputra in Bangladesh and Aichilik 
and Hulah ula in Alaska). It is found that these rivers exhibit 
self-affine scaling, the fractal exponents being Vx = 0.72-0.74 
and Vy = 0.51-0.52. The fact that the fractal 'exponents Vx 

ancl /lv are practically the same for all three rivers is worth 
noticing given that these rivers exist over disparate spatial 
scales (from 0.5 to 15 kill in braid plain widths and from 6.4 to 
200 km in length of analyzed sections) and have different 
slopes (7 X 10-3 to 8 X 10-5) and different types of bed 
material (gravel to sand). 

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the differ
ence between "internal" and "external" fractal exponents is 
discussed. It is emphasized that the internal fractal exponents 
(vx and vy) characterize the internal self-affine structure of a 
braided river; that is, they show how parts of the whole object 
scale with respect to each other. These exponents should not 
be confused with the external self-affine exponents (ax and ay) 
which show how the whole object scales with respect to other 
(whole) objects and which could be obtained by analyzing a 
large number of rivers as realizations of an ensemble. Section 
3 presents a method for estimating the internal self-affine frac
tal exponents of an object of any geometry. More details of this 
method are given by SapozJzflikov and Foufot/la-Georgioll 
[1995J. In section 4 the results of the application of this method 
to three braided rivers are presented. In section 5 we study 
robustness of the proposed method in estipmting the fractal 
exponents of natural rivers. In section 6, scaling in the sizes of 
islands in the three studied rivers is analyzed and compared 
with the results obtained in section 4. Concluding remarks are 
given in section 7. 

2. Internal Versus External Self-Affine 
Scaling 

Each part of a self-affine object is an image of the whole 
object (either strictly or in a statistical sense) scaled differently 
in different directions. In other words, if we take a part of the 
object within a X X Y rectangle and then change X and Y in 
a certain different way, we will get the same pattern. This finds 
its mathematical expression in the relationship 

M(X, Y) - Xl!" - yl/>y ( 1) 

where M(X, Y) is the mass of the object within the rectangle 
of size X X Y and Vx and Vv are the fractal exponents. In the 
case of self-similarity this equation takes the form 

(2) 

where R = X '" Y is the length of the square side. 
While there are several methods for determination of the 

fractal dimension of self-similar objects, methods for determi
nation of the fractal exponents characterizing self-affine ob
jects seem to be much less developed. The fractal dimension of 
a self-similar object can be easily estimated from a pattern of 
the object. However, in a general case, one cannot find the 
fractal exponents Vx and v" from a pattern of a self-affine 
object. The problem is that the mass M scales only if the sides 
of the rectangle change in a certain different way, and in 
contrast to the self-similar case we do not know a priori how to 
change X and Y because we do not know the ratio v.)vy. We 
can only state that the mass within the rectangle scales pro
vided Xl/v, _ yl/v.,. 

The methods available for studying a general self-affine ob
ject do not analyze the geometry of the object but rather follow 
how the mass M a of the total object changes as the sides X[J 
and Yo of the object change. If one has available either an 
ensemble of the same type of objects of different size or pat
terns of the object at different stages of growth, the ensemble 
or the evolution of the object can be characterized by expo
nents ax and ay using the relationship 

(3) 

We will call ax and a" external exponents, in contrast to the 
internal exponents Vx and v" that characterize the geometry of 
the object. Since methods for extracting the internal exponents 
from a pattern of the object are not available in a general case, 
external exponents instead of internal ones have often been 
used to describe the geometry of the object [e.g., Kondoh et af., 
1987; ,Ilfeakin et al., 1991]. However, this approach supposes 
that internal and external exponents are equivalent. Sapozhni
kov and Foufouta-Georgiou [1995] demonstrated that this sup
position is, generally speaking. wrong. To get an idea of the 
difference between internal and external exponents, let us con
sider here two examples. 

1. Let us consider a trajectory of a biased random walk, 
such that every-jump has a projection on the x axis equal to 1 
and a projection on the y axis equal to 1 or -1 with equal 
probability (e .g., one can think of this trajectory as a simplified 
representation of a river). This trajectory is known to be a 
self-affine fractal [e.g., lvlandelbrot, 1982, p. 350]. Its geometry 
is characterized by fractal exponents Vx = 1 (which implies 
that the average projection X of a part of the trajectory on the 
x axis depends linearly on its length, measured along the tra
jectory, or on its "mass" M) and Vy = 1/2 (implying that the 
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x 
Figure 1, Two types of ensembles of biased random walk 
trajectories ("rivers") having the same internal fractal expo
nents Vx = 1, JI

" 
= 1/2 but different external exponents ax 

and Ci)' (two eleinents of each ensemble are shown), (a) The 
step length of the walk is preserved within the ensemble, which 
gives a." = 1, ay = 1/2, and (b) the number of steps is 
preserved within the ensemble, which gives Ci." = 1, a y = 1. 

projection Y of a part of the trajectory on the y axis is propor
tional to the square root of the length of that part of the 
trajectory). Suppose now that one has an ensemble of biased 
random walk trajectories and wants to find its external fractal 
exponents a.< and a y ' i.e., find the dependence of the projec
tions of the whole trajectory, Xo and Yo, on the length of the 
trajectory Mo. It turns out that the values of the exponents ax 
and Ci" depend on the way the ensemble is constructed. If the 
lengtl1 of the jump is preserved within the ensemble, as shown 
in Figure la (e,g., one can think of rivers having similar hy
drologic characteristics and therefore the same sinuosity), then 
a shorter trajectory is statistically equivalent to a part of same 
length of the longer trajectory; that is, it has the same projec
tion. Therefore the external exponents of the ensemble ax and 
a y are equal to the internal exponents v .• and v)' of each 
trajectory. However, in another ensemble, shown in Figure 1b, . 
where the trajectories have the same number of jumps hut each 
trajectory has a different jump length (e,g., one can think of 
rivers having different widths and therefore different charac
teristic lengths of persistence of the direction of their flows), 
both projections Xo and Yo of trajectories are obviously pro
portional to the length of the trajectories, i.e .. ax = ay = 1, 
different from the internal exponents 1'\. = 1 and v" = 1/2. 

2. In some cases the ensemble of o'bjects is characte,dzed 
by the eX1ernal exponents, but the internal exponents of the 
objects are not defined uniquely at all. As the simplest ca~e, let 
us consider here compact objects. For example, Scheidegger 
river networks obtained by computer simulation are shown to 
be compact objects, and their ensemble is characterized by the 
values Ct .• = 2/3, ay = 1/3 [Kondoh et al., 1987, p. 1913; 
AIef/kin et at"~ 1991, p. 409], It is implied (e,g., See discussion 
after equation (4) of Kondoh et al. [1987]) that these exponents 
churaCl<:rize the fractal geometry of the networks. However, 
the compactness of a two-dimensional object means that the 
object b just a piece of a plane. This, in turn. means that in 
contrast to the external components a.l . and a" which charac
terize the ensemble of the networks, the internal exponents 
characterizing their geometry are not defined uniquely, For 

instance, it is quite obvious that a piece of a plane can be 
treated as a self-similar object as well and can be characterized 
by 1' ... := 1'>, = liD = 1/2. The nonuniqueness of the fractal 
exponents 1'.r and v>, can arise for noncom pact objects too. 
Sapozlll!ikov and FOllfoula-Georgiou [1995] showed that a class 
of noncompact fractal objects exists for which the internal 
exponents 1'." and Vy are stilI not defined uniquely and derived 
general conditions under which an object falls into this class. 

The above examples demonstrate that the external expo
nents ax and ay not only require a set of patterns for their 
estimation but, generally speaking,' are something different 
from the internal exponents 1'," and 1')'. Therefore Sapozhnikov 
and Foufollia-Georgiou [1995) elaborated a method that en
abled extraction of the internal fractal exponents from a pat
tern of an object of any topology. This method is briefly pre
sented in the next section, The reader is referred to 
Sapozlmikov and Foufoula-Georgiou [1995] for more details 
and example applications. 

3. A Logarithmic Correlation Integral 
Method for Studying the Geometry 
of Self-Affine Objects 

3.1. Estimation of the Fractal Exponents vr and v)' 

Let us write the scaling equation (equation (3Y)"tlescribing a 
self-affine object in the form 

(X2 /X ,)I/", = (Y2 IY,)lhl' =·(lv!~/MI)' (4) 

where M 1 == M(X 1, Y1) is the mass of the object within a 
rectangle of size Xl X Yl and M~ is similarly defined. Intro
ducing x = log X, y := log Y, and z = log ,'1'/, we rewrite the 
above equation as 

X2~XI )'2-YI 
--=--:::;Z2- Z 1' 

1'," v." 
(5) 

or 

(dxl1'x) = (dyl)'y) = d:. (6) 

The function M(X, Y) is known as the correlation integral [see 
Grassberger and Procaccia, 1982, p. 191]. Here by analogy we 
'Call the function z(;r, )') logarithmic correlation integral of the 
object under study. 

Notice from (5) and (6) that z(x,y) is a cylindric surface i.e., 
a surface that has constant derivative in a specific direction . 
(the direction of the cylinder generating line). The second 
equality in (6) is true only if the first one is true. Comparing (6) 
with the generic equation of the differential of the z(x, y) 
function, that is, (Dzlax) dx + (azlay) dy := dz, we obtain 

1'.lazlax) + v,I,(azlay) = 1. (7) 

The last relationship provides a method for estimating the 
fractal exponents Jlx and 1'" of a self-affine object. Indeed, 
having estimated the logarithmic correlation integral z(x, y) 
from a pattern of the object (by direct calculation of the mass 
M(X. Y) within rectangles of sizes X X y,. one can calculate 
the derivatives j):(x, y)lax and az(x, y)"i,r and use them to 
find the values of 1'x and v) that satisfy (7). Ideally, two points 
(x . .1') giving different values of the deri"atives cJz(x, y)/flx 
and f':(X, y)!iJy are sufficient, but for a good estimation it is 
preferable to compute the derivatives at all (x, y) points and 
follow a least squares estimation technique. The effectiveness 
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of this method in estimating the self-affine fractal exponents 
from single patterns is demonstrated by Sapozhnikov and Fou
foula-Georgiou [1995] using simulated fractal objects. 

3.2. Quantifying the Other Correlation Characteristics 
of Self-Affine Objects 

The solution of (7), as well as of (6), is 

x y ( x y ) z(x'Y)=2-+-2 +w 2---2 ' 
v., Vy v-' Vy 

(8) 

where wee) is an arbitrary function of 9 = [(x/2v.,) - (y/ 
2 vy )]. 

Relationship (8) shows that the fractal exponents Vx and Vy 

contain only part of the information on the correlation prop
erties of a fractal object. The rest of the information is con
tained in the function w( 9). Indeed, Sapozhnikov and Foufoula
Georgiou [1995, Figure 4] presented an example of fractal 
objects having the same values of Vx and Vy and different 
correlation properties because their w( 9) functions are differ
ent. It can be seen from (5) and (8) that while the fractal 
exponents v., and Vy determine the direction of the generating 
line of the cylindric surface z(x, y), the function w(9) provides 
the additional information needed to describe the shape of any 
cross section of the cylindric surface. Thus together v." vy' and 
wee) completely determine the shape of the logarithmic cor
relation integral surface z(x, y). 

By choosing the coordinate system (g, 1/, ~), such that the U;, 
1/) plane is perpendicular to the direction of the cylinder gen
erating line, the surface z( x, y) can be expressed as a function 
of one variable, 1/( g), representing the curve of intersection of 
the cylinder with the (g, 1/) plane. Sapozhnikov and Foufoula
Georgiou [1995] showed that in this new coordinate system, the 
equation for the logarithmic correlation integral takes the form 

(9) 

The function 1/W is exactly what one sees viewing the z (x, y) 
surface from the direction of the generating line. Since the 
(g, 1/) plane is orthogonal to the direction of the generating 
line, it is preferable to use 1/(g) instead of w( 9) to describe the 
correlation properties of an object, since these properties are 
now not only complementary to the scaling exponents Vx and 
Vy (determining the direction of the generating line of the 
cylinder) but also independent of them. 

It can be shown that the function w( 9) has two linear as
ymptotes at positive and negative infinities [see Sapozhnikov 
and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1995, p. 563]. This gives an important 
feature of the z(x, y) surface, namely that, if large enough, it 
can be considered as composed of two asymptotic planes (see 
(14) and (15) below) and an intermediate zone between them. 
Also, it implies that 1/'(g) has two asymptotic values, 1/'(+x) 
and 1/'(-00), which can be used to quantify the correlation 
characteristics of a self-affine object, other than the fractal 
exponents Vx and vy • In particular, we introduce two parame
ters characterizing the correlation properties of self-affine ob
jects: the "nonscaling anisotropy parameter" a defined as 

(10) 

and the "curvature parameter" K defined as 

K == [1/'(-x) - 7j'(+x)]/2 ( ll) 

These two parameters are important characteristics of a 
self-affine object and complement the information contained in 
the fractal exponents Vx and v y ' The value of a characterizes 
the anisotropy of the cross section of the function z(x, y). It is 
equal to zero when the cross section is isotropic and describes 
a different type of anisotropy of a self-affine object than the 
ratio of the scaling exponents vjvy • In fact, Sapozhnikov and 
Foufoula-Georgiou [1995] showed that even a self-similar ob
ject (v., = vy) may have anisotropic correlation characteristics 
which are indicated by a " O. To distinguish between these two 
types of anisotropy, we coin~d the terms "scaling anisotropy 
parameter" for vjVy and "nonscating anisotropy parameter" 
for a. The parameter K is a measure of curvature of z( x, y). 
Sapozhnikov and Fot/foula-Georgiou [1995] showed that if it is 
equal to zero, that is, the cylindric surface z(x, y) degenerates 
into a plane, the exponents v., and Vy of the fractal object are 
not defined uniquely. 

3.3. Connection Between the Exponents v.~ and Vy 

and Other Characteristics of Fractal Objects 

Let D c., and D cy be the fractal dimensions of cross sections 
of the object in the directions of the x andy axes and D px2 and 
D py2 be the correlation fractal dimensions [see Grassberger and 
Procaccia, 1982] of the projections of the object on the x and 
y axes, respectively. Let us remind the reader that the gener
alized fractal dimensions D q are 

. log (2: p7) 
Dq = lim ( _ 1) I 

.-00 q og e 
(12) 

D I, L Pi logpi 
1= 1m 

.-4J log e ' 
(13) 

where Pi is the fraction of the measure in a box of size e (in our 
case it is the fraction of the object that projects into an interval 
of size c:). Do is the fractal dimension of the support of the 
measure, and D 1 and D2 are called information and correla
tion dimensions, respectively. Thus D p.,2 and D py2 are com
puted using (12) with q = 2 and with the Pi obtained using the 
projections of the object on the x and y axes. 

Sapozhnikov and Foufouta-Georgiou [1995] showed the 
equations for the two asymptotic plane parts of the surface 
z(x, y) to be 

( 14) 

(15) 

These relationshiFls make it possible to demonstrate clearly 
what one gets when the fractal dimension of a self-affine object 
is determined: One finds how the mass within a X X Y rect
angle changes as its sides change proportionally to each other. 
In other words, one just finds the slope of the section of the 
plane z(x, y) by the plane y = x + a, where constant a = 

log (Y/X). If Vx > v y ' then for positive values of {/ (Y > X), 
the plane y = x + a will intersect only the L(X, y) plane, 
while for negative values of a. both L (x, y) and z + (x, y) 
planes will be intersected. That creates two slopes, correspond
ing to what is called global and local fractal dimensions of a 
self-affine object D G and D L' correspondingly [lvf(llldelbrot. 
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1986]. Putting y := X + a in '(14) and (15), we obtain that for 
vx > Vy 

Do = DPX2 + Dey 

DL = Dp)'2 + Dex 

(16) 

(17) 

It is easy to see from (14), (15), and (7) that Mandelbrot's 
[1986] expressions 

Do:= (vy - Vx + 1)/vy, 

D{.. = (vx - 1'), + 1)/v" 

(18) 

(19) 

can be obtained as a special case (for D/JA.'}. := Dpy2 := 1) of the 
more general el(pressions derived here, 

Another set of useful relations, obtained from (7), (14), and 
(15), is 

v"D ex + v)D py2 := 1 

V"Dp.,2 + vyDc)':= 1, 

(20) 

(21) 

For example, these relationships can be used for estimation of 
v .• and )/),' given Dc.<> Dcy , Dp.<2' and Dpy2' Notice that for a 
self-similar object, (20) and (21) give 

Dcx + Dpy2 = Dcy + Dp.'2 = D 

where D is the fractal dimension of the object. 

4. Study of Spatial Scaling in Three 
Natural Rivers . 

(22) 

As mentioned in the introduction, braided rivers manifest 
salient features of their spatial structure at scales below their 
width, where branching comes into play, Therefore we focused 
in this study on scales smaller than the braid plain width. The 
patterns of three rivers were analyzed: the Brahmaputra River 
(Bangladesh), the Aichilik River (Alaska), and the Hulahula 
River (Alaska). We used the traced air and satellite photo 
images of these rivers and tried to capture anabranches up to 
the smallest possible width. The tracing was done by a geOlogist 
experienced in morphology of braided ·rivers and their field 
observation (A. Brad Murray, Department of Geology and 
Geophysics, University of Minnesota). In the tracing, only ac
tive channels, that is, channels which are connected to the 
drainage system, were included. The traced photo images were 
then digitized to produce images consisting of black and white 
pixels indicating the presence or absence of active channels. 
The pixel size for each river was chosen such that the resolu
tion of the digitized image was at least as good as the resolu
tion of the traced photo, so that no details of the tracing were 
lost due to digitization, 

The Brahmaputra is one of the world's largest rivers, It starts 
at Tibet and joins the Ganges near the Bay of Bengal. It is a 
very dynamic sand-bed river, with intensive bank erosion, mo
bile sand bars, less mobile islands, and frequent shifting of 
anabranches and switching flows between anabranches. The 
braid plain width of the Brahmaputra River reaches 20 km. 
The mean discharge is around 12,200 m3/s. The hydrograph of 
the Brahmaputra River shows high annual variations, with 
lower flows in winter and high flows in summer (causing severe 
floods). Its highly dynamic nature causes a serious threat to the 
surrounding cities and villages and presents considerable prob
lems for designers of bridges, roads, and other adjacent con
structions. The river carries about 500 million tons of sediment 

annually, mostly silt and sand. Figure 2a shows the digitized 
image of the reach of the Brahmaputra River between Teesta 
and Ganges confluel1ces, in winter stage, 

The Aichilik and Hulahula Rivers are located at the North 
Slope of Alaska. The Aichilik is a gravel-bed river, with dom
inantly gravel to cobble-sized load. The gravel braid plain 
width is about 0.5 km. The river is fed largely by snow and 
permafrost melt. The Hulahula is a gravel-bed river, similar to 
the Aichilik except that it is a little larger (its braid plain is 
about 0.7 km) and largely glacially fed. The digitized photo 
images of the studied sections of the Aichilik and Hulahula 
Rivers are shown in Figures 2b and 2c, respectively. Some 
hydrologic and geomorphologic characteristics of the three 
rivers are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen from Table 1 
that the rivers under study are characterized by large differ
ences in their scales, slopes, and type of bed material. The 
braiding index (Bl) for each river was computed as the average 
number of channels in cross sections of the photo image of the 
river (see Bristow and Best [1993] for several definitions of BI). 
Note that the Bl is a resolution dependent quantity and there
fore the Bl values reported in Table 1, although properly 
reflecting the geometry of the analyzed images, are not directly 
comparable to each other due to the different resolution of the 
analyzed images. For example, in the case of the Brahmaputra 
River the computed Bl value is lower than its actual value since 
the sizes of the smallest existing channels are below the reso
lution of the photo used in this analysis. 

First, a traditional fractal analysis was applied. Square bOl(es 
of size R were positioned around every black pixel (Le., every 
pixel indicating the presence of active channels), and the av· 
erage number of black pixels within squares of size R was 
computed. The "mass" M(R) was then calculated by mUltiply. 
ing this average number of pixels by the area of a pixel. Figures 
3a, 3b, and 3c present in log-log scale the dependence of M on 
R for the Brahmaputra, Aichilik, and Hulahula Rivers, respec· 
tively. For the Brahmaputra River the dependence follows a 
straight line up to the scale of 15 km, and the slope of the line 
is LSD, For the Aichilik and Hulahula Rivers, scaling is ob
served up to scales of 0.5 km and 0.7 km, respectively, and the 
slopes of the best fit straight lines are 1.58 and 1.54, respec
tively. One can see that for all three rivers, the .upper scale of 
linearity of these lines coincides with the rivers' width shown in 
Table 1. The estimated values of the fractal dimensions agree 
with the results of Nikora et al. [1995], who found fractal 
dimension D = 1.5-1.7 for several New Zealand braided 
rivers using a box-counting method (number of cells containing 
the pattern as a function of the grid cell size). However, the 
linear (in log-log scale) M(R) dependence itself does not show 
whether the object is self-similar or self-affine. Indeed, self
affine objects can still show linear log-Jog dependence of 
M(R). As demonstrated in section 3 (see (14) and (15) and 
discussion afterward) the M(R) dependence may have either 
two slopes at different scales (D L at smaller scale and Do at 
bigger scale) or one slope Do. For example, in the case of the 
biased random walk considered in section 2, if the steps in the 
X direction have the same length as the steps in the Y direc
tion. one obtains just one triyial fractal dimension Do = 1 
which obviously does not reflect fully the scaling properties of 
this self-affine object expressed by the fractal exponents ~ .. = 1. 
)/" = 1.'2 . 
. To find the fractal exponents of the braided rivers under 

investigation. we first estimated their logarithmic correlation 
integrals z(x. y) from the patterns of the rivers. The x axis was 
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(a) BRAHMAPUTRA 

o x 200 km 

(b) AICHILIK 

o x 6.4 km 

(e) HULAHULA 

,,:ml 
~I 

0 X 20 km 

Figure 2. The digitizeq images of (a) the Brahmaputra River (Bangladesh), (b) the Aichilik River (Alaska), 
and (c) the Hulahula River (Alaska). 

oriented along the line connecting the beginning and the end 
of the analyzed section of each river. The z(x, y) surface for 
the Brahmaputra River is presented in Figure 4; the surfaces 
for the other two rivers look similar and are not shown here. 
From the correlation integral surfaces z(x, y) we calculated 
numerically the derivatives az(x, y)/ax and az(x, y)/ay and 
plotted the dependence az(x, y)/ay versus az(x, y)/ax. The 
qependence for the Brahmaputra River is presented in Figure 
5a. According to (7), in the self·affinity region the partial de· 
rivatives should show linear dependence. However, one can 
see that while the upper part of the plot in Figure 5a shows 
linearity, the dependence breaks in the lower part of the plot. 
It is natural to expect that there is a scaling break at a certain 
scale, namely for Yvalues bigger than the average width of the 
river (approximately 15 krn). This scaling break is also re· 

flected in Figure 3a, showing deviation from the straight line 
for scales greater than 15 km. To check if the points in the 
lower part of the plot come from this range of scales, we cut off 
the part of the z(x, y) ~urface corresponding to the Y values 
higher than 15 krn (see Figure 6 for the truncatedz(x, y) 
surface of the Brahmaputra River). Figure 7a displays the 
values of the partial derivatives coming from the part of the 
correlation integral shown in Figure 6. The points show a good 
linear dependence, indicating that this pa~ of the z(x, y) 
surface is cylindric; that is, the Brahmaputra River exhibits 
spatial scaling within the examined scales of Y (0.4-15 km: the 
width of the smallest included channels to braid plain width). 
Using (7) we calculated the values of the fractal exponents for 
the Brahmaputra River. They are Vx = 0.74 and Vy = 0.51. 
Similar analysis applied to the Aichilik and Hulahula Rivers 

Table 1. Hydrologic and Geomorphologic Characteristics of the Studied Rivers 

Brahmaputra Aichilik Hulahula 

Reach width, km 15 05 0.7 
Reach length, km 200 6.4 20 
Mean channel depth, m 5 1 1 
Slope 0.000077 0.001 0.0007 
Braiding index' 3.8 6.8 5.2 
Predominant type of the bed material sand grflve! gravel 

*The braiding index (BI) for each river was computed as the average number of channels in cross 
sections of the photo image of the river (see section 4 for more discussion). 
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Figure 3. Spatial scaling in the (a) Brahmaputra, (b) Aichi
lik. and (c) Hulahula Rivers indicated by straight-line log-log 
dependence of the "mass" M on the size of the square box R 
(see text for the definition). The slopes of the straight lines give 
the values of the fractal dimensions D. 
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Figure 4. Logarithmic correlation integral surface z(x, y) of 
the Brahmaputra River. 

(Figures 5b, 5c, 7b, and 7c) gave fractal exponents vx = 0.72, 
"y = 0.51 and v .. ;= 0.74, vy := 0.52, respectively. These 
results imply that all three rivers are self-affine objects showing 
a rather high degree of anisotropy: vxlv)' := 1.45 for the 
Brahmaputra, v)vy = 1.41 for the Aichilik, and jJ.~/v)' = 1.42 
for the Hulahula. The values of the fractal exponents v .. and vv 
agree wit4 the results of the traditional fractal analysis shown 
in Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c ("mass" within a box as a function of 
the box size) which is expected to show a slope equal to the 
value of the global fractal dimension D G for a self-affine ob
ject. Indeed, for the estimated values of v.v and vy the global 
fractal dimensions according to Mandelbrot [1986] (see also 
(18) here) are found to be D G := 1.51 for the Brahmaputra, 
D G ;= 1.55 for the Aichilik, and D G := 1.50 for the Hulahula. 
These values are very close to the corresponding values of D 
obtained previously from the slopes of M(R) log-log linear 
dependence (1.50, 1.58, and 1.54, respectively). The results of 
the analysis are summarized in Table 2. 

Since the function z(x, y) of a fractal object is a cylindric 
surface it can be viewed in the direction of the cylinder gen
erating line (see (5) and (6». In other words, it is possible to 
adjust the rotation angle cp about the z axis and the tile angle 
t/J above the (x, y) plane from which the surface is viewed to 
see only the edge of the surface (which is the Tlcg) function of 
(9». It is not difficult to show that the following relationships 
connecting the angles and the exponents hold 

tan cp := IIi vy 

sin tJ1 = (1 + v.~ + 1';)-112. 

(23) 

(24) 

Figure 8 shows the z(x, y) surface of the Brahmaputra River 
viewed from the angles cp := 36.6° and t/J = 47.7° determined by 
(::!3) and (::!4). It can be seen that z(x, y) really represents a 
cylindric surface and that the angles cp and t/J correspond to 
relationships (::!3) and (24). What one sees in Figure 8 is a cross 
section of the cylindric surface z(x, y) by a plane perpendic
ular to the cylinder generating line; that is, one sees the 1)(~) 
function (9). By the same procedure we rotated the z(x, y) 
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Figure 5. Dependence az(x, y)/ay versus az(x, y)/ax for 
the (a) Brahmaputra, (b) Aichilik, and (c) Hulahula Rivers. 
The partial derivatives are estimated from the entire correla
tion integral surfaces z (x, y) of the rivers (see Figure 4 for the 
z(x, y) surface of the Brahmaputra). 

surfaces of the Aichilik and Hulahula Rivers at the appropriate 
cp and I{.t angles and found that they look similar to the rotated 
z(x, y) surface of the Brahmaputra River shown in Figure 8. 

As we already stated, the z(x, y) surface of a self-affine 
object asymptotically approaches two planes (one when x/ 2 v., 
- y/2 Vy is a large positive value and the other when it is a 
large negative value). Therefore, if the z(x, y) surface is large 
enough to reach its asymptotic behavior, one can think of it as 
being composed of two planes and an intermediate zone be
tween them. The analysis of the z(x, y) functions of all three 
rivers shows that they do not reach their asymptotic behavior 
within the studied region; that is, we deal only with the inter
mediate zone in this case. This did not allow us to estimate 
reliably the values of Dc." Dey, Dp.<z, Dpyz , and accordingly, 
the anisotropy parameter 8 and curvature parameter K. Rough 
estimates show that they are both of the order of 0.1, i.e., small 
values, which implies that the z( x, y) surfaces are not inclined 
significantly to the x or y axes (indicating that there is no 
significant nonscaIing anisotropy in the patterns of the ana
lyzed rivers) and are not very curved. 

S. Robustness of Scaling Exponent Estimates 
In studying a natural river for self-affine scaling with the 

proposed method, there are three sources of subjectivity (and 
therefore uncertainty) which can potentially affect the ob
tained estimates of fractal exponents. The first source of sub
jectivity relates to the procedure of tracing the river image 
from an aerial photograph, the second relates to the selection 
of the orientation of the coordinate axes, and the third relates 
to the choice of the portion of the z(x, y) surface used for 
estimation of the fractal exponents Vx and vy ' The sensitivity of 
the obtained estimates to these three factors gives an indica
tion of the robustness of the proposed method in estimating 
the self-affine structure of a natural braided river. 

In tracing the river image from an aerial photograph one 
must decide whether or not to include small channels that are 
on the threshold of vision. To test the sensitivity of the esti-

/.::s 

C'S.~ 

~<}.C'S 
::s.::s 

<.~ '-? 
- C> 

-t-
Figure 6. Truncated logarithmic correlation integral surface 
z(x, y) of the Brahmaputra River. 
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Figure 7. Estimation of the fractal exponents Vx and Vv for 
the (a) Brahmaputra, (b) Aichilik, and (c) Hulahula Rivers 
from the truncated parts of the z( x, y) surfaces (see Figures 6 
and 8). Advantage is taken of (7). The estimated valuos.arc 
Vx = 0.74, Vy == 0.51 for Figure 7a, v.v = 0.72, Vy = 0.51 
for Figure 7b, and V.< == 0.74, Vy == 0.52 for Figure 7c. 

Table 2. Fractal Charactel'istics of the Studied Rivers 

River 

Brahmaputra 
Aichilik 
Hulahula 

0.74 
0.72 
0.74 

0.51 
0.51 
0.52 

1,45 
1,41 
1.42 

Da , (18) 

1.51 
1.55 
1.50 

D, (2) 

1.50 
1.58 
1.54 

mated values of fractal exponents 1-'.< and Vy to the tracing 
procedure, we analyzed two tracings of the same aerial photo
graph of the Aichilik River. The first tracing, for which the 
results were reported in the previous section, included all vis
ible channels, while the second tracing did not include the 
smallest, and therefore questionable, channels. The estimated 
values of the fractal exponents for the second tracing were 
V.< == 0.78 and Vy = 0.55, not very different from the corre
sponding exponents of the tracing which included all small 
channels (vx == 0.72 and 1-'y == 0.51). The anisotropy param
eter v.JVy = 1.42 was practically the same as in the first 
tracing (v)vy == 1.41). Quite naturally, for this tracing, be
cause of absence of small details, the scaling breaks at small 
scales, so that up to the width of the smallest included channels 
(25 m) the M(R) dependence has a slope close to 2. For the 
same reason the z(.r, y) surface of this tracing also deviated 
from a cylindric surface up to the scales of 15 m. This obser
vation suggests that the self-affinity of braided rivers, observed 
up to the rivers' width, starts at the scales of the width of the 
smallest channels. 

In our analysis the coordinate system was oriented such that 
thex axis is directed along the line connecting the endpoints of 
the analyzed section of the river. However, because this coor
dinate system depends on the analyzed segment of the river. 
the sensitivity of the obtained estimates to the orientation of 
the coordinates system was tested. For that we rotated the 
coordinate system in the Brahmaputra River by 80 counter
clockwise. This value corresponds to deviation of the x axis 
from one of the endpoints of the analyzed section by approx
imately two widths of the river. This rotation changed the 

1,1 

b'~ 

~,A 

r-JA'~ 
:3' 1 

~. @ C; 
c-J 

. Figure 8. Truncated logarithmic correlation integral surface 
z(x, y) of the Brahmaputra Ri\'cr viewed from the direction of 
the cylinder generating line (see (23) and (24). 
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Figure 9. Scaling in the projections of the islands on the x 
and y axes. The slopes are different from 1, indicating scaling 
anisotropy. The estimated values of the slopes are (a) 1.2 for 
the Brahmaputra, (b) 1.3 for the Aichilik, and (c) 1.2 for the 
Hulahula. 

Table 3. Average Fractal Characteristics of Single-Channel 
Rivers, River Networks, and Braided Rivers 

Objects v., Vy v)vy D(;. (18) 

Single-channel rivers' -1 -0.5 -2 -1 
River networkst 0.62 0.47 1.32 1.83 
Braided rivers* 0.73 0.51 1.43 1.52 

*Reaches of the Dniester and Pruth Rivers in Moldova [Nikora el 

al., 1993]. 
tSixty river networks [Nikora and Sapozhllikov, 1993; Nikora, 1994J. 
Hhis study. 

values of the fractal exponents only slightly from Vx = 0.74, 
Vy = 0.51 to Vx = 0.73, Vy = 0.54. Naturally, since we 
artificially deviated from the real direction of the river, the 
anisotropy in spatial scaling decreased somewhat (from 
V) v." = 1.45 for the initial picture to v)vy = 1.35 for the 
rotated one). 

Another element of subjectivity comes from choosing the 
portion of the logarithmic correlation integral surface z(x, y) 
for estimating the self-affine characteristics of the object. This 
problem is similar to that of choosing the portion of the log-log 
M(R) plot for straight-line fit in a traditional fractal analysis 
(see Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c). The choice of the portion of the 
z(x, y) surface affects the estimated values ofthe fractal ex
ponents. We tested our method by selecting different portions 
of the z(x, y) surface for analysis (see Figures 6 and 8) and 
then calculating the fractal exponents for each. The test gave 
the following small ranges of the fractal exponents: for the 
Brahmaputra River, v.< = 0.73-0.75 and Vy = 0.51-0.55: 
for the Aichilik River, v, = 0.71--0.74 and Vy = 0.5O--D.52; for the 
Hulahula River, Vx = 0.71-0.75 and Vv = 0.50-0.54. 

The results of these tests indicate thai our method for ana
lyzing and estimating scaling in self-affine natural objects is 
reasonably robust. However, one cannot expect it to be as 
robust as traditional fractal analysis because it reveals subtler 
features of spatial scaling of the objects. 

6. Scaling in the Sizes of Islands 
As another indicator of scaling anisotropy i,ve also studied 

sizes of islands (here we did not distinguish bel\veen islands 
and exposed bars surrounded by water). The log-log plots of 
the projections of the islands on the x and y axes, .lX ancl Ll Y, 
respectively, displayed in Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c, reveal scaling. 
The slopes are different from 1, indicating anisotropy in scaling 
of the islands in X and Y directions. The slopes of these plots 
are 1.2 for the Brahmaputra, 1.3 for the Aichilik, and 1.2 for 
the Hulahula. They are lower than the obtained values of the 
scaling anisotropy parameters for the rivers, vx / VV' which were 
equal to 1,45, 1.41, and 1.42, respectively. In oUf opinion this 
difference implies that the scaling anisotropy of a braided river 
is only partially reflected by the anisotropy of islands; part of 
the anisotropy in a braided river stems from the anisotropy in 
tortuosity of the river (same as anisotropy in tortuosity of 
single-channel rivers causing their scaling anisotropy). These 
two factors exist on scales which overlap and therefore cannot 
be separated. The relations between scaling anisotropy in size 
distnbution of islands and fractal structure of a braided river 
need further study, which is outside the scope of the present 
article. 
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7. Concluding Remarks 
Within the scales of their width the three studied rivers (the 

Brahmaputra in Bangladesh and the Aichilik and Hulahula in 
Alaska) are self·affine, with fractal exponents IJ,y := 0,72-0.74 
and v>, := 0.51-0.52. Table 3 enables one to compare these 
fractal exponents with the fractal exponents of other self·affine 
hydrologic objects. In Table 3 the average fractal characteris· 
tics of the analyzed braided rivers are listed together with the 
average fractal characteristics (in the self·affinity regions) of 
single·channel rivers Dniester and Pruth [Nikora et al., 1993] 
and of 60 river networks [Nikora and Sapozhnikov, 1993; Ni· 
kora, 1994]. Comparison of the fractal characteristics of the 
hydrologic objects summarized in Table 3 suggests a conclu. 
sian that braided rivers form a class of fractal objects which lies 
between the classes of single·channel rivers and river networks, 
Indeed, the scaling anisotropy of braided rivers (characterized 
by the v.JVy value) is lower than that of single·channel rivers 
but higher than that of river networks; the global fractal di· 
mension D G shows that braided rivers fill the surface more 
densely than single·channel rivers but not as densely as river 
networks. It should be noticed that in contrast to the single
channel rivers, no self-similarity range of scales was revealed in 
the studied braided rivers. In our opinion the absence of the 
self·similarity region in braided rivers is related to the lower 
sinuosity of their channels [see Friend and Sinha, 1993, p, 110]. 

The fact that despite big difference in scales, slopes, and 
types of bed material (see Table 1) the analyzed braided rivers 
show similar spatial scaling is worthy of notice. It might indi· 
cate that the spatial structure of braided rivers is determined 
by universal physical mechanisms. However, more braided riv· 
ers need to be studied to validate this hypothesis, 

The study of the fractal geometry of braided rivers and 
scaling in their hydrologic characteristics can eventually help to 
relate their geometry to the hydrologic characteristics and dy· 
namics of the rivers, as it was partially done for individual 
streams and river networks. This is a challenging area of re· 
search which we are currently pursuing with the help of exper· 
imentally produced braided rivers in our laboratory. 
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Do the current landscape evolution models show self-organized 
criticality? 

Victor B. Sapozhnikov and Eft Foufoula-Georgiou 
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

St. Anthony Falls Laboratory 
Technical Paper No. 453, Series A 

Abstract. In this note we question the relevance of the self-organized criticality concept 
as currently applied to landscape evolution modeling. We also express concerns about 
possible inference problems in testing hypotheses about landscape multifractality using 
simulated landscapes. 

1. Introduction 

Landscape and river network evolution modeling is an active 
area of research [e.g., Will goose et at., 1991a, b; Howard, 1994; 
Kramer and Marder, 1992; Leheny and Nagel, 1993; Takayasli 
and Inaoka, 1992; Rinaldo et al., 1993; Rigon et al., 1994; 
Rodriguez-Iturbe et at., 1994]. In this article we concentrate on 
the work of Takayasu and Inaoka [1992] and Rinaldo et at. 
[1993] (see also Rigon et al. [1994] and Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 
[1994]), who presented models for river networks and land
scape evolution and claimed that their behavior shows self
organized criticality (SOC). We argue that these models do not 
really fall under the SOC framework, since none of their states 
behaves as a critical state. On a secondary but related account, 
we give some thought to· the recent hypothesis that multifrac
tality in landscapes might be the result of heterogeneities of 
field properties [Rodligl/ez-Iturbe et al., 1994]. Although this 
hypothesis seems reasonable and may well be true, the way it 
was tested using simulated landscapes from an "SOC" model 
has potential inference problems and warrants further investi
gation. The implications of our arguments may be significant 
for further development of landscape evolution models and 
interpretation of the underlying mechanisms of scaling ob
served in natural landscapes. 

2. What Is a Critical State in Traditional 
Systems and in Systems Showing 
Self-Organized Criticality? 

Near critical points (i.e., at limiting states of equilibrium of 
two-phase systems when the phases become identical) and 
points of second-order phase transitions, physical systems show 
anomalies in both static properties (thermodynamic coeffi
cients, correlation length) and dynamic properties (relaxation 
rates, transport coefficients). These anomalies are called criti· 
cal phenomena [see, e.g., Ma, 1976; Patashinskii and Pok
rovskii. 1979], and the state of the system is called the critical 
state. It is established in modern theories of critical phenom
ena that large-scale fluctuations playa crucial role in the be
havior ·of systems in the vicinity of the critical state. The cor
relation length of fluctuations (roughly their average length) 
grows infinitely as the system approaches the critical state [see. 
c.g., .\/a, 1976, chap. 3; Patashillskii and Pokrol'skii, 1979. chap. 
2]. This means that any part of the system in the critical state 
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can "feel" changes in other parts (cooperative behavior). 
Therefore if the system is in the critical state, a small local 
perturbation can cause a significant change in the configura. 
tion of the whole system. In the critical state, systems show 
both static and dynamic scaling. These two phenomena, ex· 
pressed by scaling in the distribution of correlation lengths of 
fluctuations (implying lack of characteristic scale in space) and 
by corresponding power law distribution in relaxation times of 
the fluctuations (absence of temporal scale), respectively, are 
fundamentally related. Qualitatively, the reason for this rela
tion is simple: the longer the correlation length of a fluctua
tion, the longer the time it needs to relax. Specifically, the 
characteristic frequency of fluctuations depends on their char
acteristic length as a power law [see, e.g., Hohenberg and 
Halperin. 1977; Ma, 1976: Patashillskii and Pokrovskii, 1979]. 

The concept of self-organized criticality was introduced by 
Bak et al. [1987] as a general organizing principle governing the 
evolution of nonlinear systems to a state which exhibits the 
features of a traditional critical state: there is no natural scale 
in this state, and the systems fluctuate strongly in space and 
time, exhibiting spatial and temporal scaling. This enabled Bak 
et al. (by analogy to traditional critical phenomena) to call the 
state reached by such systems critical and to coin the term 
"self~organized criticality" for these phenomena. For instance, 
in the typical example of a sand pile, as the pile is built up, the 
characteristic size of the largest avalanches grows until the pile 
reaches the critical state. As soon as this happens, one sand 
grain can produce an avalanche of any size up to the size of the 
system [Bak et al. 1987, p. 382; 1988, p. 365]. The strength of 
the avalanches (number of particles involved in an avalanche) 
follows a power law distri!)ution. Also at the critical state. the 
sand pile surface shows fractal geometry. Another example of 
a system showing self-organized criticality is presented in a 
model of earthquakes [see. e.g .. Bak el 01.,1994]. In t\lis model, 
the transfer (according to some rule) offorce to the neighbor-, 
ing elements may cause them to become unstable, thus trig
gering a chain reaction (modeling the earthquake). Again, this 
system evolves to a SOC state which is characterized by the 
presence of earthquakes oi all possible energies, the energy of 
the earthquakes being distributed as a power law. 

In systems showing self-organized criticality, similarly to tra
ditional critical phenomena. temporal and spatial behavior are 
interrelated. In fact, Bak CI al. [1987, b88] show that there is 
a close connection between the " I/{' wise observed in many 
natural phenomena and the spatial self-similar fractal structure 
of the critical state. The relationship between spatial fractal 
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behavior and temporal scaling in SOC systems was further 
studied and formally established by I'vlaslov et at. [1994]. 

Systems showing self-organized criticality are characterized 
by two seemingly contradictory but in essence complementary 
features: 

1. On the one hand, large, catastrophic events are intrinsic, 
unavoidable features of a system at the'critical state [Bak et at., 
1994, p. 69]. Under small perturbations, such systems are 
proven to undergo changes which show power law distribution 
of strength. These changes can alter the configuration of the 
system dramatically. This feature corresponds to the dynamic 
properties of traditional critical states. 

2. On the other hand, however, once the critical state is 
reached, the system stays there [Bak et al., 1988, p. 365]. In 
other words, for systems showing SOC the critical state is an 
attractor of the dynamics. This means that the state of self
organized criticality is stationary; once it is achieved, the sta
tistical properties of the system, such as spatial scaling and the 
power law frequency distribution of the events that change the 
system (avalanches or earthquakes), do not change. Except for 
fluctuations (which can be very strong, though; see feature 1), 
the system does not evolve. In that sense, the critical state of 
such systems is their destination point. The interplay of these 
two features determines the nontrivial behavior of systems 
exhibiting self-organized criticality. 

3. Do the Current Models of River Network and 
Landscape Evolution Show Self-Organized . 
Criticality? 

In the model of river networks and landscape evolution 
introduced by Rinatdo et al. [1993] and further investigated by 
Rigon et at. [1994] and RodJ'igllez-ltlll'be et at. [1994], self
organization takes place. However, we argue that none of the 
states of the model is ctitical and that the model therefore 
cannot be called an SOC model. In brief, the evolution mles of 
the model are as follows: 

1. A given threshold shear stress value I c is assigned to the 
model. 

2. Two variables are assigned to each site of a two
dimensional lattice: an elevation Zi and a discharge surrogated 
by the draining area A;. 

3. For each site the shear stress is computed as T; ::c 

Al1.5 ..lZ;, dz; being the drop along the steepest descent. The 
computed Ti are compared with the assigned critical shear 
stress Tc' The elevation of the site j having the maximum 
exceedance of Tj over Te is then reduced to the value which 
yields Ij = Te (this reduction simulates erosion). The released 
"mass" is evacuated from the system. 

4, Drainage directions (fixed by the steepest descent in 
each site) are recomputed because they are altered as a result 
of the modified elevation of the site j. Accordingly, the values 
of the draining areas Ai and shear stresses 'i are recalculated 
too. 

5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until there are no ex
ceedances of Ti over Tc' 

6. The state achieved after step 5 is perturbed at random 
by adding elevation to a node. The perturbation may lead to a 
readjustment of the structure, and this is repeated until further 
perturbations do not induce variations in the configuration of 
the system. 

For more details, the reader is referred to Rinaldo et al. 
[1993, p. 824]. The earlier model of Takayaslt and Inaoka 

[[992] in many respects is analogolls to the model described 
above except that the erosion is not modeled as a threshold 
process. 

The authors of the model call the intermediate states 
reached after every step 5 (when there are no exceedances of 
T; over TJ critical. For example, Rigon et al. [1994, p. 976] 
describe step 5 of the model as follows: "5. Steps 3 and 4 are 
repeated until no exceedances are isolated. Thus at any stage 
the studied system evolves to a critical state (step 5). 6. The 
critical state 5 is perturbed, ... " The claim that the state of the 
system after each step 5 is critical, is also made by Rinaldo et at. 
[1993, p. 824] and Rodrigllez-lturbe et at. [1994, p. 3532]. We 
argue that these states cannot be considered critical for two 
reasons. First, the states achieved after every step 5 are inter
mediate; the statistics of the system continue to change sys
tematically from step to step. up to the final configuration. This 
implies that the system does not exhibit one of the two inherent 
features of SOC systems, namely, feature 2. As was mentioned 
earlier, this feature requires that in SOC systems once a critical 
state is reached, the system stays there; i.e., a system showing 
self-organized criticality is stationary in the critical state, which 
is an attractor of the dynamics of the system. Second, the 
configuration of the system after every step 5, and before it 
reaches its final state, does not yet show fractal structure; it still 
has a characteristic scale as clearly demonstrated in Figures 4a 
and 4b of Rinaldo et al. [1993. p. 824], where one sees that a 
power law distribution of drainage areas and stream lengths is 
not present at that state. This again indicates that the state of 
the system after every step 5 is not a critical state. 

Fractal stmcture indicated by a power law distribution of 
spatial characteristics (drainage areas and stream lengths), is 
present in the final state of the model. The authors of the 
model do not explicitly call the final state critical (although at 
one point they mention that "the studied system always evolves 
into a stable critical state" [Rinaldo et at., 1993, p. 822]). How
ever, as was discussed earlier. they do say that the critical state 
is achieved after each step 5. If this were tme, then the final 
configuration of the system achieved after a series of pertur
bations followed by step 5 would also have to be critical, since 
once the critical state is reached, the SOC system remains 
there. We point out, howeyer. that although the power law 
relations in spatial characteristics could mislead someone to 
consider this final state critical. one must note that SOC sys
tems in the critical state also show a power law distribution of 
changes under small perturbations (e.g., a power law distribu
tion of avalanche sizes or earthquake strengths), described 
earlier in the discussion of feature 1. In contrast to the behav
ior of SOC systems, in the final state of the landscape evolution 
model there are simply no changes a,t all, let alone the absence 
of large catastrophic events (characteristic of a critical state 
and implied by a power law distribution of changes). Indeed. 
since the drainage pattern (and consequently the feeding ar
eas) do not change in the final state of the mocIel, the shear 
stresses do not change either. and thus they do not exceed the 
critical value, which is a necessary condition for erosion to 
occur in this model (step 41. The analogous model of river 
network and landscape evo:ution by Takayaslt and Inaoka 
[1992] also evolves into a sta:e in which the river patterns are 
frozen. It should be pointed o:.:t. however, that in the final state 
of this model, the water flow continues to erode the surface, 
Takayasu and Inaoka recogrized that the final state of their 
model "is very different frou: that of the SOC model" [Taka
yasll and In{loka, 1992, p, 966: :md introduced the term "a new 
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type of soc system" to imply a system with spatial but not 
temporal scaling. We argue that this terminology is misleading 
and that not any system evolving to a fractal structure can be 
called an SOC system. As was mentioned earlier, in the critical 
state, both for traditional and for SOC systems, spatial and 
dynamic scaling are fundamentally related. Therefore a claim 
that a system exhibits SOC because it evolves into a state 
characterized by fraetal geometry, i.e., shows "critical behavior 
in space" but does not show any changes under perturbations, 
seems internally contradictive. Thus since the final configura
tion of the system, i.e., the drainage pattern in the model of 
TakayasZl and Inaoka [1992] and the drainage pattern and 
.Iandscape itself in the model of Rinaldo ef al. [1993], does not 
change under perturbations, the final state of the system can
not be considered critical. 

In a recent popularized article by Bak and Paczuski [1993], 
the model of Rillaldo et al. [1993] was cited as an example of 
SOC models. To the general scientific audience, this in itself 
could put to rest any reservations such as the ones we raise 
here. Huwever, we invite the reader to carefully examine this 
article, which in fact further supports rather than weakens our 
arguments. For example, Bak and Paczuski [1993, p. 39] stress 
that SOC systems are highly dynamiG: 

A common feature of these complex systems. is that they are 
driven by slowly pumping in energy. which is stored and later 
dissipated ... , in an avalanche process ... They exist in meta· 
stahle states and small, seemingly insignificant. increments in en· 
ergy input can trigger an arbitrary large avalanche." 

This is completely different from (in fact, opposite to), the 
behavior of the considered landscape model which evolves into 
a state where perturbations do not change the configuration of 
the system. Furthermore, Bak and PaczlIski [1993. p. 40] ac
knowledge that traditional equilibrium systems in a critical 
state also exhibit "fiuctuations of all sizes and durations," 
which again implies not only spatial, but also temporal vari· 
ability in such systems. Thus calling the considered landscape 
model a SOC model contradicts not only the relatively new 
concept of SOC systems, but also the concept of a critical state 
established in equilibrium physics long ago. 

4. Caution for Spurious Multifractality 

Rodrigllez·ltllrbe et al. [1994] tried to reproduce with their 
landscape evolution model the observed multifractal (as op· 
posed to monofractal) s<tr,ucture of natural landscapes and ar· 
gued that "multiple.scaling behavior .•. cannot be explained 
in terms of homogeneous processes" and that "heterogeneity 
of field properties is needed for multiple scaling to emerge" 
[Rodriglle::-lturbe et al., 1994, p. 3538]. To test this hypothesis, 
they introduced spatial inhomogeneity in the critical shear 
stress T c in two different ways. First, the spatial variability of 
shear stress was introduced as a correlated random field (log
n9rmal field Tc(X) with (Tc> = 1, u; = 0.2, and an exponen

. tial correlation structure with an integral scale equal to 2 pix· 
els). In this case the simulated landscapes showed monofractal 
behavior [see Rodrigllez·ItlIrbe et al .• 1994. Figure 9). Second. 
inhomogeneity was introduced in a different way: a "highly 
bimodal distribution of critical shear stress" was used with 
values Tc = 2 for the upper half of the field divided along the 
diagonal through the outlet, and Tc = 0.5 for the lower half. 
The authors state that the elevation field [Rodriglle;::-Itllrbe et 
(/1 •• 1994. Plate 2] shows multiscaling behavior in this case, as is 
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Figure 1. (a) A realization of simple Brownian motion with a 
step (in the middle) imposed. (b) Behavior of qth moments of 
the process shown in Figure la (the moments are produced by 
averaging over 500 realizations). Deviations from scaling pro· 
duced by the imposed step are deceptively small, so the de· 
pendencies can easily be taken for straight lines; from bottom 
to lOp, the lines are for q = 0, 2, 4. 6, 8, 10. (c) K(q) curve 
produced from Figure Ib under the (erroneous) assumption 
that Figure 1b shows scaling. This example depicts the possi
bility of inferring multifractality for a process which is clearly 
monofractal but has an imposed step (change in level). 

implied from the nonlinear behavior of the K(q) function [see 
Rodrigllez·Iturbe et al .. 1994, Figure 10]. However, one can see 
in Plate 2 that the introduction of inhomogeneity of the second 
type produced a significant step in the landscape along the line 
dividing the two zones. We demonstrate that imposing such a 
step onto a monofractal object, without any other change in the 
structure of the object, can lead to a deviation of its behavior 
from scaling which can be misinterpreteo as multifractality . 
. The curve shown in our Figure la is a realization of simple 

Brownian motion with a step imposed: x(t) = B(t) + a for 
0< x :::; 32 and x(t) = B(t) for 33 :::; x < 64 (same length as 
in the work by Rodrigut?::·Iwrbe et al. [1994]), with a = 10. 
Following the represematiun of Rodrigut:::·ltllrbe et al. [199-1. 
Figure 12] the points in our Figure lb. i.e., moments (~y"> 
versus distance (.lx> for different p,'wers q. were calculated. 
The points show some deviation from straight lines, but the 
deviation is not very strong, making it easy to mistake this 
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behavior for scaling (especially given the statistical variability 
in the moment estimates). In this case, one is bound to get 
misleading results if the calculation of the K( q) curve is done 
using the "slopes" of the "straight lines" in Figure lb. Indeed, 
though the object we analyzed is definitely not a multifractal, 
the curve K( q) obtained in this way shows a deviation from 
linearity, as is shown in Figure lc. Of course, the K(q) curve 
obtained for the same Brownian motion without the step was 
perfectly linear. One can see chat the curves K( q) in our Figure 
lc and in Figure 12 of Rodrigllez-Illlrbe et al. [1994] are prac
tically identical. Thus we caution that the deviation of the K( q) 
curve from linearity in their Figure 12 may be caused by the 
step in the landscape produced by the bimodality of the critical 
shear-stress function and does not necessarily demonstrate the 
multifractal structure of the simulated landscape. Notably, the 
first way of introducing spatial heterogeneity in the critical 
shear stress Tc , such that the heterogeneity was spread over the 
lattice, did not lead to a deviation of the K(q) curve from 
linearity [see Rodriguez-lturbe et al., 1994, Figure 9]. 

This example demonstrates that there are potential prob
lems one should be aware of when analyzing real and simu
lated landscapes. These problems deserve special study. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
In this note we argue that in the current river network and 

landscape evolution models presented by Takayasu and Inaoka 
[1991] and Rinaldo et al. [1993], neither intermediate states nor 
the final state can be considered critical, and therefore in our 
opinion these models cannot be attributed to models showing 
self-organized criticality. Although they may still be valid sim
ulation models, we caution that some claims based on the 
conclusion that they are SOC models should be revised. In 
particular, the claim that "optimal channel networks (OCN) 
obtained by minimizing the local and global rates of energy 
expenditure" [Rodriguez-[turbe et at.. 1992, 1994; Rinaldo et al., 
1991] "are a particular case of self-organized critical struc
tures" [Rodrigllez-Iturbe et al., 1994, p. 3531] is not justified by 
the model. The same caution applies to a more general ques
tion raised by Rodriguez-lturbe that all self-organized struc
tures might evolve through some global principle of energy 
minimization [see Yam, 1994, p. 26]. This conjecture may very 
well be true. We just point out that it does not follow from the 
models under consideration. 

As the originators of the SOC concept have argued, the SOC 
mechanism can be responsible for many natural phenomena 
exhibiting both spatial and temporal scaling over a wide range 
of scales. Therefore the SOC concept looks promising for the 
description of natural landscapes which are known to show 
spatial scaling and undergo changes constantly from small to 
very large scales. However, in our opinion the considered mod
els of landscape evolution do not really show SOC behavior. 

As a final remark we point out that the considered models of 
landscape evolution lead to a final state in which the drainage 
pattern (model of Takayasll and [Ilaoka [1992]) or both the 
drainage pattern and landscape (model of Rinaldo et al. [1993]) 
remain frozen. We question how realistic conceptually such 

landscape evolution models are, since natural landscapes do 
change constantly and never really reach a "frozen state" of 
eqUilibrium. This, however, is outside the scope of this note 
and calls for careful investigation in itself. 
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC SCALING OF 
LANDSCAPES 

Efi Foufoula~Georgiou and Victor Sapozhni~oy 

St,Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, l\;[N 55414 

The purpose of this study is to explore quantitatively how the morphology 
and evolution of landscapes is connected to the physical and statistical charac
teristics of the shaping processes. Proceeding from the fact that landscapes are 
shaped to a large extent by forces of stochastic nature causing both roughening 
and smoothing we propose a model that incorporates these types of mecha
nisms. As a first step, we focus on rQughening processes in this study. An 
important feature of the model is that it permits the shaping processes to be 
distributed over a wide range of scales. By combining dynamic and geometri
. cal descriptions of landscapes we expect to gain a better understanding of the 
underlying mechanisms goverrung the formation and evolution of landscapes, 
such as tectonic, erosion and deposition processes, by relating these processeR 
to the present geometry of the landscapes. 

University of Minnesota Supercomputer Institute Report MSI 95/90 
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Study of self-similar and self-affine objects using 
logarithmic correlation integral 
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Abstract. We suggest a logarithmic correlation integral z(x, y) as a good tool for investigating 
self-affine and self-similar objects. First, it enables us to extract fractal exponents Vx and Vy 

from one pattern of an objcct having any topology. Second, we show that the integralz(x, y) 

which completely characterizes a monofractal object provides more information on the density 
correlation properties of the object than just the exponents v" and v)'. We quantify this additional 
information by introducing two parameters: 8, characterizing the object's anisotropy of a non
scaling nature, and K characterizing the curvature of the logarithmic correlation integral of 
the object. We demonstrate that the four parameters: vX , v," 8 and K provide an effective 
parametrization of the logarithmic correlation integral of a seif-affine monofractal object. We 
give some examples of self-affine objects, having the same fractal exponents Vx and v, but 
different parameters lj and K indicating the differences in the correlation properties of the objects. 
We demonstrate that even a self-similar object showing isotropic scaling (v" = vv) may have the 
non-scaling anisotropy parameter 8 different from zero, which indicates that the object has an 
asymmetric integral z(x, y) and, therefore, different correlation properties in different directions . 

. It is shown that the equality K = 0 outlines a class of.objects for which the exponents Vx and 
v,, arc not defined uniquely. For instance, such objects can be treated as both self-similar aiJd 
s~lf-affine. If K is close to zero, estimatipn of the exponents Vx and V" may become problematic. 
Relationships ~onnecting the exponents v,,, V" and fractal dimension~ of the projection and cross 
section of an object are established. 

1. Introduction 

Many objects, such as relief vertical cross sections, rivers and river networks, growing 
surfaces and interfaces, dendritic structures, trails of Brownian motion and others are self
affine fractals [1]. Each part of a self-affine object is an image of the whole object (either 
strictly or in a statistical sense) scaled differently in different directions. In other words, 
if we take a part of the object within an X x Y rectangle and then change X and Y in a 
certain different way, we will get the same pattern. This finds its mathematical expression 
in the relationship 

M(X, Y) ~ Xl/v .• ~ yl/vI (1) 

where M(X, Y) is the mass of the part of the object within the X x Y rectangle, and vx , v:. 
are the fractal exponents. 

While there are several methods for determination of the fractal dimension of self
similar objects, methods for determination of the fractal exponents characterizing self-affine 
objects seem to be much less developed. The fractal dimension of a self-similar object can 
be easily found using one pattern. However, in a general case, e.g. for branched structures, 
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one cannot find the fractal exponents Vx and Vy from one pattern of a self-affine object. 
The problem is that the mass M only scales if the sides of the rectangle change in a certain 
different way and, in contrast to the self-similar case, we do not know a priori how to 
change X and Y because we do not know the ratio vx/vy-. We can only state that the. mass 
within the rectangle scales provided Xl/v., '" yi/vy. Therefore, it seems that if one faces 
the problem of determination of the fractal exponents of a natural or simulated self-affine 
object using one' pattern one would usually fail to do that. An qppropriate method has only 
been developed for a special case whe~ the' self-affine object represents a non-branched line. 
(e.g. see [2]). 

The methods available for studying a general self-affine object do not analyse the 
geometry of the object, but rather follow how the mass Mo of the total object changes 
as the sizes Xo and Yo of the object change. If one has available either an ensemble of the 
same type of objects of different size, or the patterns of the object at different stages of 
growth, the ensemble or the evolution of the object can be characterized by exponents ax 
and a y using the relationship 

M(Xo, Yo) "-' xtt , ,....., y~/ay . (2) 

We will call ax and ay external exponents, in contrast to the internal exponents Vx and 
Vy which characterize the geometry of the object. As shown in section 2 the internal and 
external scaling exponents have different meanings and are not always equal. A method 
for extracting the exponents Vx and Vy from one pattern of a fractal object is developed in 
section 3. We also introduce two parameters, 8 and K which complement the information 
contained in the fractal exponents Vx and vy . We establish relationships connecting the 
exponents Vx and Vy and fractal dimensions of the projection and cross section of an object. 
In section 4 we demonstrate the applicability of the developed method using some fractal 
9bjects for which Vx and Vy are known theoretically. We show that the estimated values of 
v" and Vy correspond to the theoretical ones. We also estimate the parameters 8 and K for 
these objects. In section 5 we show the significance of the introduced parameters 8 and 1(. 

Using these parameters we indicate some types of fractal objects showing rather unexpected 
correlation properties. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 6. 

2. Internal fractal exponents versus external exponents 

Since methods for extracting the internal exponents from one pattern of th.e object are not 
available in the general case, external exponents instead of internal ones are often used to 
describe the geometry of the object (see, e.g. [3-5]). However, this approach supposes that 
internal and external exponents are equivalent. We will present theoretical evidence and 
two examples demonstrating that this supposition is, generally speaking, wrong. 

(i)-The external exponents may be different from the internal ones. To compare the 
external exponents ax and a y with the internal ones, v" and vy, let us examine a growing 
self-similar object as a particular case of a self-affine object. If the size of the object is 
R and the mass is M (R), then the mass within the square of size r covering a part of the 
object will be mer, R) = M(R)(r/R)I/v. If M(R)""'" R I/a , then 

mer, R) ,....., R I / a - I / v • (3) 

The last relationship shows. that a = v if and only if m does not depend on R, which 
means that the external and the internal exponents are equal when, in the course of its 
evolution, the object neither grows nor dissolves inside. If this is not the case, the internal 
and external exponents differ. 
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D ==> 
Figure 1. One step of a process where growth of an 
object in size is accompanied by its internal diss'olution, 
Due to the dissolution the external exponents I¥,r <= ct." "" 

log 3/ Jog(64/9) characterizing the process are different 
from the internal fractal exponents Vx'" v,v= log 3/log 8' 
describing the geometry of the object. 

As an illustration let us build an ensemble of Sierpinsky carpets, Let the first one be 
just a square, To build the next carpet we take two steps, At the first step we put together 
8 squares to build a regular 3 x 3 Sierpinsky carpet and at the second step we divide the 
initial squares in 9 squares and delete the middle one (which corresponds to the dissolution 
of the object in the course of its growth)-see figure 1. Repeating this process will give us 
an ensemble of Sierpinsky carpets with vx= vy= log 3flog 8, However, the mass of each 
next carpet will be not 8, but 8 x (8/9) times greater than the mass of the previous one, 
and therefore for this process ax = a>, = log 3/ log(64/9), Clearly, Vx and Vy are different 
from ax and a y in this case, 

(ii) In some cases the ensemble of objects or the object growth is characterized by the 
external exponents, and the internal exponents of the objects are not defined uniquely at 
all. As the simplest case here let us consider compact objects, For example, Scheidegger 
river networks obtained by computer simulation are shown to be compact objects and their 
ensemble is characterized by the values ax = ~,ay = t [3,4), It is implied (e,g, see the 
discussion after (4) in [3]) that these exponents characterize the fractal geometry of the 
networks, However, the compactness of a two-dimensional object means that the object is 
just a piece of a plane, This, in turn, means that, in contrast to the external exponents ax and 
Cl y that characterize the evolution (or the ensemble) of the networks, the interna1 exponents 
characterizing their geometry are not defined uniquely, For example, it is quite obvious that 
a piece of a plane can be treated as a self-similar object as well and be characterized by Vx = 
vy= 1/ D = 1/2, It will be shown formally in section 5 that any fractal exponent~ satisfying 
the relationship Vx + Vy = 1 describe a compact object. The non-uniqueness of the fractal 
exponents Vx and Vy can arise' for non-compact objects too, As shown in section 5 there 
exists a class of non-compact fractal objects for which the internal exponents Vx and Vv are 
still not defined uniquely and derive general conditions under which an object falls int~ this 
class (equations (29) and (30», The internal exponents of such objects are bounded only 
by relation (31), 

The above theoretical evidence and examples demonstrate clearly t11at the external 
exponents ax and ay not only require a set of patterns for their estimation, but, generally 
speaking, are something different from the internal exponents Vx and v y , Therefore 
elaboration of a method that would enable us to extract the internal fractal exponents from 
one pattern of an object is highly desirable, Such a method is developed in the next section, 

3. Correlation characteristics of self-affine objects 

3,1, A method for estimating the fractal exponents Vx and Vy 

Let us write the scaling equation describing a self-affine object in the form 

(~~ Y1v" = (~~ Y1v" :~ (-+) 
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Introducing x = log X, y = log Y and z = log M, we get 

X2 -XI Y2 - YI 
---=-=Z2-ZI 

Vx ., Vy 

or 

(5) 

dx dy 
- = - =dz. (6) 
V.~ Vy 

The function M(X, Y) 'is know.n as the correlation integral [6]. Here by analogy we call 
the function z(x, y) the logarithmic correlation integral of the object under study. 

. Equations (5) and (6) describe a cylindric surface z(x, y), i.e. a surface that has constant 
derivative in a specific direction (the direction of the cylinder generating line); The second 
equality in (6) is true only if the first one is true. Comparing (6) with the equation 

oz oz 
-~+-~=~ m 
ox oy 

valid for any values of dx and dy, we obtain 

oz oz 
Vx - + vy- = I. 

ax oy 
(8) 

The last relationship provides a method for estimating the fractal exponents Vx and Vy of a 
self-affine object. Indeed, having estimated the logarithmic correlation integral z(x, y) from 
a pattern of the object (by direct calculation of the mass M(X, Y) within rectangles of sizes 
X x Y), one can calculate the derivatives oz(x, y)/ox and oz(x, y)/oy and use them to find 
the values of Vx and vy. Ideally, two points (x, y) giving different values of the derivatives 
oz(x,y)j8x and 8z(x,y)jay are sufficient, but for a good estimation it is preferable to 
compute the derivatives at all (x, y) points aI!d follow a least-squares estimation technique. 
Such a technique is employed in section 4 to extract the fractal exponents from a pattern of 
some simulated fractal objects. 

3.2. Quantifying the other correlation characteristics of self-affine objects 

The solution of (8), as well as of (6), is 

z(x, y) = ....:... + L + w (....:... - L) 
2vx 2vy. 2vx 2vy 

or 

(9) 

Nr(X, Y) = X I/2ux yl/2uYQ(Xl/2uq-l/2Vy) (10) 

where w(g) and neg) :; exp(w(logg») are arbitrary functions. 
Relationship (9) shows that the fractal exponents Vx and Vy contain only a part of the 

information on the cortelation properties of a fractal object. The rest of the information is 
contained in the functiori w(n .. Indeed·, in section 5 we give an example offractal objects 
having the same values ofvx and Vy and different correlation properries because their w(g) 
functions are differev.t. It can be seen,froin (6) and (9) that while the fractal exponents Vx 

and Vy determine the direction ofthe generating line of the cylindric surface z(x, y), the 
function w(g) provides the additional information needed to describe the shape of any cross 
section of the cylindric surface.' Thus, together vx , Vy and w(g) completely determine the 
shape of the logarithmic correlation integral z(x, y). 

Let us study some general features of the behaviour of the function w(g) and z(x, y). 

The nature of the function M(X, Y) imposes some restrictions on w(g). Indeed, by its 
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meaning, the function M (X, y) cannot have negative deriv~tive's. As it follows from 
(9), the requirements 8M(X, y)/8X > 0 and 8M(X, Y)/BY > 0 lead to the inequality 
-J < w (~) < 1. Assuming, that w (0 does not oscillate at infinity, we find, that it has two 
asymptotes, w'(+oo) and w'(-oo). This gives us an important feature of w(O and of the 
z(x, y) surface, namely, that w(O saturates to two lines at positive and negative infinities, 
i.e. z(x, y) is composed of two planes (one when ~ := X /2vx - y /2Vy is a large positive value 
and the other when it is a large negative value) and an intermediate zone between them. 

Since the z(x, y) surface is a cylinder it can be described using only twb coordinates 
(~, 17) in the appropriate coordinate system (~, ~,17). We obtain this coordinate system from 
the original (x, y, z) by (i) rotating the (x, y, z) system about the z-axis until the y-axis 
coincides with the projection of the generating line on the x-y plane, and (li) rotating the 
system about the new x-axis until the y-axis coincides with the generating line. It can 
be shown that in this new coordinate system the equation for the logarithmic correlation 
integral takes the form 

V~_V2 !v~+v} (!V;+V;) 
1](~) = } x ~ + w ~ . 

2V,rVyJ1 + vi + v; J1 + v; + v; 2vxvy 
(11 ) 

As we see, because the ~ -axis coincides with the cylinder generating line, ,the equation for 
the cylinder surface is expressed in terms of ~ and 17 only, The function 17(~) is exactly 
what one sees when one views the z(x, y) surface from the direction of the generating line. 
Since the ~-17 plane is orthogonal to the direction of the generating line, it is preferable 
to use 17(0 instead of w(O to describe the correlation properties of an object, since these 
properties are now not only complementary to the scaling exponents Vx and Vy (determining 
the direction of the generating line of the cylinder), but also independent of them. 

Since the z(x, y) surface has two asymptotic plan~s, its cross section 17(0 saturates to 
two asymptotic lines. Therefore 17'(0 has two asymptotic values, 17'(+00) and 17'(-OC). 

To quantify the correlation characteristics of a self-affine object, other than the fractal 
exponents v,r and Vy we introduce two parameters 

(12) 

and 
2 I 2 '( , Vy -;- Vx w -00) - w (+00) 

-2-v,,-, V-y-;-'-rl=+=v=;=+=,=v=; 2 
17'(-00) - 17'(+00) 

K = --------~-----
2 

(13 ) 

The value of 8 characterizes the anisotropy of the cross section of the function z(x. y) 

(8 = 0 'when the cross section is isotropic), and K is a measure of curvature of the z(;(, y) 

func,tion (K = 0 when the surface is flat). These two parameters are important characteristics 
of a self-affine object. They complement the information contained in the fractal exponents 
Vx and vy. The parameter 8 describes a different type of anisotropy of a self-affine object 
than the ratio of the scaling exponents vx/vv. In fact, in section 5 we show that even 
a self-similar object (vx = vv) may have an'isotropic correlation characteristics which is 
indicated by 8 =I O. To distinguish between these two types of anisotropy we coined the 
terms scaling anisotropy parameter for Vx Ivy and /lon-scaling anisottopy parameter for is. 
Regarding the curvature parameter K, in section 5 we show that if it is equal to zero, i.e. 
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the cylindric surface z(x, y) degenerates into a plane, the exponents Vx and Vy of the fractal 
object are not defined uniquely. 

3.3. Further sti~dy of the shape of the surface z(x, y): Connection between the exponents 
V.t and Vy and other characteristics offractal objects 

Let us now find th<;; equations for the plane parts of the surface z(x, y). To do that 
we consider the slope of each plane in the <'C and y directions. By definition of the 
function M(X, Y) the derivatives 8z(x,0)/8x and 8z(0, y)/8y are fractal dimensions of 
cross sections of the object in the directions of X and Y axes, Dex and Dey, respectively. As 
shown in the appendix the derivatives 8z(0, y)/8x and 8z(x, 0)/8y are correlation fractal 
dimensions D2 [6] of the projections of the object on X and Y axes, Dpx2 and Dpyz, 

respectively. Putting z(O, 0) = 0 (which is just a matter of normalization of M(X, Y» we 
get the equations for the two asymptotic planes 

z_(x, y) = Dpxzx + DcyY (14) 

z+(x, y) = Dexx + D py2Y. (15) 

Let us remind the reader that the generalized fractal dimensions Dq are 

D = lim 10g(E p;') q i= 1 
q E~O (q - 1) log s 

(16) 

D I· EPilogPi 
[= [m . 

s~o logs 
(17) 

Here Pi is the fraction of the measure in a box of size s (in our case it is the fraction of the 
object that projects into an interval of size 8). Do is the fractal dimension of the support of 
the measure, D[ and Dz are called information and correlation dimensions, respectively. 

The relationships (14) and (15) enable us to demonstrate clearly what one gets when 
one determines the fractal dimension of a self-affine object: one finds how the mass within 
an X x Y rectangle changes as its sides change proportionally to each other. In other 
words, one just finds the slope of the section of the plane z(x, y) by the plane y = x + a, 
where constant a = 10g(Y / X). If Vx > Vy then for positive values of a (Y > X) the 
plane y = x + a will only intersect the z_(x, y) plane, while for negative values of a both 
z_(x, y) and ~-,-(x, y) planes will be intersected. This creates two slopes, corresponding 
to what is called global and local fractal dimensions of a self-affine object Do and DL, 
correspondingly [8]. Putting y = x + a in (14) and (15), we obtain that for Vx > Vy 

Do = Dpx2 + Dey 

DL = Dpy2 + Dex . 

(18) 

(19) 

It follows from (14), (15) and (8) that for the case Dpx2 = Dpy2 = 1 this result coincides 
with the expressions Do = (v)' - Vx + 1)/vy , DL = (vx - Vy + 1)/vx from [8]. 

Having substituted (9) in (14) and (15), and differentiated the equations with respect to x 
and Y one can see that the fractal dimensions of the cross sections and of the projections, Dcx, 
Dey and Dpx2' Dpy2 are connected with the w(~) function by the following relationships: 

w'(-oo) = -2vyDey + 1 = 2vxDpx2 - 1 

(1)'(+00) = 2vxDcx - I = -2vyDpy2 + 1 

(20) 

(21) 

so knowing, say, VX , v y , Dpx2 and Dpy2 one can easily calculate the parameters (3 and K 

from (12), (13) and (20), (21). 
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Substituting (14) and (15) into (8) we obtain the important relationships 

vxDex + VyDpY2 = 1 

VxDpx2 + VyDcy = 1 

565 

(22) 

(23) 

which Can be used for estimation of Vx and Vy given Dex. Dcy , Dpx2 and D py2. For a 
self-similar object (22) and (23) give 

Dex + Dpy2 = Dey + Dpx2 = D . (24) 

where D is the fractal dimension of the object. We note that the last equation is different 
from the equation obtained by Mandelbrot (8): Dex + Dpy! = D where Dpy) is the 
information dimension (6) of the projection on the Y-axis. In the next section we consider' 
some examples confirming our result (22)-(24). 

4. Analysis of correlation properties of some fractal objects 

To illustrate the application of the proposed approach for analysing self-affine objects we 
study the correlation properties .of three fractal objects whose fractal exponents we know 
in advance. The objects are shown in the upper row of figure 2: (a) simulated river 
(vx = 11)' = 0.77), (b) trace of Brownian motion (vx = 1, v)' = 4) and (c) 3 x 5 Sierpinsky 
carpet (Vx = log 5/1og 6 = 0.898, Vy = log 3/log 6 = 0.613). (The simulated river channel 
shown in figure 2(a) is built by a special type of a self-avoiding walk. If a walking particle 
crossed its own trajectory, the formed loop was erased. The final trajectory of a random 
walk was regarded as a river. See [2, 9] for details). 

Taking advantage of (8) we find the values of the exponents v., and Vy for the objects 
shown in figure 2(a) and (b)-see figure 3. They are (a) Vx ;::::; Vy ;::; 0.77 and (b) Vx = 1.00, 
Vy = 0.48, in agreement with the theoretical values. 

Let us first visualize the surfaces z(x, y) of the objects (see figures 2(a)-(e), bottom 
row). Since the functions z(x, y) of fractal objects are cylindric surfaces we can view them 
in the direction of the cylinder generating line (see (5) and (6». In other words, it is possible 
to adjust the rotation angle <p about the z-axis and the till angle 1/1 above the x-y plane 
from which the surface is viewed to see only the edge of the surface- (which is the 17($) 
function). It is not difficult to show that the following relationships connecting the angles 
and the exponents hold: 

or, reversely 

tan <p = Vx Ivy 

sin 1/1 = (1 + v; + v;r l/2 

Vx = sin <p cot 1/1 

Vy = cos <p cot 1/J . 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

The second row of figure 2(a)-(e) shows the surfaces viewed :from the angles <p and 1/1 
determined by (25) and (26). It can be seen that z(x, y) really represent cylindric surfaces 

.. and that the angles <p' and 1/J correspond to the relationships (25)-(28). 
The surface z (x, y) of the Sierpinsky carpets is step-like because of the step-like 

procedure of their construction. This produces a large spread in the values of the derivatives 
BzlBx and BzlBy and does not allow us'to find its fractal exponents from (8). However, 
looking at its z(x, y) surface in figure 2(e), middle row, one can see that apart from its 
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Figure 2. Fractal objects and thelrz(x, y) functions: (al simulated river (vx = Vy = 0.77, 
0= O. K = 0.27l, (b) Brownian motion trace (vx = I, VV = 1/2, a = -0.083, K = 0.417) and 
(e) 3 x 5 Sierpinsky carpet (vx = logSI log6 = 0.898, Vv = log 3jlog6 = 0.613, 0=-0.038, 
K = 0.266). The second row shows -the surfaces viewed from the angles cp and 1fr determined 
by (25) and (26). 
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" I ': .. : :'" . '. 
0.3 ",II 0.0 
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Bz/Bx 

Figure 3. Estimation of the fractal exponents v,. and Vy for (a) simulated river-see figure 2(a). 
and (b) trace of Brownian motion-see figure 2(b). Advantage is taken of (8). The estimated 
values are (a) Vx = Vy = 0.77 and (b) Vx = 0.48, v, = 1.00. 

step-like form it is a cylindric surface, with the direction of generating line corresponding 
to (25)-(28). 

As can be seen from (14) and (15) the slopes of the intersection of the 'l(X, y) surface 
with the XZ and YZ planes are Dcx and Dcy , respectively. Having found these values for 
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Table 1. Summary of correia lion characteristics v". V," 8 and K. of the fractal objects simulated 
in the paper, 

Object . Figure Vx Vy v"jvx K 

River channel 2(a) 0,77 0,77 I 0 0,27 
Trace of Brownian motioin 2(b) I 0.5 0.5 -0,083 0.417 
5x3 Sierpinsky carpet 2(c) 0,898 0,613 0,683 -0,038 0.266 
3 x 3 Sierpinsky carpet 4(a) 1 1 J 0 0.577 
3x3 Sierpinsky carpet 4(b) I -0,268 0.310' 
3 x 3 Sierpinsky carpet 4(c) ) 0 0.040 

(a) (b) (e) 

y ~ y 

X X X 

Figure 4. Logarithmic correlation integrals z(x.y) of different self-similar Sierpinsky carpets 
haying fractal dimension D = I (bottom figures) and the corresponding generators (top figures). 
The deleted' parts are marked black. Though the c:!I]lets have the same fractal dimension 
their correlation properties are different, which is re:1ected in the difference of their z(x. yJ 
functions, The asymmetric function ~ (x, y) for the car,--et (b) shows that this self-similar fractal 
is anisotropic. . 

the three analysed objects we used (20) and (21) to estimate w'(+oo) and w'(-oo) and then 
(12) and (13) to determine the parameters 0 and K characterizing the anisotropy and the' 
curvature of their logarithmic correlation integrals z(x, y). The values of the parameters are: 
for the river 8 = 0, K = 0.27, for the trace of Brownian motion 8 = -0.083, /C = 0.417, 
and for the Sierpinsky carpet 8 = -0.038, K = 0.266 (see table 1 for a summary). For aJ] 
three objects the curvature parameter is significantly different from zero, As will be seen in 
the next section this is a necessary condition for being able to estimate the fractal exponents 
Vx and v y . The anisotropy parameter 8 is equal to zero for the self-similar object, the river 
channel. One could think that a self-similar object is bound to have symmetric correlation 
properties and therefore its non-scaling anisotropy parameter 8 should always be equal to 0, 
However, as shown in the next section this is not true. 

We make use of the above fractal objects to demonstrate that relationships (22)-(2-1-) 
hold. For instance, from the z(x. y) function of the river channel (figure 2(a)) we found 
Dpx2 = Dpy2 = 0.91 and Dcx = Dey = 0.39, which are in a good agreement with the fractal 
exponents of the channel V.r = Vy = 0.77 found above. We also projected the picture of 
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the river and found the values Dpx2 and Dpy2 directly by calculating the sum from the right 
part of (A4). The direct calculation gives Dpx2 = Dpy2 = 0.92. in good agreement with the 
values found from the analysis of the function z(x. y). 

Application of the same procedure to some Sierpinsky carpets confirms the results 
(22)-(24). as well. In these cases we were also able to make sure that the determined 
values of the derivatives az(o. y)/8x agree with the theoretical values of the correlation 
dimension D px2 • and not with the informative dimension Dpx! as implied by Mandelbrot in 
[8}. For instance. for the Sierpinsky carpet. shown in Jigure 4(c) az(o. y)/ax == 0.53; the 
projection of the carpet and the direct calculation gives the same value. The theoretical 
value Dpx2 = DpY2 = - 10geE pl) / log 3 = 0.535. while the informative dimension 
Dpx! = Dpy! = -(E Pi log Pi)/ log 3 = 0.579. The dimensions of the cross sections 
found from the analysis of the z(x. y) function are D e.t = Dc)' = 0.47. so Dex + Dpy2 = 1. 
in agreement with (24). 

5. Surprising correlation properties of some fractal objects 

5. J. A class of fractal objects for which the scaling exponents Vt and Vy are not defined 
uniquely 

As pointed out in section 3. having found the values of Dex. Dey, Dpx2 and Dpy2 one can 
calculate the fractal exponents Vx and Vy from (22) and (23). However, this system of linear 
equations has an infinite set of solutions if the fractal dimensions of the cross sections are 
equal to the fractal dimensions of the corresponding projections 

Dex = Dpx2 = Dx 

DJ:Y = DpY2 = Dy . 

(29) 

(30) 

If equations (29) and (30) hold the cylindric surface z(x. y) degenerates into a plane. 
Indeed, comparing (13), (20) and (21) with (8) one can easily see that the conditions (29) 
and (30) are equivalent to one condition: the curvature parameter K = 0, which means that 
the function w(;) is a straight line, i.e. z(x, y) is a plane. In this case, equations (22) and 
(23) are reduced to one equation 

(31) 

having an infinite set of solutions Vx and v y . Equations (29) and (30) (or, equivalently, the 
condition K = 0) specify a class of fractal objects for which it is impossible to point out a 
unique pair of fractal exponents. These objects can be described by any exponents which 
are in agreement with (31). In other words, when the surface z(x, y) degenerates into a 
plane, the difference between the self-affine and self-similar object disappears and there is 
no preferable direction- for cutting the surface because the trace is a straight line in any 
direction. For instance. a compact object is characterized by Dc.t = Dey = Dp.t2 = DpY2 = 1. 
Comparing this relationship with (31). we obtain Vx + Vy = 1. This means that a compact 
object can be treated as a self-affine one- with arbitrary ratio vx/vy, including e.g. vx/Vy = 1 
(self-similar case). The only significant relationship for such an object is that the sum of 
the exponents Vx and Vy is 1. 

It is important to emphasize that relationships (29) and (30) can also be true for 
a non-compact object. For example, the Sierpinsky carpet having a 3 x 5 generator 
with four non-empty cells in the corners (see figure 5) has Dex = Dpx2 = log 2/log 5, 
Dey = Dpy2 = log 2/log 3, and the only thing one can say about the fractal exponents Vx 

and Vy is that they must satisfy (31). 
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x 

Figure S. For this Sierpinsky carpet (:29) and (30) hold, Le. fractal 
dimensions of cross sections are equal to the corresponding fractal 
dimensions of projections (Dcx := Dp.'2 := Jog 2/ log 5, Dc .• := Dp.\'2 = 
log2/log 3) and, equivalently, the curvature pfU'ameter /( ;= O. Therefore 
its logarithmic correlation integral z(x, y) degenerates into a plane and 
there is no unique pair of the exponents Vx and Vy for this object. Any 
pair of the exponents bound by relationship (31): (log2/log5)vx + 
(log 2/1og 3)vy ;= 1 characterizes this object. 

As we have seen, the curvature parameter K is an important characteristic of correlation 
properties of an object. Indeed, if K = 0, the fractal object can be characterized by an 
infinite number of exponents Vx and v)'. Moreover, even if K i= 0, but is close enough to 
zero, that is, the z(x, y) function is fiat, the estimation of the fractal exponents may become 
impossible (though in this case they exist). For example, if one uses (8) to estimate the 
exponents Vx and Vy one may find that since the surface z(x, y) is not curved enough, the 
variations in the true values of the partial derivatives az(x, y)/ax and az(x, y)/By over the 
surface z(;r, y) are small and therefore masked by statistical fluctuations. 

5.2. Fractal objects having the same scaling exponents Vx and Vy and different correlation 
properties. Anisotropic self-similar objects 

We have shown that in some cases one surface z(x, y) can be characterized by different 
fractal exponents v): and vy. We will now demonstrate that different surfaces may correspond 
to the same exponents. Indeed, Sierpinsky carpets whose generators and corresponding 
z(x, y) surfaces are shown in figures 4(a)-(c) have the same fractal exponents Vx = Vy 

= l/D =1. Calculating Dp2 as -log(LPF)/log3, where Pi = Ili/n (niis the number 
of non-empty squares in the ith row and n is the total number of non-empty squares 
in a generator), and using (12), (13), (20) and (21), we find: (i) Dp;,2 = D py2 = 1, 
8 = 0, K = 0.577, (ii) Dpx2 = 0.535, Dpy2 = 1, 8 == -0.268, K = 0.310, and (iii) 
Dpx2 = DpY2 = 0.535, 8 = 0, K = 0.040. So, objects having the same fractal dimension 
may have different parameters K -and <5 and, hence, different surface ~(." y). Moreover, the 
example shown in figure 4(b) demonstrates that density correlation characteristics even of 
a self-similar object can be different in different directions. This anisotropy is reflected in 
the asymmetry of the function z(x, y) and is characterized by the value of the non-scaling 
anisotropy parameter <5 = -0.268. 

6. Conclusion 

The approach proposed, based on the study of the logarithmic correlation integral (i) provides 
a method for extracting the fractal exponents Vx and Vy characterizing the geometry of a 
self-affine or self-similar object froin one pattern only and (li) permits a better understanding 
of the correlation properties of such objects. To the best of our knO\vledge no such method 
is available in the literature and this may have resulted in the erroneous use of the external 
exponents a.~ and <:ty (which can be estimated from an ensemble or evolving pattern) for 
the description of the geometry of a self-affine object. As demonstrated in this paper the 
external and internal exponents are generally not equal, except in the special case that the 
object evolves in a way that it neither grows nor dissolves inside. Even in such a case the 
suggested approach enables one to find the external exponents (unless (29) and (30) hold) 
and thus, to predict the evolution of the object from one pattern only instead of an ensemble 
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of patterns. 
Apart from the ability to estimate Vx and Vy the use of the logarithmic correlation 

integral provides more information about the correlation structure of an object than simply 
Vx and v y • This additional information was quantifietf by introducing two parameters, one 
of them (8) measuring the anisotropy of the object of non-scaling nature and the other 
(/C) n:teasuring the curvature of the logarithmic correlation integral. Several examples were 
presented to illustrate the fact that even self-similar fractals for which Vx = Vy Ci) may 
have different correlation properties and (ii) may still exhibit anisotropy in their correlation 
structure. The four parameters vx , vy, 8 and /C were connected to fractal dimensions of 
projections and cross sections of the object. Conditions under which a fractal object has 
non-unique V.t and Vy parameters were derived. 

In this paper our analysis focused on the characterization of a monofractal object. 
The same analysis could be applied to a multifractal object to characterize the behaviour 
of the first moments only of its correlation structure. However. to fully characterize a 
multifractal self-affine object one could introduce a function z(x. y: q) where the parameter 
q characterizes the order of the moment. Following the same approach as here a reduced 
efficient parametrization of a self-affine multifractal object could be obtained in terms of 
four functions: vx(q). Vy(q). 8(q) and /C(q). This extension is currently under investigation. 
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Appendix. 

The density correlation function of the object c(X. y) = a:,\I[(x. y)/aXay 'is the 
probability to find a particle at the point (Xo + X. Yo + Y) provided there is a particle 
at the point (Xo. Yo). For the lattice model it can be estimated as 

1 
c(X. Y) = N L 8(Xo. Yo)8(Xo + x. Yo + Y) . (AI) 

xo.yo 

where N is the total number of the particles in the object. 8(Xo. Yo) = I if there is a particle 
at the point (Xo. Yo) and 8(Xo. Yo) = 0 otherwise. Hence M(X. Y) can be estimated as 

x y 1 x Y 

L LC(U, V) = N L L 8(Xo. Yo) L8(Xo + U, Yo + V). (A2) 
u=ov=o u=oXo,Yo v=o 

For large values of Y so that Y ~ YO,max. where YO,max is the size of the object in the 
Y -direction 

y 

L8(Xo + u. Yo + V) ~ Nx(Xo + UY (A3) 
v=o 

where N x (Xo + U) is the number of particles of the object that project onto the lattice point 
Xo + U of X-axis. Therefore. for large values of Y the function AI(X. Y) can be estimated 
as 
1 x 1 X' 

N L L L 8(Xo• Yo)Nx(Xo + U) = N L Nx(Xo) L Nx(Xo + U). 
u=o Xo Yo Xo u=o 

(A4) 
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The right-hand side of the last equation up to a constant coefficient coincides with 
the expression for the correlation integral from [7] which in a one-dimensional case is 
C(X) = N-2 E~jo=l ()(X -IXol- XOj D where e(X) is the Heaviside function and XOI. XOj 
are the coordinates of the particles. The value C(X) is the number of pairs 0. j) whose 
distance IXol - XOJI is less then X. When calculating the right-hand side of expression 
(A4) one performs the same procedure as when he calculates C(X) for the projection 
of the particles ofthe object on X-axis. As is shown- in [6.7]. C(X) scales .as X));. 

In 'other words. M(X. Y) '" X))J"'~ and 8z(x, y)/8x = Dpx2 for Y ~ Yo.mllX ' Since for 
Y/Vy » x/vx the surface z(x, y) is a plane and the derivative 1lz(x, y)/8x is constant 
the equality 1lz(x, y)/1lx = Dpx2 is valid not only for y ~ log YO•mllX• but also for any 
y » (vy/vx)x. 
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